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FOREWORD 

Michael W. Bov\Ters, Guest Editor 

It is 'Nith great pleasure that I serve as guest editor for this special issue
The La\·v and Courts in Nevada- of the Nevada Historical Society Quarterly. As 
a longtime scholar of public lavl in general and, more specificall)0 in Nevada, I 
have seen firsthand the dearth of scholarly research and publication on these 
topics. To date, for example, there is no published history of the Nevada Su
preme Court, and other legal institutions such as local courts and district attor
neys have been uniforrnly neglected as topics for study. Basic research avail
able for decades in other states has not even been conducted \·vithin the state of 
Nevada. For instance, ,·"hen in 1990 I gathered and analyzed data on judicial 
elections in the state, it ,vas the first time that such foundational scholarship 
had ever been published.1 

I am hopeful that this special issue of the Quarterly ,NiH achieve hvo sepa
rate, but related, goals. First, this edition contains four articles presenting in
formation about Nevada la\·v and courts of \·vhich the reader is most like1v un-

.i 

knov1lledgeable. Thus, at a minimum, ,,'Ve hope to enlighten our readers regard
ing these long-ignored topks. Second, it is my more general hope that the pub
lication of this special issue ""ill stimulate further research on 1av'l and courts in 
Nevada. That scholarship in this area has long been ,.voefully lacking is appar
ent to even the most casual observer. 

My pleasure at serving as guest editor for this issue of the Quarterly is tem
pered by my sadness that the first article in it is a memorial tribute to Gary 
Elliott of the Community College of Southern Nevada. This eulogy by Gary's 
colleague at CCSN, Michael Green, informs us of the true magnitude of our 
loss in Gary's unexpected death in summer 1999. Gary had been one of the 
most ardent and vocal supporters of a special issue on lavol and the courts and 
had spoken '·'lith me many times regarding the article on consensual sexual 
relations policy that he intended to submit for publication. I am pleased that 
Michael Green ,,'Vas able to locate Gary's draft of the article and complete it for 
publication in this issue. 

"The Touchy-Feely Totalitarians and the War on Privacy" is Elliott's exami
nation and critique of the University and Community College System of 
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Nevada's various policies on consensual relaHons. In his O"wn inimitable ,·vay, 
he surveys American notions of privacy and our frequent inability to live up to 
our professed principles of liberty. Ultimately, Elliott concludes that consen
sual relations policies are merely one more intrusion into individual liberty 
and an invitation to administrative (i.e., governmental) lav-,rlessness. 

Elmer Rusco's liThe Civil Rights Movement in Ha\vthorne" is an excellent 
example of the kind of research that scholars in Nevada should do more fre
quently. Through his examination of original sources such as government docu
ments and contemporary newspapers and his personal intenrie'ws "vith civil 
rights, media, and government leaders of the time, Rusco reveals the fascinat
ing tale of the only small to"vn in Nevada in ~Nhich the civil rights movement 
reached significant proportions. The origins and development of that move
ment are richly told and documented, and ultimately suggest the impact that a 
fe,v deeply committed individuals, on either side, can have in a struggle as 
important as protecting the constitutionally guaranteed civil rights of the state's 
citizens. 

Bruce Alverson's nThe Limits of POV.ler: Comstock Litigation, 1859-1864" tells 
a tale of bribery, corruption, and litigation during the Comstock era. As he 
discovers, the combination of an immature legal system and unsuitable min
ing la"v "vas an invitation to the judicial chaos that developed first in the N e
vada Territory and, later, in the state. Alverson's article seems destined to be
come the definitive v-lork on that aspect of this tumultuous period in the state's 
history. 

J 

"Judicial Selection in Nevada: A Modest Proposal for Reform" by this au-
thor is a rumination on Nevada's method of judicial selection. I suggest that, if 
the state is un\villing to change its system of electing judges, then perhaps other 
structural changes could be made to better ensure judicial independence vvhile 
maintaining some form of accountability to voters. Specifically, I propose four
teen-year terms for each Nevada Supreme Court justice and explain ho"v such 
a system might simultaneously achieve the goals of independence and account
ability among the state's highest judges. 

Finall y, the editors of the Quarterly and I vv.ould like to dedicate this special 
issue of the journal to the memory of Gary Elliott. Gary vvas fond of saying 
tha t, in Nevada, he vvould al \~lays have t.o be kno\·vn as II the other Elliott." 
Ho"vever, to those of us 'v ho kneV\T him, he ,vill be remembered as the Elliott 
"vho vvas ne"v"er afraid to speak out in the interests of liberty and ,vho contrib
uted greatly to our kno"vledge of Nevada history, politics, and public policy. 
VVhen all is said and done, he "vill be remembered most fondly as our friend 
and colleague. 

NOTES 

l~v1ichael \·'V. Bm-vers, "The Impact of Judicial Selection J\-'1ethods in Nevada:Some Empirical 
Obsenrations," Nevada Public Affairs RevielO, no. 2 (1990). 



GARY ELLIOTT 
1941-1999 

Michael S. Green 

This special issue of the Nevada Historical Society Quarterly is dedicated to 
the memory of Garv Elliott. When he died on Julv 11, 1999, Nevada lost one of 
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its most prolific, influential, and unusual scholars; the Community College of 
Southern Nevada lost one of its most distinguished and respected professors; 
his colleagues lost a friend, a mentor~ and an exemplar. 

Gary Eugene Elliott ,vas born on October 17, 1941, in Los Angeles. Until he 
"vas nearly fifty, he pursued a career in la"v enforcement, first as a policeman 
and then as a Drug Enforcement Administration agent. While doing so, he 
earned his bachelor's and master's degrees at California State University, Los 
Angeles. His first lengthy exposure to Las Vegas "vas as a DEA investigator 
(probing drug use by Hovvard Hughes), and he later "vas assigned to the 
agency's southern Nevada office. 

In the early 1980s, Gary decided to pursue further graduate studies in his
tory. He enrolled at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, earning a second 
master's in 1984, and v,,'as invited to join both the Phi Kappa Phi national honor 
society and the Phi Alpha Theta history honor society. He "vent on to teach 
both halves of the United States history survey course at UNLV and at v\That 
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"vas then Clark County Community College. 

I am grateful to my CCSN colleagues Alan Balboni, Earnest Bracey, Royse Smith, and 
especially DeAnna Beachley and John Hollitz, for their assistance, as ,vell as to Robert 
Faiss of Lionel Sa~·vyer and Collins. I also am grateful to Las Vegas City L~fe, \\7here 
portions of this essay originally appeared, and to managing editor Geoff Schumacher. 

A scholarship in memory of Gary E. Elliott has been established at the Community 
College of Southern Nevada. For more information, contact rvIichael Green bye-mail at 
greenml@nevada.edu or by telephone at (702) 6.51-44.57. 

I:vlichael S. Green is a professor of History at the Community College of Southern 
Nevada and book revie\\7 editor for the Nevada Historical Society Quarterlv: He is com-

J J 

pLeting his Ph.D. in history at Columbia University. He and Gary Elliott edited Nevada: 
Readings and Perspectives (Nevada Historical Socity). 
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Hovvever, vvestern and Nevada history beckoned. While he was greatly in
fluenced by his graduate committee of Joseph A. Fry, Eugene Moehring, and 
Jay Coughtry, he also acquired a great interest in ,·vestern history from Robert 
Davenport's graduate colloquium in the subject. At the suggestion of Candace 
Kant, then his department chair at the community college, he developed a course 
in Nevada history. He found the subject fascinating and useful: "I read Profes
sor Jerome Ed,·vards's book, Pat McCartan: Political Boss ofNe'oada. Aside from 
being interested in McCarran's colorful, and often outrageous, public state
ments, I \vas struck by the many references to his successor-Alan Bible."l 

Soon he began "vork on his Ph.D. at Northern Arizona University. His ad
viser, Monte Poen, a distinguished scholar of Harry Truman, vvanted him to 
come up ,·vith a disserta tion topic. II After some indecision and preliminary re
search, I d iscovered that Senator Bible's papers "vere readily available and that 
he \vas living in nearby California," Gary "vrote. "Thus began a seven-year 
trek through more cartons of documents and papers than I care to recall. II 2 

The result \vas a dissertation completed in 1990 and published in 1994 by 
the University of Nevada Press as Senator Alan Bible and tile Politics of the NeIl) 
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vVest. It \von praise from Bible's friends and family for its judicious portrait of 
a quiet, unassuming, hard-,vorking senator. It "von the admiration of scholars 
such as Robert Dallek, author of a hvo-volume biography of Bible's friend 
Lyndon Johnson, for its careful analysis of the rise of the Sunbelt and the "vork
ings of the United States Senate. And it "von both the Wilbur S. Shepperson 
Humanities A\vard for outstanding book published by the University of Ne
vada Press and a certificate of achievement from the Western Writers of America. 

The study of Alan Bible marked both a progress and a resurgence in Nevada 
history. It \vas the first in-depth biography of a Nevada political figure of the 
posh·var era. While it demonstrated Bible's links to the modern Nevada politi
cal economy of gaming and tourism-Bible's shepherding of the Southern Ne
vada Water Project clearly affected the rapid grovvth of Las Vegas-this "vork 
also explained Bible's connections to Nevada's past as a protector of its land, 
v'later, and mining interests. The study made clear hovv a senator from a small 
state could be successful in the upper 'house of Congress: as II a v-/orkhorse, not 
a sho,,,,horse," v\lhich \vas the title of one of Gary's articles on Bible. It described 
the author, too. 

Preparation of the book inspired Gary to pursue other scholarly endeavors. 
He published six articles in the Nevada Historical Society Quarterly and Halcyon 
based on his research of Bible's career. Ty"To articles, one on "'later issues and 
another ("",ith Candace Kant) on the McCarthy era in Nevada, appeared in Dina 
Titus's Battle Born: Federal-State C01~flict in Nevada During the Ttventieth Century. 
His extensive interviev",Ts V-lith Bible gave him considerable experience in oral 
history, and his in-depth research gave him a profound understanding of the 
politics, economYt and society of posh-varN evada. As a result, even before com
pleting the dissertation, he began conducting intervieV-lS for \vhat became Hang 
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Tough! Grant Sa'wyer: An Activist in the Go'vernor's Mansion, an oral history pub
lished in 1993 \i'lith Tom King, \vho heads the Uni versi ty of Nevada Oral His
tory Program. 

As the interviev'ler, Gary guided the former governor through his life story. 
His kno"vdedge and research greatly impressed Sa\vyer, his -.;;vife Bette, and his 
daughter Gail. More important, perhaps, the governor-turned-corporate lav'l
yer and the DEA agent-turned-historian enjoyed being together. ~'The most 
striking personal characteristic about Gov. Sa\vyer is his sense of humor, \vhich 
is sho\vn throughout this ,·vor k," Gary -.;;vrote. "While he can speak long and 
passionately on issues, ,·vhen it comes to himself, he is not at all that serious. 
He can laugh at himself." The description fit not only the intervie\i'lee, but also 
the intervie,·ver.3 

His \i'lork on Sa,vyer led Gary into still more research. In 1996, he published 
a n.vo-part study in this journal on legislative apportionment, lvhich had 
changed dramatically in Nevada during Sa\vyer's tenure. At the time of his 
death, Gary had just begun -.;;vork on a history of the la\v firm that Savlyer 
founded 'Nith the Las Vegas attorney Sam Lionel. 

The Sa\vyer project also led, indirectly, to another oral history. Gary's talent 
in the field, his interest in civil rights and liberties, and Sa\vyer's o,vn activities 
as governor in behalf of civil rights helped lead Gary into a set of intervie\vs 
\vith Dr. James McMillan, whose "vork as president of the Las Vegas chapter of 
the NAACP led to the desegregation of Las Vegas casinos in 1960. The inter
vie"\ls \vith McMillan prompted still more publications. The civil rights activist's 
oral history, Fighting Back: A L~fe in the Struggle for Civil Rights, appeared in 
1997. In the four years it took to finish the book, Garv ,vrote, 

~ ~ 

I got to knO'N Dr. James B. ··1d\llillan well, to respect him, and to admire ,vhat he has 
done '""'lith his life. His friends call him 'Mac'; I caU him fv[ac too, because it seems 
natural to do so, and I hope he counts me among his friends. What I like most about 
Mac is that his approach to life is the antithesis of '~lhat is commonly referred to today as 
'politicaUy correct.' He 'would be more at home among professed bigots, arguing against 
their stereotypes and fallades, than in the company of polite sodety ""lith its thinly 
disguised petty politics and hollo,"v conversation 

-another apt description of intervielvee and intervie-.;;ver. Gary further de
tailed McMillan's long struggle against racism and segregation in a biography 
V'lr:i!tten for Richard O. Davies's The Maverick Spirit, published in 1998.4 

Studying Bible, Sav'vyer, and McMillan gave Gary a deep kno,vledge of Ne
vada history in general and southern Nevada in particular. So did teaching the 
subject. In 1991, he joined the faculty of the Community College of Southern 
Nevada, ,vhere he again taught both hahres of the United States history survey, 
Nevada history~ and specialized courses on constitutional and environmental 
history. His knovvledge and professionalism impressed not only his students 
and colleagues, but also Heritage Media of Encinitas, California, ,vhich invited 
him to ,vrite a history of Las \regas. Gary completed The Ne'lt.' V\Testern Frontier: 
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An Illustrated History of Greater Las Vegas early in 1999 and sa\v it through to 
publication. I t is a hlghly readable coffee-table book V\rith the kind of heavily 
interpretive slant that his readers V\Tould expect of him. 

Gary also extended his scholarship beyond Nevada. His teaching and his 
,vork on McMillan had prompted him to begin v'lDrk on a document collection 
of African-American constitutional history. Like his oral historv subJ'ects, he 

~ ~ 

felt strongly about many issues, and in recent years dedicated himself to a 
struggle of his o\vn in behalf of privacy rights. This culminated in the publica
tion early in 1999 of II Consensual Relationships and the Constitution: A Case 
of Liberty Denied," in The Michigan Journal of Gender and Laro. He alSD began 
'vriting the article that appears in this journal, a study of Nevada's respDnse to 
the issue. 

In little more than a decade, Gary published hvo books, hvo oral histories, 
nine refereed scholarly articles, five articles for edited \vorks, hvo co-edited 
volumes, and nine book revie\·vs. He had begun ,vork on hvo more volumes, 
V\'as planning tV.lO others, and \vas V\7riting book revie\vs and articles. His \vork 
presented a strong point of viev·l. He argued cogently that Nevada leaders had 
to learn or kno", .. ' ho\v to function \vithin the system of federalism under ,,vhich 
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the United States is go'\rerned. He \VTote eloquently and ardently in behalf of 
environmental issues, especially the creation of the Great Basin National Park. 
His book on Las Vegas sho\ved hOV\T the city has fit into the na tional ethos and 
stressed the importance of careful state control of its main industry, gaming. 
His V\7riting on Savvyer and McMillan defended their oV\rn sometimes unpopu
lar stands. 

What made his scholarly output all the more impressive \vas the size of his 
teaching load. At the Community College of Southern Nevada, teaching is em
phasized; since it is a teaching institution, schDlarship goes almost "vholly 
unre,·varded and unsupported financially. Ho\vever, Gary shared ,·vith many 
of his colleagues the belief that gODd teaching requires research into the subject 
being taught. He taught at least five courses a semester, sometimes six so that 
he could offer more specialized classes. That meant teaching about 175 stu
dents a semester-in other vvords, a great deal of time spent in class prepara
tion, grading, and, inevitably, advising. He ,·vas a highly demanding and exact
ing professor, for ,vhich his students and colleagues deeply respected him. That 
required spending even more time ,vith his students, helping them meet his 
demands and those of their other classes. This he did v'lith good cheer, encour
agement, and a sense of commitment. Several of his students have gone on to 
study history Dr lav.l, and credit hlm \vith influencing them. 

If this seems like a typical obituary of a typical scholar, that is about to change. 
Gary \vas not the typical scholar. He \vas no ivory-to~ver academic. That is one 
reason his students appreciated him. While he rarely discussed his past v.lith 
them, he conveyed his understanding that they had lives outside the class
room, because he did, too. It also gave him a different perspective from most 
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of his colleagues. To a complaint from one of them about the heavy teaching 
load, he responded, "Quit your vvhining. At least nobody's shooting at you." 
From personal experience}" he knevv vvhat that v",ras like. 

"Quit your \·v hining" \·vas an Elliottism. He had several of those. Another}" 
'vvhenever something bad or silly had happened, ,"vas "Say it's not so." When
ever someone displeased him, he vvould say, "Somebody ought to slap him 
silly." They became familiar around our department office, and usually \-vere 
directed at the pompous, the officious, and the humorless. Gary \vas none of 
those. 

All of his colleagues respected him, and some of them cherished him. When 
he "vas based at CCSN's Cheyenne campus, and also during visits after he 
s\vitched to the Henderson campus, he , .... /ould spend hours discussing history 
and research ,"vith other professors. His colleagues ,"vere his friends; they looked 
to him for advice and comradeship, and he gave them in so great a measure 
that the debt could never be repaid. 

They also found him to be an enigma. When he \vas in Las Vegas, he stayed 
at a small hotel-casino, the Klondike Inn, at the far end of the Strip. He promptly 
became friendly ,vith everyone from the ovvner to the porters. Then he moved 
into a mobile home and proudly declared himself trailer trash. He also had a 
house in Crestline, California. There he leaves his "vife, Debbie; his daughter 
and son-in-lavv, Kimberly and Paul Hooper; their daughter, Cassidy; and a le
gion of family and friends. 

It \·vas quite a commute from Lake Arro\vhead to Las Vegas, but he said it 
"vas no problem. Besides, he could more easily separate his vvork and personal 
life, v'lhich enabled him to organize his time so effectively that he "vas and 
remains a marvel. Spending \·veekends in Southern California also meant that 
he could go to USC football games, \'''lhich he vie'·"'led as something akin to a 
religious experience. 

He also leaves behind a sadder and lonelier junior partner. Gary V\ras kind 
and undiscriminating enough to see me as an equal, despite our differences in 
age (I am younger), experience (I have not been shot at-yet), and ,visdom (I 
have far, far less of it). We met in the fall of 1983 in a class at UNLV. We became 
friends then, and close friends as time ,"vent on. He \vas on the search commit
tee that hired me at CCSN, and his office V\ras next to mine for h~.lO vears. We 
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edited a reader together, presented '·"'lhat proved to be his final conference pa-
per together, read one another's '·"'lork and took pleasure in pointing out and 
hashing out errors or faulty interpretations (I had a lot more of both than he 
did) and ,"vere planning other projects \·vhen he died. 

To describe my sense of loss is hard. It cannot begin to compare \vith that of 
his family. I am grateful that he did not linger or suffer. I cannot think of him 
,·vithout smiling, because he V\ras like the men he intervie\·ved: dedicated and 
opinionated, but funny and fun to be around; he ,vas serious about everything 
but himself. But I have lost one of the greatest friends I have ever had, at true 
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mentor, and a great influence on my life. 
Gary Elliott V-las only fifty-seven v\,rhen he died, but he accomplished more 

in the time he had than most of us 'I\rould if given h·vice as long to live. When he 
,"vas diagnosed ,"vith cancer and told that he might die soon, he told me, and 
told me to tell others, liN 0 v\rhining. I haven't been cheated." But ,"ve, his friends 
and family, vvere cheated out of more great scholarship, great teaching, and 
great times. 

Notes 

lGary E. Elliott, Senator Alan Bible and the Politics of the NezL' 1,'Vest (Reno and Las Vegas: 
University of Nevada Press, 1994); xi. 

lIbido 
3Grant Sa\.v,rer, Gary E. Elliott, and R. T. King, Hang Tough! Grant Sawyer: An Activist in the 

Governor's AJansion (Reno: University of Nevada Oral History Program, 1997); xxii. 
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Professor Garv E. Elliott, 1941-1999. Author of Senator Alan Bible 
and the Politics' of the New vVest. 
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THE TOUCHY-FEELY TOTALITARIANS 
AND THE WAR ON PRIVACY: 

Adm.inistrative Lawlessness 
and the UCCSN 

Gary E. Elliott 
C01npleted and edited by Michael S. G teen1 

Perhaps no personal privilege is greater than the right to privacy, often de
scribed as the right to be let alone. Yet la'l\rmakers, employers, medical con
glomerates, insurance companies, financial and research institutions, and ad
ministrative agencies of government have, until recently, breezily dismissed 
claims of privacy and personal autonomy-all in direct opposition to a gro"v
ing body of constitutional la-VIl and in direct opposition to the persistent and 
expressed \vishes of the public. The most intimate and personal details of life 
have been collected, collated, correlated, tabulated, and then sold to anyone 

,; 

"vining to pay a modest fee for the information-or made available via the 
Internet. Only in the late 1990s, it appears, has privacy become an issue for 
decision makers, resulting in the introduction of legislation and the issuance of 
directives designed to protect Americans from unv.larranted or undesired in
trusions into their personal lives. "ice President Albert Gore declared privacy 
"a basic American value" and, calling for an "electronic bill of rights," added, 
"You should have the right to choose ~Thether your personal information is 
disclosed." As legal journalist and professor of 1a"v, Jeffrey Rosen "vrote, 

the dirty little secret about the politics of privacy is that although polls sho"v that a 
majority of people are for it, many of the best organized interest groups are strenuously 
against it. Corporations oppose any privacy protections that "vould restrict their ability 
to use personal information in marketing schemes. In the nineteen-nineties, some feri
nists have been arguing that the courts, by protecting privacy at home and at \'\lork, 
have created a zone of peril for "vomen, ''\There men are free to batter and harass them 
-with impunity .. . . At the other end of the spectrum, Focus on the Family, "vhich lobbies 
for the Christian right, recently squelched a proposed right-to-privacy amendment to 
the Colorado constitution, on the ground that it might encourage abortion and gay rights 
and allow children to lock their bedroom doors \viiliout parental consent. State and 
federallavll-enforcement groups are also pO''\Terful foes of privacy reform. In fact, the 
only consistently! pro-privacy group in national politics has been the Ruby Ridge 'ving 
of the libertarian right,. ,vhich opposes federal authority in all its forms. 

Some politicians ",,rho have taken a leading stand on this issue, such as Sena-
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tor Richard Bryan (D-Nevada), hav"e found themselves part of an unlikely coa
lition of liberals, moderates, and conservatives ,·vho support the idea of indi
vidual rights and civil liberties, and oppose unvvarranted governmental intru
sion into private lives. Unfortunately, much of this interest in privacy has been 
comparable to closing the barn door after all of the horses inside have raced to 
the next state-not to mention sounding the bugle call and starting the fire that 
drove out the horses. Some of those no\v committed to protecting privacy have 
been among its most persistent violators. vVhat is most distressing about the 
attempt to rebuild the shattered concept of privacy is the complicity of govern
ment, at an levels, in requiring individual disclosure of these personal details 
in the first place. Some la\vmakers and agency heads act as agents for commer
cial interests, rather than respond to v"'hat should be their principles or the 
desires of their principals, the people. Others have an entirely different but no 
less threatening agenda that has sunk deep roots in n.ventieth-century America.2 

Their actions, reflected in the demand for and unthinking acceptance of con
sensual relationship policies at most institutions of the University and Com
munity College System of Nevada, are the subject of this article. For this state's 
higher education system to be engaged in this kind of assault on privacy is 
ironic, indeed: Nevada and Nevadans long have advocated, explicitly and 
implicitly, the right to be left alone. Often, this has been V-lith the intention of 
pursuing economic self-interest: miners \vho came to Nevada in search of a 
ne~N life through mineral \·vealth, and then gamblers \vho 'I\relcomed the chance 
to ply their trade ,·vhere it \vas legal and they no longer faced the constant 
threat of arrest. The issue of profitable self-interest also has manifested itself in 
Nevada's treatment of sex: it is, after all, the only state in \·vhich prostitution is 
legal. And Nevadans have made abundantly clear that they object to govern
mental intrusions into their business. According to :tvlike O'Callaghan, a tvvo
term governor of Nevada ,·vho is novv a ne,vspaper editor and publisher: 

Americans have ahvays v\rorried about Big Brother in ,,,rashington,. D.C., but Little 
Brother in Carson City can ... become more deadly. Every legislative session attempting 
to broaden lm·v enforcement ,.viretap po\·vers, enforce use of polygraphs and open up 
personnel records finds some degree of success. All attacks on privacy are presented in 
the //need to know" category and "when presented piecemeal sound reasonable to those 
legislators "who aren't deep thinkers. vVhen all added together,. over the period of sev
eral sessions,. the damage to personal privacy is tremendous.3 

a"Callaghan is not alone among Nevadans concerned about threats to and 
issues surrounding privacy. The Las Vegas Sun has devoted several editorials, 
syndicated and local columns, and nevvs stories to the importance of presenT
ing individual privacy. The Las Vegas Revie'[f.) Journal has crusaded in favor of 
open public records on the proper grounds that government must be open and 
the people are entitled to knOV-l ho\v their tax dollars are spent. Legislators 
have debated the questions of ho\v accessible such records ought to be and 
\vhether, for example, the use of cameras to catch traffic violators at intersec-
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Hons violates the rights of a driver 'v ho is presumed to have the right to expect 
privacy \vithin his or her vehicle. At the 1999 session, one .of the arguments 
surrounding a proposed toughening of state ethics lavvs concerned the defini
tion of v . .rhat constitutes the sort of "personal relationship" that \vould prompt 
elected .officials to recuse themselves from voting; the state Senate majority 
leader William Raggio (R-Washoe County), declared that requiring disclosure 
of a relationship to the extent of listing ownership of individual shares of stock 
vvent too far.4 

The higher educational system that the legislature funds has n.o compunc
tion about requiring the disclosure of an even more private relationship-in
deed, the most priv-ate relationship. It has sought to define personal relation
ships, impose standards of behavior, and require disclosure of the most inti
mate kind of personal details, all based on dubious claims of protecting those 
vvho have not necessarily asked for protection and of avoiding potential finan
cialloss, and all based on constitutional grounds that 'would have to improve 
even to be dubious. To be sure, UCCSN is only one of many government and 
administrative organizations to vvage V·lar on privacy. As this study sho\vs, those 
\vho are supposed to be deep thinkers-indeed, Nevada's deepest thinkers
have acted either from un\vitting ignorance of privacy rights or from a knO\'v
ing and cavalier disregard for them. Some of them simply have sought to do 
vvhat they think is right. In the process, though, they have done considerable
and, in some cases, perhaps irreparable- harm to individual rights.5 

I. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Privacy as an idea and a force in American life is largely a phenomenon of 
the late nineteenth and hventieth centuries. The pr.ogressive movement of the 
earl y hventieth century rejected the nineteenth-century notion of liberal indi
vidualism rooted in personal autonomy. Critics and intellectual leaders such 
as John Dev'ley posited that autonomy should be replaced by a more general 
individualism that ackno,vledged the interdependence of the individual and 
society. Dev·lev and many others had in mind an optimistic vie,v of a benevo-
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lent gO'vernment at the head of a cooperative, participatory democracy. Dev'ley 
believed that social interests must determine the extent to\vhich society recog
nizes individual rights. For those \vho refused to accept or adopt community 
standards, coercion by government \vas a legitimate exercise of pov'ler.6 

Like DeVoley, Herbert Croly rejected liberal individualism. He preferred a 
sliding scale \vherein the amount of liberty left to the individual ,·vould vary 
according to time, circumstance, and \vhether societal interests vvould be en
dangered. Both Devvey and eroly "v-ere insensitive to the possibility of repres
sion because, like most progressives, they had a vision of the good community 
or good society that transcended individual rights. This attitude places them 
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squarely and ironically in \v hat might be called the more modern vie\v of pro
gressivism as a movement that tended to place religious, racial, and societal 
conformity abo'\re all else-a vie",\T that might be called politically correct in 
both the good and bad sense.7 

For many progressives, though, the excesses associated v-lith World War I 
proved sobering. The repression of civil liberties \vent \vell beyond \,\That 
Abraham Lincoln pondered or tried during the Civil "Var, vvhen the fighting 
took place "\I\Tithin the nation's borders and more clearly threatened the nation's 
existence than the trench "varfare in Europe behveen 1914 and 1918. Measures 
such as the Espionage Act of 1917 and the subsequent Great Red Scare of the 
years on either side of 1920 shook the progressives' faith in a truly benevolent 
government. The relentless drive to stamp out dissenting opinions and im
pose a uniform standard of thought and expression forced even De,vey to be 
apprehensive about the future. In November 1917, he declared, "The posrnTar 
liberal vvho for expediency's sake V'lould passively tolerate invasions of free 
speech may be preparing the "va y for a later victory of domestic toryism." In 
1919, in Schenck v. United States, Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., agreed that 
the state had the po\ver to prevent those exercises of free speech-and thus, it 
may be interpreted, of freedom-that created a particular danger, such as shout
ing fire in a cro\vded theater. Yet Holmes, ,·vhose judicial ideology V-las rooted 
in the belief that the legislature and the people needed the freedom to act and 
experiment, blanched at his colleagues "vhen they relied on his opinion and 
other precedents to justify rulings that limited free speech in peacetime. By the 
1920s, many of the earlier progressives became dedicated civil libertarians, but 
the movement's intellectual leaders, like Dev-ley and Crol)~ maintained their 
preference for societal rights over individ ualliberty-a precarious balancing 
act behveen individual and property rights, long a characteristic of judicial 
interpretation of the Bill of Rights and the Fourteenth Amendment.s 

More important, hov .. Tever, progressives of De"\,vey and Croly's ilk maintained 
their fidelity to a society in \vhich centralized management \vas the key to or
der and efficiency in the service of social justice. In assessing the effect of pro
gressivism upon freedom, the historian Eric Foner observed that bureaucratic 
management undermined personal autonomy and that liberty itself \vas be
coming obsolete. In Liberalism and the Limits of Justice, Michael Sandel ,·vrote, 
"Rights secured are not subject to the calculus of social justice but instead func
tion as trump cards held by the individual against policies that \l\Tould impose 
some particular vision of the good on society as a \,\Thole." The progressive 
rejection of liberal individualism in deference to state-supported social science 
management amounts to little more than government enforcement of "politi
cal correctness" long before that term gained popularity.9 

In the years benveen the hvo vvorld V-lars, the \l\7orks of James Madison \'\Tere 
trotted out to illustrate the horrors of a society hurtling to\,\rard a centralized 
despotism. Democratic governments could endanger freedom, and had recently 
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done so because the rights that an individual may assert against the govern
ment paled in significance before the larger claims of necessity. Jvlore frighten
ing still vvas the gro\vth of the modem bureaucratic structure that rendered the 
notion of a free person obsolete because of the importance of missions, goals, 
teamvvork, and team players. If liberty meant the absence of coercion by the 
state, then most of the liberty and liberalism of the earlier history of the repub
lic had v'anished in the pursuit of progress. lO 

The Great Depression and World War n accelerated the pace and gro"wth of 
central planning and the control needed to combat economic dislocation and 
subversion. For example, the Smith Act, passed in 1940, V-las similar in scope 
to the 1917 Espionage Act, which ,vas used to prosecute those ''\Tho protested 
against the \var. In 1940, J. Edgar Hoover, director of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, acted 'v-lithout permission or statutory authority in beginning 
\vork on h is custodial-detention index, or list of persons the FBI deemed dan
gerous. The idea "vas to compile dossiers on communists and their sympathiz
ers in labor, civil rights, and education, to be assembled into a general V\Tarrant 
of arrest in case of a national emergency. Even \v hen Attorney General Francis 
Biddle ordered the program cancelled in 1943, Hoover ignored the order, pre
ferring to ,vait for an attorney general "vho ,vas more accepting of his thinking. 
In the interim, nearly nventy-thousand persons \vere listed in the security in
dex on mere suspicion. The unelected internal-security bureaucrats had suc
cessfully ignored constitutional safeguards. It V\Tas the classic triumph and defeat 
of progressive idealism.l1 

Yet there ",vas much more-and vvorse-to come. Harrv Truman's adminis-
.I 

tration instituted a loyalty program in 1947 that alloV\Ted federal employees to 
be dismissed if grounds supporting a reasonable belief of disloyalty could be 
established. In 1951, the standard \vas changed from a reasonable belief of dis
loyalty to a reasonable doubt of loyalty to the United States. With the 1953 
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inauguration of President Dvvight Eisenho'Ner came another change: security 
"vould be emphasized over loyalty. The standard for determining V\Tho ,vas or 
V·las not a securitv risk vvould be the "bad -tendency doctrine/' "vhich once had 
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been reserved for the resolution of free-speech cases under the First Amend-
ment .. Here, the threshold "vas so la-Vol that the government needed only to 
demonstrate that past actions, speech, \vritings, or associations might lead to a 
bad result in order to revoke or deny a security clearance.12 

The "bad-tendency doctrine," invoked by bureaucratic officials/" produced 
devastating results. No\vhere in the government "vere there more zealous 
gatekeepers than at the passport office. The distinguished scientist and Nobel 
laureate Linus Pauling refused to ans\ver charges that he ,vas a communist 
and accordingly "vas denied a passport. The federal government unsuccess
fully tried to deport, prosecute, and revoke the passport of Harry Bridges, the 
controversial president of the International Longshoremen's Union, because of 
his associations vvith suspected communists; it took him nearly rnrenty years 
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to prevail in his struggle to clear his name. But little could compare "vith the 
indictment and trial of hvelve leading communists for violating the Smith Act 
of 1940. The trial, kno'Nn as the Battle of Foley Square, lasted nine months, 
,vith the government ',veighing in ,vith a campaign of intimidation and threats 
aimed at the attorneys for the defendants. Tom Clark, President Truman's at
torney general and later a Supreme Court justice, urged the disbarring of la\,v
yers 'Nho represented communists, adding that defendants ,"vho do not share 
the values of other Americans deserved no representation. Feeling the pres
sure, the American Bar Association in 1951 recommended expulsion of com
munists and advocates of Marxist-Leninist ideology from the ABA. The cumu
lative effect of this barrage from the government made a mockery of the right 
of the defendants to a fair triaL In summing up the episode, the historian Stanley 
Kutler has said that the Battle of Foley Square shov·.rs ,"vhat can occur "vhen 
government officials "vork in tandem ,vith majority sentiment to treat liberty 
and due process in a cavalier manner.13 

By the 1960s, the student movement reflected, in part, the sense of po,"ver
lessness in the face of bureaucratic institutions. Students, professors, and schol
ars from a "vide range of disciplines read and debated Aldous Huxley's Brave 
New vVorld and George Orvvell's 1984. These hvo examples of 1.1 negative uto
pias" contained a ,"varrring for the future-the lack of po,"ver and hope of mod
em man in a bureaucratized society in ,"vhich all sense of individuality is lost. 
In 1984, Onvell depicts a society governed by consensus v .. There truth is deter
mined by majority rule and" anyone in the minority must be convinced that he 
is insane." Independence is surrendered either to the state, to the party, or to 
the corporation. In the ,"vords of Erich Fromm, "We present our society as be
ing one of free initiative, indi,ridualism, and idealism, vlhen in reality these are 
mosHy vlords. We are a centralized managerial industrial society of an essen
tiallv bureaucratic nature." Almost forn-T years after Fromm's assessment, Eric 
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Foner concluded that suspicion of the centralized state "vas the focal point of 
1960s protests: "They rejected the elitist strain that had marked liberal think
ing from the progressives to poshvar advocates of national economic planning 
as v{ell as social science managerialism."14 

The persistence in the belief and rationale for a centralized, benevolent state 
is the intellectual force that dominates the thinking, conscious or unconscious, 
of those ,"vho support consensual relationship policies. Like their ancestors, the 
progressives, they, too, are hostile to liberal individualism and autonomy-not 
simply the kind that all too often reflected the misbegotten Social Dar\vinism 
of the nineteenth century, but the sort that On,vell and other social commenta
tors sa\'v as a grave danger in the hventieth century and beyond. To can it 
liberalism or conservatism is to miss the point. From all sides of the ideological 
spectrum has come a threat so great that some commentators have even an
nounced U the death of privacy. "lS 
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II. THE ORIGINS OF CONSENSUAL RELATIONSHIP POLICIES 

The origins of consensual relationship policies and similar regulations in 
use throughout the country are difficult to determine. Late in the 1980s, many 
universities began adopting codes against hate speech. Both the University of 
Michigan and the University of Wisconsin adopted codes that banned certain 
kinds of speech; the United States district court in both jurisdictions held that 
these rules violated the First Amendment's protection of free speech. Despite 
arguments by scholars against governmental restraint of speech, the federal 
courts' had to step in to remind colleges and universities that freedom of speech 
is the first of the rights guaranteed by the Bill of Rights to the Constitution. As 
Anthony Lev'lis" constitutional scholar and Nell) York Ti1nes columnist '''''Tote, 
"the censorious are alvvays trying to find ne"'V ",rays of suppression," creating 
IF a puerile drain on the energy of people ""lho had better things to do. " 16 

Not long thereafter" many colleges and universities began adopting policies 
against sexual harassment. While such harassment certainly is the kind of evil 
that the state is supposed to prohibit and punish, many of these policies V·lere 
introduced under political pressure. As a result, their language ",ras imprecise, 
and their terms ,,'Vere vague and open to conflicting interpretations. Thus, the 
,vording left unclear just \-vhat ",ras being banned: gender discrimination or 
sexual language or activity. Much of that ,,'Vording came from the Equal Em
ployment Opportunity Commission Guidelines, designed to help employers 
follov·l Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, banning discrimination. The 
Guidelines applied not to relations behveen faculty members and students, 
but to the "vorkplace. Whether they are public or private, universities and col
leges are not and cannot be businesses because they provide no consumable 
commodity, serve no customers, and fall under different rules. Ho\-vever, the 
imprecise verbiage in the language their institutions adopted has freed aca
demic administrators, almost all of 'Nhom have little kno\-vledge of personal 
privacy rights and little first-hand exposure to issues of academic freedom, to 
",Trite subjective sexual harassment policies. Legal and administrative quag
mires inevitably have follov.led: professors have vvound up defending their 
beha.vior before departmental and institutional commHtees and in court,17 

While reputations and finances have suffered, the more recent consensual 
relationship policies (CRPs) have gone further and caused far more damage
v,lith the doubtless unintended assistance of the American Association of Uni
versity Professors (AAUP). The CRPs and their advocates either have threat
ened constitutional rights or already have plov.led them under. The First, Fourth, 
Fifth, Ninth, and Fourteenth Amendments embody important guarantees of 
personal liberty-and, thanks to the academy, are in grave danger. In 1995, at 
its annual meeting, the AAUP approved a sexual harassment policy. A related 
directive, "Bringing a Complaint/, said, "Dissemination of information relat
ing to the case should be limited, in order that the privacy of all individuals 
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involved is safeguarded as fully as possible." But the document on sexual 
harassment included a policy statement on consensual relations: 

Sexual relations between students and faculty members \vith \"rhom they also have 
an academic or evaluative relationship are fraught ,.\rith the potential for exploitation. 
The respect and trust accorded a professor by a student, as ,veil as the po\ver exercised 
by the professor in an academic or evaluative role, make voluntary consent by the stu
dent suspect. Even when both parties initially have consented, the development of a 
sexual relationship renders both the faculty member and the institution vulnerable to 
possible later allegations of sexual harassment in light of the significant po\ver differen
tial that exists between faculty members and students. 

In their relationships "with students, members of the faculty are expected to be aw"are 
of their professional responsibilities and avoid apparent or actual conflict of interest, 
favoritism, or bias. \I\lhen a sexual relationship exists, effective steps should be taken to 
ensure unbiased evaluation or supervision of the student. is 

While the AAUP may be correct that such sexual relations are IJfraught ,vith 
the potential for exploitation," the organization's standards are fraught v.lith 
legal and intellectual inconsistencies, and thus ,vith the potential for lav'lsuits 
and disgrace. Because the AAUP issued the hvo statements so close together, 
it linked the issues of sexual harassment and consensual relationship policies 
,\rhen no link legally exists; one does not necessarily lead to the other. The 
AA UP expressed concerns about privacy, but in the 'wrong case: ,·vhile Title 
VII and Title IX violations recognize no constitutionally protected right to pri
vacy, those tvvo provisions of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 say nothing about 
consensual relations. The federal government has no involvement. Thus, any
one involved in a consensual relationship has or should have a reasonable ex
pectation of privacy. Nor do lavvful consensual sexual relations appear to be a 
\videspread problem or clearly lead to problems for academe, meaning that 
the state has been given no reason to intervene.19 

Why the AA UP has issued such a statement, or government entities have 
intervened, is unclear. The AAUP appears to have relied for support upon a 
1988 article by Peter DeChiara, "The Need for Universities to Have Rules on 
Consensual Sexual Relationships Between Faculty Members and Students," 
which appeared in the Cohl1nbia Journ.al of Law and Social Problem.s. According to 
DeChiara, a consensual relationship behveen a faculty member and a student 
is II free from any intentional threat by the teacher." He argues in favor of a ban 
on such relationships because they could lead to legal harm or classroom fa
voritism-although he states that no threatening behavior has occurred and 
offers no evidence to shovv that these relationships are frequent or troubling. 
Thus, a legal scholar and the academy's leading professional organization, both 
third parties ,vith no particular standing, have claimed that the government 
and the academic institution, also both third parties \\rith no particular stand
ing,. have the right to regulate personal activities. Worse, they claim this right 
not because something has happened, but because something might happen. 
And they do so vvithout apparent concern over the threat to the privacy to 
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either participant in the consensual relationship. 2.0 

N or does their concern about favoritism hold legal Vlolater. The AAUP State
ment on Professional Ethics" mentioned in the sexual harassment policy, states 
1/ the ethical responsibility of faculty members to avoid I any exp loitation of stu
dents for ... private advantage.'" The AAUP adds that such relationships may 
lead to an /I apparent or actual conflict of interest, favoritism, or biasI/-thereby 
putting greater stock in appearance than in actuality, much as previous asso
ciations ;,·vere enough to justify denial of passports and other privileges at the 
height of the intellectual repression during the McCarthy era.21 

Almost as problematic as the legal issue is the question of ho;,v selective the 
AAUP and the academy are in applying such standards. While heightened 
sensitivity to favoritism is ;,velcome" arguing that favoritism automatically re
sults from consensual sexual relations behveen a professor and a student is to 
assume the ,·vorst. Granting that the chances of favoritism increase if the stu
dent is enrolled in one of the professor's courses, the student might have no 
need or desire to gain favor ,·vith the instructor-in other '·'lords, it is mere 
speculation, except that this speculation neither questions the integrity of the 
hvo parties nor forces a violation of their privacy. And these policies have been 
applied to relations behveen a professor and a student vvithout specifying 
1vhether that student is enrolled in the professor's course--a clear case of insti
tutional interference not merely in private lives, but in an area ' ·"lhere it and the 
state have absolutely no compelling interest. No possibility of favoritism exists 
in that situation, yet privacy takes a beating-but feV\r discourage (or should 
discourage) faculty participation in student clubs and honor societies, or ad
visers '''lorking closely ' ."lith dissertation students, associations v-lhich are just 
as likely to induce that feared fa,roritism. 22 

'" 
These policies have led to 1vha t can only be called miscarriages of justice. 

Jane Gallop" a professor of English and comparative literature at the Univer
sityof Wisconsin, V\;ror ked closely 1vith a student until she criticized the student's 
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performance, leading to a volatile encounter. Nothing romantic or overtly sexual 
had happened, but she V-las charged ,vith sexual harassment and later cleared 
by the school's office of affirmative action. The university concluded that her 
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dealings V-lith the student violated its policy against /I consensual amorous rela-
tions." In another case, a university suspended a male professor for one year 
,vithout pay because he violated a ban on consensual relations-although the 
student in question never filed a complaint.23 

This kind of Onvellian nightmare results from hvo problems. The first is 
ignorance of just ;,vhat sexual harassment is. Title IX of the Education Amend
ments of 1972 clearly prohibits it. In 1997, the Department of Education's Of
fice of Civil Rights published Sexual Harassm.ent, ;,vhich explains that sexual 
harassment can exist only ;,vhen the conduct in question is un;,velcome. Ex
amples ,vould be a quid pro quo, 1\There the student must submit to unvvel
come sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, or other sexually oriented 
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conduct in return for a grade, participation in a school activity, or something 
else that is part of the student's education (as in trading grades for sex); or 
creating a hostile environment through sexual harassment that someho,N lim
its a student's ability to benefit from an education (making the person's life so 
miserable as to make education or proper performance impossible). 24 

The other problem is that, ignorant or not, many in the academy seek to 
define sexual harassment according to \vhat they believe it to be. Leading schol
ars ,·vho have 'iNritten on this subject reflect in their ,vork the efforts of admin
istrators and their supervisors and representatives to turn consensual relations 
into sexual harassment. Nancy Davis argued in her article JlSexual Harass
ment in the University" that institutions should concentrate on 'I formulating 
policies that emphasize education and sensitization of the faculty/' instead of 
"'the more legalistic enterprise .of defining sexual harassment," and include more 
activity under the definition of Ilsexually inappropriate behavior." DeChiara 
has lvritten, "In deciding vvhether to enter a sexual relationship v-lith a teacher, 
a student may take into account the teacher's po\ver," and since Flthe student 
nlay see the teacher's po\·ver as a direct threat, and that threat Inay strongly 
influence her decision ... the student nlaY feel pressured ... Iff (emphasis added).25 

Anyone lvith respect for lavv, and equal justice under it, should find such 
arguments frightening. Davis \vould toss aside the lavl and make policy, doing 
Y\rhich she finds agreeable \vhen the purpose ,.vould be to make a policy that 
she finds agreeable; y\Thether she ",vould feel the same if a legislativ"e body or 
administrative agency decided to ignore such precedents as Roe v. It\Tade is open 
to debate. DeChiara's use of the conditional makes clear that just as a student 
IlmaJr," a student also "may not,ff except that he refuses to consider that possi
bility, as though the student and the professor both are incapable of civilized, 
rationat legal thought and action. DeChiara's use of pronouns makes his agenda 
clearer: The student is Jlher,ff not lihim or her,ff ,vhich suggests his expecta
tion-and the academv's-that the victim is certain to be a \voman.26 

~. 

Both scholars ignore or \vould eviscerate a body of lavv that is part of the 
cornerstone of American liberty. More than a century of constitutionallay\T is 
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readily available for perusal by those ,·vho v-lould institute consensual relation-
ship policies and thereby mangle privacy rights. As early as 1888, Judge Tho
mas Cooley's treatise on torts referred to the right to be Ulet alone." TVlO years 
later, the Boston attorneys Samuel Warren and Louis Brandeis published a land
mark article, liThe Right to Privacy," in the Harvard LaID Revielv, that Brandeis 
lvas able to expand and expound on after his subsequent appointment to the 
United States Supreme Court. In 1928, dissenting from the 5 to 4 majority in 
Olnlstead v. United States, Brandeis declared, liThe makers of our Constitution . 
. . conferred, as against the Government, the right to be let alone-the most 
comprehensive of rights and the right most valued by civilized men." Brandeis's 
successor, William O. Douglas, first articulated the link behveen the Fourteenth 
Amendment's due process clause and the right to privacy in Gris1.vold ·v. Con-
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necticut, a 1965 case in "\vhich the Court struck do"vn a Connecticut law that 
banned the use of contraceptives, even by married couples. Douglas argued 
that the Hpenumbras" of the First, Third, Fourth, Fifth, and Ninth Amendments, 
all incorporated by the Fourteenth, create what he described in other opinions 
as a "zone of privacy," "vhichJustice Harry Blackmunlater cited in his opinion 
in Roe v. Wade. In his 1972 opinion in Eisenstadt v. Baird, vvhich threvv out a la"v 
banning sales of contraceptives to unmarried couples, Justice William J. Brennan, 
Jr., pointed out that a couple His not an independent entity "vith a mind and 
heart of its own, but an association of hvo individuals .... If the right of pri
vacy means anything, it is the right of the individual, married or single, to be 
free from unvvarranted governmental intrusion into matters so fundamentally 
affecting a person as the decision "vhether to bear or beget a child."27 

Another precedent central to this issue is contained in BozJ)ers v. Hardrvick. 
Both scholars and administrators have cited this 1986 decision upholding 
Georgia's ban on homosexual sodomy as the legal basis for imposing consen
sual relationship policies upon faculty and students. The Court ruled that a 
compelling state interest existed for Georgia's ban, although Blackmun's dis
sent assailed the state's claim that it acted to protect public health, reduce the 
spread of communicable disease, and maintain a decent society. Granting that 
a dissent makes no lavv, the majority opinion clearly contradicts those "vho use 
it to expand state pov.ler. Arguing the case for Hard"vick, Professor Laurence 
Tribe of Harvard Lavv School contended that the la"v exceeded the government's 
authority to make private sexual conduct behveen consenting adults a crimi
nal act. Writing for the majority v·.ras Justice Byron R. White, named to the 
Court in 1962 by John F. Kennedy. Unquestionably the most conservative Demo
cratic appointee since the days of the Ne"v Deal, White is considered conserva
tive on crime issues and moderate on obscenity. He made himself abundantly 
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clear: "We express no opinion on the constitutionality of the Georgia statute as 
applied to other acts of sodomy .... Nor are we inclined to take a more expan
sive view of our authority to discover ne"\v fundamental rights imbedded in 
the Due Process Clause." White added, liThe issue presented is \vhether the 
Federal Constitution confers a fundamental right upon homosexuals to engage 
in sodomy .... fF Those ""ho v.,.Tould argue against the importance of Blackmun's 
vie"vs in dissent or Justice Levvis F. Pov-.rell's insistence in providing the decid
ing vote on construing the matter narro"v ly cannot explain avvay the majority's 
statement that BO'lvers v. Hardzoick deals exclusively 'with the issue at hand, and 
not with broader questions. 28 

Nor does the body of la"v support the idea that consensual relationship poli
cies rest on a compelling state interest in protecting members of society from 
any kind of lav-.rlessness or discrimination. First of an, a relationship that is 
consensual is, by definition, legal. If it ceases to be consensual, it is then non
consensual or a form of harassment, and becomes a matter for the state or the 
courts because the activity is no longer legal. If the relationship is consensual, 
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it cannot be discriminatory, either. Ho"vever, the gravamen of the issue is that 
the policies themselves are discriminatory, and DeChiara's choice of language 
provides only one example. The policies are "vritten in such a way, and their 
defenders ''\lrite and speak in such a ''\lay, as to make clear that the intent is to 
protect ",/omen students from male faculty. This is not only insulting, but ille
gal: As the high court stated in 1982, the "test for determining the validity of a 
gender-based classification ... must be applied free of fixed notions concern
ing the roles and abilities of males and females. Care must be taken in ascer
taining ",rhether the statutory objective itself reflects archaic and stereotypic 
notions," such as the viev'l that a naIve, eighteen-year-old girl is at the mercy of 
predatory male professors-a notion that students,. especially young V'lomen, 
find astonishing, even preposterous.29 

Equally astonishing is the academy's ignorance of important legal prece
dents. T"vo cases from the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals apply to the issue of 
consensual relationship policies, yet academic administrators and legal coun
sel in Nevada, vvhich is part of the Ninth Circuit, have shown little interest in 
either. In Thorne 'V. E1 Segundo,. a female applicant for a job in the police depart
ment lost her chance for a job\'vhen she vvas forced to admit to an affair ",/ith a 
married officer. When she sued, the Ninth Circuit ruled in her favor,. holding 
that the police department "invaded her right to privacy by forcing her to dis
close information regarding personal sexual matters" and limited "her free
dom of association." In Cohen v. San Bernardino Valley College, the Ninth Circuit 
ruled for a professor who fought disciplinary action taken against him ''\lhen a 
student complained about the material he used in class and the college found 
that his use of the material fit the definition of a hostile learning environment. 
The Ninth Circuit found that the college's language,. taken from Title VII of the 
Civil Rights Act of 1964, ,·vas broad and inapplicable.30 

ill. THE NEVADA EXA.I'vIPLE 

Civil libertarians are entitled to a lack of confidence in the protection of indi
vidual rights in higher education, given the sorry history of firings during an
ticommunist scares such as the McCarthv era. Nor should they hold out much 

J .J 

hope for Nevada. In the 19505, the president of the University of Nevada in 
Reno tried to fire five tenured faculty members for testifying about academic 
administrators before a legislative committee, resulting in a court battle, public 
controversy, the resignations of distinguished professors such as the novelist 
Walter Van Tilburg Clark,. and administrative changes. In the early 1980s, \'vhat 
V'las then called the University of Nevada System sought to impose a new uni
versity code that gave an institution's administrator the right to order psychi
atric examinations of employees, prompting another round of public disputes. 
In the mid-1990s,. members of the university's Board of Regents,. including sev-
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Quad at the University of Nevada, Reno. (Nevada Historical Society) 

Mackay Stadium on the University of Nevada, Reno campus in 19.59. (Nevada Historical 
Society) 
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era} still on the board, violated the state's open-meeting lavv by using telephones 
and fax machines to censure a board member.31 

The situation involving consensual relationshlp policies is little better. Sev
eral of the institutions in the U niversi ty and Community College System of 
Nevada (UCCSN) have in place policies designed to govern the sexual con
duct of consenting adults if one of the persons occupies, holds, or has direct 
povver over the other person. The same holds true for IJromantic relationships," 
a term undefined in any of the policies. 

Assuming the existence of a consensual or romantic relationship, each insti
tution-v\rith the exception of the Community College of Southern Nevada, 
and then only barely-encourages or requires the disclosure of such a relation
ship. Western Nevada Community College's policy states: uTo avoid possible 
sanction, the person in the position of povoler or authority over the other must, 
at the beginning of such a relationship, report its existence to his or her super
visor." The University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) has a similar require
ment, except that both parties are required to report the relationship: "Both 
parties are equally responsible for reporting the existence of the relationship to 
the appropriate supervisor at the beginning of the relationship." By contrast, 
the University of Nevada, Reno (UNR) does not specifically require that the 
relationship be reported: "Parties involved in such a relationship should con
sult ,vith the department head, dean, supervisor, or the office of affirmative 
action." The policy at Truckee Ivleado\vs Community College is similar to that 
of UNR: IJIf any party involved in such a relationship is in doubt "vhether a 
professional pov'ler differential does exist, he or she should consult vvith the 
department head, dean, supervisor, or the Affirmative Action Office. Even vvhen 
there does not appear to be such a pOV\Ter differential in a relationship, the par
ties involved are advised to consult v'lith the department head, dean, or the 
Affirmative Action Office. If 

The reasons for such regulations are clearly set forth in the policy statements. 
UNR declares, 

The University of Nevada, Reno policy prohibits romantic or sexual relationships 
only in circumstances in \'\lhich one of the individuals is in a position of direct profes
sional po\ver over the other. In that circumstance, both the university and the person in 
the position of superior po\ver are vulnerable to charges of harassment from the person 
in the position of lesser po\ver or from third parties. Where such relationships exist and 
no complaint has been made, a "warning, verbal or vvritten, shall be given to both in
volved parties by the chair, dean or director over both parties. Only in the case of a 
complaint being brought as a result of the relationship \vill the Office of Affirmative 
Action become involved. 

Thus, UNR daims that a third party, someone \vith no involvement in the 
relationship, may charge harassment-an absurd premise. Further, even if no 
one complains about the relationship/' a superior is given the right to issue a 
vvritten \varning that might shov'l up in a personnel file, potentially to the det-
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riment of one or both of the parties. 
The statement of purpose by UNLV is similar-and similarly debatable: 

The University of Nevada, Las Vegas prohibits romantic or sexual relationships be
tv~reen members of the university community v'olhen one of the individuals involved has 
direct professional influence or direct authority over the other. In that circumstance, 
both the university and the person in the position of intluence are vulnerable to charges 
of sexual harassment from the person in the position of lesser po\ver and / or by third 
parties. 

vVhen a romantic or sexual relationship exists, both parties involved may be subject 
to disciplinary action. Both parties are equally responsible for reporting the existence 
of the relationship to the appropriate supervisor at the beginning of the relationship. A 
self-report ,.\Till be kept confidential by the supervisor unless university policy requires 
him/her to divulge it. Once the university administration learns of a romantic or sexual 
relationship, ,·vhether through self-reporting or othenvise, it "'vill take immediate steps 
to eliminate the po,ver or authority of the one individual over the other. 

Although Provost Douglas Ferraro said, "We're not proscribing behaviors. 
We're not trying to determine students' personal lives. We're trying to remove 
any perceptions of coercive relationships," UNL \T' s policy certainly smacked 
of coercion of a different kind. Not only does UNLV permit-indeed, encour
age---complaints by unaffected and uninvolved third parties, but it also as
cribes responsibility for reporting the relationship to both of those involved
although one of them may be a student, neither employed by the university 
nor responsible to it for his or her personal and private behavior. And to state 
that the report is confidential II unless university policy requires him/her to 
divulge it" is so vague as to be unenforceable and meaningless.32 

Asked to explain these policies, the UCCSN counsel and the Legislative 
Counsel Bureau have relied on different approaches. Granted~ both cited many 
of the same precedents. In addition, ho\vever, the UCCSN general counsel's 
office has argued that such policies are needed to combat sexual harassment, 
and even has gone so far as to deny that state employees have a right to pri
vacy. The Counsel Bureau added that consensual relationship policies fall out
side the "zones of privacy" in the United States Constitution that the Supreme 
Court has cited, and outside of Article I, Section 20, of the Nevada Constitu
tion. Section 20 concludes that document's Declaration of Rights "vith the as
sertion, "This enumeration of rights shall not be construed to impair or deny 
others retained by the people"-the state constitution's equivalent to the fed
eral one's similar statement in the Ninth Amendment, "vhich the high court 
has cited in the cases that addressed privacy. The bureau also ignored or rein
terpreted provisions of such cases as BO'wers 7). Hardwick and Thorne v. El Segundo. 

More frightening, the Legislative Counsel Bureau either misused or misin
terpreted the key privacy decision of Whalen v. Roe. A Nev·., York State statute· 
required that information about prescriptions be retained in a computer. Those 
,"vho opposed the statute argued that it threatened individual privacy. The 
United States Supreme Court decided othenvise because the state had taken 
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steps to. assure that none of the information could be divulged. Justice John 
Paul Stevens ,·vrote that privacy cases "have in fact involved at least hvo differ
ent kinds of interests. One is the individual interest in avoiding disclosure of 
personal matters and another is the interest in independence in making certain 
kinds of important decisions. rI Neither the state of Nevada nor the institutions 
in question offered any kind of proscription on releasing the information, but 
the bureau noted that, "based upon the intermediate standard of revie\l\7 re
quired by a majority of courts, the self-reporting of information required pur
suant to the policies adopted by UNLV and WNCC appears to bear a substan
tial relationship to the important interest that the schools possess in preventing 
romantic or sexual relationships in ,vhich there is a disparity of professional 
pu\o\rer 'vithin the college or university community." In other ,·vords, the con
stitutional precedent and the individual's privacy matter less than the need for 
the state to avoid la\·vsuits or bad publicity.33 

In 1996, the university system and the Board of Regents sought a consensual 
relationship policy at the Community CDnege of Southern Nevada. A cDmmit
tee 'Yvrote a policy for consideration by the Faculty' Senate. Gary Elliott, then a 
history professor at CCSN, responded before the senate: 

The proposed policy does considerable violence to the personal privacy right of a 
student involved in a consensual relationship 'with a professor. His or her interest in the 
most personal and private matter is not considered. VVhat if the other party does not 
'want the relationship disclosed to a supervisor? Is the professor to honor the request 
or betray the trust and confidence of the partner in order to avoid the possibility of 
f .? uture sanctions. -.. . 

The state is purely and simply barred from proscribing conduct that does not harm 
the parties themselves. The only acceptable position is neutrality. The rationale for the 
consensual relationship policy under consideration here is the potentiality principle. 
That is, there exists in consensual sexual relationships the potential for undesired con
sequences. Ergo, prohibit the relationship and the consequences ''\lill not occur .... This 
is simply a blank check for go'vernment action ''\lhich the right to privacy prohibits. 
Speculative fears are not enough to meet the heavy government burden justifying the 
regulation of adult consensual behavior .... 

If a V\7ornan's right to abortion can be found in the 9th Amendment's privacy protec
tion, then I submit that consensual adult sexual relationships are similarly protected 
and for similar reasons .... 

I urge you to reject the policy in the strongest possible terms and make it absolutely 
clear that adult consensual sex is not the business of government and cannot be pro
scribed by a majority vote of this body. Do not tarnish the reputation of this body as 
UNR has done. 34 

The CCSN Faculty Senate then voted 15 to 0, v'lith three abstentions, to refuse 
to accept the policy, to the dismay of at least .one faculty member ,vho had 
helped the administration V\rrite the policy. 

The argument over consensual relatiDnship policies ,vithin the system had 
only just begun, at least as far as Elliott "vas concerned. He requested that the 
UCCSN seek an .opinion from the Nevada attorney general's office on the con
stitutionality of the policies, but to no avail. Elliott then 'wrote to Chancellor 
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Richard Jarvis, pointing out the many problems both "'lith the policy and V'lith 
the UCCSN response to it and related issues. Elliott had notified the CCSN 
administration and Donald Klasic,then general counsel to UCCSN of the Cohen 
decision and its importance for the Ninth Circuit-again, to no avail. He pro
vided material to a CCSN administrator, "vho cont~cted a s)rstem attorney in 
Elliott's presence, but still received no response. "Based on all of the above I 
am forced to the conclusion that there nO\\T exists \vithin the general counsel's 
office a callous indifference to protected speech and an un\Nillingness to follo\,v 
decisions and rules promulgated to protect First Amendment guarantees," he 
told Jarvis. Elliott also pointed out a recent, seemingly unrelated development: 
CCSN officials had ordered a student to stop a research project on the Internet 
because it included pictures of nude "vomen. VVhen CCSN President Richard 
Moore asked the system counsel to draft rules regarding Internet use, a pro
posal "vas quickly circulated. As Elliott told Jarvis, "It is deeply troubling to 
find the general counsel"s office un',villing to return telephone calls "vhen the 
issue involves academic freedom and free speech guarantees for faculty, but 
more than accommodating to President Moore's, and others', request to specify 
rules on information access."35 

The responses from Nevada's higher education establishment and the po
liticalleadership inside and outside it "vas striking. Jarvis replied that ''I ,viil 
not act independently of the Board of Regents in seeking an opinion of the 
Attorney General-not only ,vould that be independent, it ' ,\Tould be in direct 
violation of my reporting relationship and job description as defined by the 
Board," although his position must certainly have entailed making sure that 
the board and the system follo"ved federal and state la"v. Also, strangely, in 
replying to a four-page, single-spaced letter in vvhich Elliott addressed legal 
precedents and the lack of helpfulness in the system counsel's office, Jarvis 
said, 

I should note at the outset that there are several parts of your letter to \,vhich I wi ll not 
respond. First, the melodrama of /J callous indifference to protected speech", "a ,·var on 
privacy", and allegations about disregard for the "privileges of Nevada citizenship" 
may meet the standards of sensationalism and sound-bite journalism so revered.in OUT 

public discourse these days; I'm not yet l\rilling to ackno,vledgetheirutility in a serious 
exchange of academic concerns. 

Then he proceeded to ask, citing Elliott's argument in favor of the academic 
freedom to study obscenity as a legitimate form of inquiry, " . .. should you, 
Professor Elliott, be permitted to perform in front of your class in a public set
ting on campus an obscene act v'lith one (or several) of your students "villi 
"V hom you have established a consensual relationship?" Jill Derby,. chainvoman 
of the Board of Regents and perhaps the leading advocate of the policies, re
fused to ansv'.rer several letters on the issue. Several elected officials, including 
a regent, stated that protecting the university and community college system 
from la"vsuits "vas extremely important. The system counsel's office remained 
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silent. 36 

In the spring and summer of 1998I the issue and the debate became more 
public. Articles in two alternate weeklies, Las Vegas City Life and Reno News and 
Review, shed considerable light on the opposing arguments. Elliott argued that 
the UCCSN drew parallels between sexual harassment and consensual rela
tionships that were nonexistent; UCCSN's assistant general counsel Karl 
Armstrong replied that faculty-student relationships can be IJ consensual up to 
a certain point. It's possible that at the time the person said yes just because 
they feared retribution. Whether that was implied or not. That's consent un
der coercion and when a complaint is later filed, it becomes an issue of he said
she said. We're trying to avoid both the appearance of impropriety and actual 
impropriety" --except that IJ consent under coercion" cannot be 1/ consent." 
Elliott pointed out the possibility that the information would be disclosed, to 
which Armstrong replied that a separate filing system would be maintained 
and information would appear in personnel files only if disciplinary action 
proved necessary. This would occur if a person IJdoes not self-report and gets 
caught. And they only get caught if a complaint is made"-except that noth
ing had been said before about a separate file, and it remained unclear as to 
why anyone had the right to file a complaint about a relationship in which he 
or she had no involvement. Elliott noted the absence of the state's compelling 
interest, to which Armstrong replied that university system officials IJhave a 
responsibility to both the faculty and the students to ensure that we provide 
them with a safe learning environment. We believe this is part of that and is a 
valid reason for having the policy in place./137 

Elliott and Armstrong also debated the statute books. According to Elliott, 
theN evada legislature opposed such policies. He cited a 1993 bill, S.B. 466I 

which repealed the state's prohibition against homosexual sodomy. Support
ing the bill in the Judiciary Committee, state Senator Mark James said, IJThe 
crime is described in the statute as being between consenting adults. There
fore I by definition, there would be two people who have consented to some
thing, and thls extends government far too far into people's private lives." ThusI 

Elliott believed, if the legislature believed that the state had no interest in a 
consensual sexual relationship between two members of the same gender, it 
certainly had no interest in a consensual sexual relationship between a profes
sor and a student. 38 

Representing the higher educational system, Armstrong pointed to Nevada 
Revised Statute 201.550, the result of S.B. 122I passed in the 1997 legislature. 
According to this statute, anyone who is 1/21 years of age, employed in a posi
tion of authority by a college or university and engages in sexual conduct with 
a student who is 16 or 17 years of age and who is enrolled in or attending the 
college or university at which the person is employed, is guilty of a category C 
felony," which is punishable by a one-to-five-year jail term and a fine. The ex
istence of this law was due mainly to the actions of a teacher in Nye County, 
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Nevada, ,,\Tho engaged in sexual relations \vith underage students. To use this 
statute to justify the UCCSN policies \vas odd: It deals only ,vith students un
der the age of eighteen and it became lav'l after the universities and community 
colleges imposed the policies that the system counsel's office has since used it 
to defend. 39 

In June 1998, Elliott appeared before the Board of Regents to argue his case. 
N either the regents nor Elliott \·vas impressed. Asked to rescind the policy, 
Derby called it IJ one of the "\Torst ideas I've heard. We think the policies are 
very sound and very important and protect students in a critical v.lay. Funda
mentally, you ahvays have to balance rights \vith responsibilities. We have a 
responsibility to provide the best environment to our students possible." Derby 
suggested to system counsel Tom Ray that a consensual relationships policy 
should simply be imposed on CCSN, prompting Ray to "varn that it \·vould 
lead to a la\vsuit by Elliott. A UCCSN assistant general counset Mary Dugan, 
declared that a faculty-student relationship Uinterferes \vith that student's and 
other students' abilities to pursue their studies," adding, uThere's a very clear 
po\·ver situation here, and to ignore it is folly." Ray told Elliott, IJWhat ,ve're 
talking about is preventing circumstances that might lead to a claim of sexual 
harassment. These rules are for your protection. You may think it's a consen
sual relationship, and then it turns out not to be. And then ,'\Then they sue, I'"ve 
got to defend yoU."40 

The discussion \Ivith the Board of Regents encapsulated the entire argument 
over consensual relationship policies. Elliott repeated his assertions that they 
violated the right of privacy guaranteed, and imposed a protectionism deemed 
illegat by the United States and Nevada constitutions; he also argued that a 
consensual relationship cannot be defined in any ,vay as relating to harass
ment. The regents and their attorneys contended that their responsibility \vas 
to protect students, that privacy \·vas not actually violated, and that the danger 
that a consensual rela tionship might turn into a nonconsensual one gave them 
the right to take action. "While Elliott "vas discouraged by the hostile reaction of 
some of the regents, especially Derby, and their un\.villingness even to listen, 
he remained determined, p lanning legislation and consulting \vith the Ameri
can Civil Liberties Union. Although he died in the summer of 1999, the dis
putes about consensual rela tionship policies ,viH continue. 
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NOTES 

IGary E. Elliott died on July 7, 1999, having completed a first draft of most of this essa).~ based 
in part on his article, IJConsensual Relationships and the Constitution: A Case of Liberty Denied," 
6 ~Hch. J. Gender & L. 1 (1999), 47-78. I have written the portions dealing with hm,\r this subject 
has evolved in Nevada, and re\\'ritten or edited the rest. The title is Gary Elliott's; the phrase 
touchy-feely is used to convey a sense of 'warmth or good feelings about a specific act or action 
'with little regard for constitutionally protected interests, and totalitarians as used in the title is 
defined as those 'vtlho control individuals in the name of freedom. 

This material reflects Gary's ideas and drafting. I debated putting my name on it ,·\lith him, 
because even the sections I drafted owe their origins to him. I have chosen to do so for a couple 
of reasons. 

One is that I have been involved, often peripherally, in this issue and in the preparation of 
this article for publication. Gary and I 'Nere dose friends and colleagues \\rho shared our work 
'with one another; anything one of us published reflected the other 's skills at editing and analysis. 
I had considerable knm·\T ledge of 'what he was doing, and 'we shared many ideas on the subject. 
At the time Gary began work on this issue, I was untenured. 'Vhile I agreed with him fully, read 
his writings and speeches on the subject, spoke about it to fellow faculty, and even suggested 
and set up meetings where he and I discussed this issue with others, we agreed that public 
silence on my part ,".rould be wise. I am now tenured and would have been public in my 
involvement to the extent that Garv would have allowed. 

~ 

Another is that while Gary completed part of the draft, he had not included himself in the 
article. Nor would he have done so. But it seemed to me that that part of it had to be ,.nitten" as 
a matter of historical record and explanation, and I have done so. Thus, the article includes my 
interpretations of what has happened in Nevada. \,Vhile they also are Gary's interpretations, it 
would be wrong for me to hide behind his name. 

Finally, it is simply a matter of fairness. Gary Elliott's death has deprived supporters and 
opponents of consensual relationship policies of a scholar \vho knew the law. As his junior co
author, I confess to being less con,rersant 'with the material. HO'wever, I stand by it, as Gary 
'would stand by it, and am prepared to defend it. I am proud to put my name on this article and 
add that I completely share Gary's sentiments about the material this article contains and the 
issue in generaL 

For their aid, the authors wish to thank the family of Gary Elliott; John Hollitz and DeAnna 
Beachley, professors of history at CCSN; and Ralph L. Denton of Denton and Lopez in Las Vegas. 
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THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT 
IN HAWTHORNE 

Elmer R. Rusco 

The civil rights movement that s,vept the United States from roughly the 
middle of the 1950s to the early 1970s had its counterpart in Nevada. The out
come of this massive societal change, in terms of the constitutional/legal revo
lution it accomplished, ,vas essentially the same in all states, except for the de 
facto extension of the right to vote to African Americans in the South, unneces
sarv elsevvhere. The result of this revolution "vas that the national Constitution, 

-' 
plus a nehvork of federal and state la,vs, for the first time systematically for-
bade discrimination by governments and most individuals on the basis of race. 

The details of the movement differed some,vhat from state to state, and also 
among localities. The nature of the discriminatory patterns that had to be over
come, the complex activities necessary to achieve the revolution, and the pre
cise outcomes all differed from place to place. 

Ha'l.,vthorne is the only one of the small tovvns of Nevada in vvhich the civil 
rights movement reached significant proportions, and therefore deserves spe
cial attention in a projected comprehensive treatment of the civil rights move
ment in Nevada. Alone among the small toV\rns of Nevada at the beginning of 
the movement, Ha'l.,viliorne had a proportionately large African-American popu
lation. The breadth and openness of discriminatory patterns against this mi
nority attracted statev.lide interest and the degree and persistence of local ef
forts against such discrimination "vere note,vorthy. 

Elmer Rusco is a professor emeritus of Political Science at the University of Nevada, 
Reno. In addition to the individuals named in this article as sources of information, he 
'\vould like to thank the state archivist, Guy Rocha, as ,veIl as Carol Silva and .tYlildred 
Springer, plus the staffs of the lvIineral County Public Library, the State Historic Preser
vation Office, the Nevada State Library, the Nevada Historical Society, and Special Col
lections at the University of Nevada, Reno. He v\.rould also like to thank Rollan rvlelton 
and the John Ben Snov .. , Trust for help 'with the expenses of research on civil rights in the 
state, and Guy Rocha and Tom King, director of the Oral History Program at the Uni
versity of Ne\.rada, Reno, for reading and commenting on an earlier draft of this article. 
Of course they are not responsible for any remaining errors or for the interpretation of 
the evidence. 
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Main Street, Hawthorne, Nevada, 1950s. (Nevada Historical Society) 

Main Street looking North, Hawthorne, Nevada, 19505. (Nevada Historical Society) 
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HAWTHORNE AND THE NAVAL AMMuNITION DEPOT 

Hawthorne is newer by several decades than many other Nevada towns. It 
was organized quickly in 1881 as a station on the Carson and Colorado Rail
road, a narrow-gauge line being built from east of Carson City to a possible 
linkup with the transcontinental railroad in southern California. As Table 1 
shows, the town size fluctuated substantially in its first few decades. 1 

TABLE 1 
Total Population of Hawthorne area, 1890-1990 

Year Population of Hawthorne and subdivisions 

Esmeralda County 
1890 
1900 
1910 

Mineral County 
1920 
1930 
1940 
1950 

1960 

1970 

1980 

1990 

Hawthorne village 
U precinct 

Hawthorne precinct 

Hawthorne precinct 
U u 

II township 
II H 

Babbitt 
Hawthorne 
Hawthorne township 
Babbitt 
Hawthorne 
Hawthorne township 
Babbitt 
Hawthorne 
Hawthorne township 
Hawthorne 
Hawthorne 

337 
436 
471 

244 
757 

1,229 
4,721 
2,464 
1,861 
5,277 
2,159 
2,838 
5,995 
1,579 
3,539 
5,166 
3,741 
4,162 

Source: United States Census of Population for Nevada, published returns, 1890-1990 

The economic shock from Hawthorne.! s loss of a direct connection to the 
Carson and Colorado in the early years of the twentieth century-when a by
pass was constructed south of Walker Lake--was temporarily more than coun
terbalanced by two factors. The creation in 1911 of a new county-Mineral
with Hawthorne as its county seat and, more important, the discovery of pro
ductive mines nearby, notably the Lucky Boy mine southwest .of town, helped 
sustain the community. Later events were difficult for Hawthorne. When a di-
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sastrous fire destroyed most of the commercial center in 1926, it seemed that 
the to\vn might join many others in Nevada by graduating to ghost-to\vn sta
tus. The lo\v point in Hav'lthorne' s population V'las recorded officially as 244 in 
1920 but evidently reached 150 later in that decade. 

What ultimately saved Ha,vthorne vvas the federal government's decision 
in the late 1920s to build the Naval Ammunition Depot close to the tuvvn. The 
tovvn sits in the middle of a large flat area (once part of the lakebed of Pleis
tocene Lake Lahontan) south of Walker Lake. This largely vacant area "vas also 
close to the Carson and Colorado Railroad; Thorne siding was located just be
lovv the southeast comer of Walker Lake. The Navv assumed correctly that a 

~ J 

large installation for storing, and in some cases manufacturing, bombs and 
other military ,·veapons could be built near Hav'lthorne to replace a depot in 
Ne\v Jersey, that had been destroyed by massive explosions in 1926. 

The Ha,·vthorne Naval Ammunition Depot ,vas opened in 1930 v-lith con
struction beginning in 1928. By the time the census ,·vas taken in 1930 Ha,·vthorne 
had aIread y exceeded its previously recorded maximum population. The to\·vn 
continued to grO\V dramatically during the decade of the 1930s. 

When World War II initiated the military buildup in the United States, the 
depot brought the first significant African-American population to the area. 
Table 2 sho,·vs the population of various groups considered to be non\vhite in 
Esmeralda County and Mineral County from 1890 through 1990. The manu
script returns for the United States censuses of population of 1900, 1910, and 
1920 vvere also examined for information on the nonv·.rhite population of 
Ha,·vthorne for these vears. 

J' 

More detail "vill be provided elsevvhere, but the over-all ethnic pattern of 
Hav'lthorne prior to establishment .of the Naval Ammunition Depot can be de
scribed simply. The Walker River Indian Reservation is ,vithin 1tfineral County, 
although some miles north of the tov-ln. Ha\vthorne has ahvays had a signifi
cant relationship V-lith the mostly Northern Paiute Indians \vho have long lived 
close to the place \vhere the Walker River flovvs into Walker Lake; in the early 
decades the to\vn \vas hostile to its Native American neighbors. Alth.ough the 
published census reports do not indicate this, for several decades there Vlas an 
Indian village located on the outskirts of Havvthorne. The to,·vn also had a 
Chinatovvn for several decades, located behveen Seventh and Eighth streets 
and H and I streets, in the southeastern part of the to\vn.2 

Also, although the published census reports mention this only once-\v"hen 
a total of seventy-noVo Mexicans "vas recorded in Mineral County in 1930-by 
1940 there had been small numbers of Mexicans or other Hispanics living in 
Ha vvthorne for some time. a apanese \\Tere not recorded in Ha,·\Tthorne in the 
1900, 1910, and 1920 manuscript census returns although they \\Tere counted 
elsevvhere in the county.) 

HoV\rever, by 1930 the Indian village near Havvthorne had almost disappeared 
(in that year there v·.rere reportedly only n-venty-eight persons living there) and 
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TABLE 2 
Nonvvhite Population of Hav .. rthome Area by Race, 1890-1990 

Year Indian Chinese Japanese Mexican Afro-American Other 

Esmeralda County as a whole 
1890 887 277 0 1 
1900 832 115 1 0 
1910 628 64 60 0 

Mineral County 
1920 53.5 40 32 4 
1930 439 .5 11 72 4 
1940 419 .5 0 1 
19.50 4.52 6 3 282 

Babbitt 226 
Ha\vthorne 56 

1960 472 4 10 419 Filipino 4 
Babbitt 298 
Ha"\lvthorne 117 

1970 582 1 9 473 Filipino 12 
Babbitt 263 
Ha\,vthome 210 

1980 64.5 0 24 384 89a 

Ha\.vthorne 318 
1990 750 48 7 405b 311 47c 

Ha\vthorne 260 

aGuamanian 34, Filipino 31, other Asian and Pacific Islander 24. 
bThe total population of Hispanic origin for lvIineral County \vas 555. 
cKorean II, Guamanian 7, Vietnamese 6, other Asian and Pacific Islander 23. 

Source: United States Census of Population for Nevada; published returns; 1890-1990 

the Chinato\·vn had vanished; there ",Tere only five Chinese persons enumer
ated in all of Mineral County in that year. 

In other \vords, "\IV hile Ha\vthorne had had significant minority populations 
earlier, from the 1920s to about 1940 the area had become almost completely 
",rhite, although the noncontiguous Walker River Indian Reservation ,,,,as still 
of significance to the to"vn. But Ha\vthorne never had more than a tiny African
American population prior to World War n. The manuscript returns for United 
States censuses of 1900, 1910, and 1920 identify onlv three black residents of the 

" .I 

to\vn in those years. In 1910 Esta B. Kennedv, a fiftv-vear old \voman ",rho \·vas 
.l .l .,' .I 

a domestic servant, and Walter Nebknight, a fifty-four-year old laborer, "vere 
so identified. In 1920 there "vas only William Neblett, a sixty-hvo-year old man 
born in Canada, listed as having no occupation. Apparently each of the three 
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Hawthorne Naval Ammurrition Depot, Hav.rthorne, Nevada, 1942. (United States Progress 
Administration) 

Employees at the Hawthorne Naval Ammunition Depot, Hawthorne, Nevada, 1950. 
(,otis Gray) 
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Larry Carey "vorking at the Hawthorne Naval Ammunition Depot, Hawthorne, Nevada. 
(Otis Gray) 
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Governor Nlike O'Callahan, left, and Otis Gray, center, on a visit to the anununition 
depot. (Otis Gray) 

lived alone. In 1930 there \vere onlv four African Americans enumerated in 
~' 

Mineral County, although \,ve do not knO\V v-.rhere they lived. In 1940 there ,vas 
one African American counted in the county, but this person lived in Mina, not 
Ha\,vthorne. 

THE ARRIVAL OF AFRICANA1·'lERICANS IN TI-IE HAWTHORL"'\"!E AREA 

Apparently there "vere no African-American naval personnel at the ammu
nition depot during World War n because of the prejudice of Captain F. A. L. 
Vossler, the commanding officer from 1941 to at least some time in 1945. In 
1942 the Navy contemplated sending 650 Flnegro recruits" to Hav-.rthorne from 
the Great Lakes Naval Training Station. Captain Vossler objected vigorously, 
and the result ,vas a decision by the chief of naval personnel, on October 29, 
1942, that Uin vie\v of [this protest] the Bureau v-lill not assign negro enlisted 
personnel to the Naval Ammunition Depot, Ha\vthorne, Nevada. "3 

The rapid vvartime build-up of the Naval Ammunition Depot, vvhich began 
as early as 1939, brought several hundred African Americans to Ha"vthorne or 
Babbitt, a housing area built by the depot north of Ha\vthorne for civilian v.lork
ers. In 1944 there \'vere 1,968 civilian employees of the Depot, of ,vhom 467 (24 
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percent) "vere nonv-.rhite, probably the 467 included a fev-l Indians. In 1950 there 
,·vere 282 African Americans enumerated in Babbitt and Ha"vthorne, and this 
number increased to 415 in 1960 and 473 in 1970, before declining some"vhat as 
the Depot scaled back follov-ling the end of the Vietnam War. African Ameri
cans represented a small but significant part of the population of the area: 6.5 
percent in 1950 and 9.2 percent in 1970.4 

Table 2 also documents the population shift from Babbitt to Ha,vthorne; as 
they could, black residents left the government-ovvned duplexes at Babbitt to 
buy houses in Havvthorne. In 1950 only 56 of the 282 black residents of these 

J J 

hvo areas lived in Ha,·vthorne, but bv 1970 there "vere 263 black residents of 
J 

Bab bitt and 210 living in Ha"vthorne. During the 1970s Babbitt ,"vas dismantled; 
evidently most black residents moved to Havvthorne rather than out of the 
countv. 

~ 

This article ,·vill concentrate on the situation facing black neVolcomers in 
Ha,"vthorne and their efforts to overcome discrimination. The situation at the 
Naval Ammunition Depot itself-including businesses leasing commercial fa
cilities at Babbitt-vvill be mentioned only brietly. HOV>lever, it can be reported 
that the Navy itself discriminated against its African-American employees for 
at least tV.lenty years. Among other things, the depot initially practiced dis
crimination in employment and African Americans "".rere confined to the "col
ored" portion of the housing area at Babbitt. 

The rapid expansion of the Hav-lthorne depot coincided Vl,rith rapid gro,"vth 
in military-related industry across the countrY, combined ,·vith the entrance 

~ J J 

into the armed forces of large numbers of young men, and a fe,·v ,"vomen. To 
recruit v-lorkers quickly for the Depot there v,ras an attempt to hire v-.romen, but 
also a larger effort to attract male \vorkers from the South, ,vhere poverty and 
unemployment "vere more common than in the rest of the country. 

At first there V-las mostly an influx of construction ,vorkers, ,"vho "vere typi
cally single men, or men "vho had left families at home. These workers ",vere 
housed largely at Camp Jumbo, vvhich utilized the sites of ht\To Civilian Con
servation Corps camps that had been built during the 1930s north of ,·vhat vvould 
become Babbitt. Little is known about these ",vurkers, but apparently at this 
stage there "vere fe"\v blacks among them.':; 

To put a human face on this process, ,·ve include a fev-l details about ho"", 
several of the black individuals, later prominent in the civil rights movement, 
came to the Hav-lthorne area to ,"\lork at the ammunition depot. Manuel Gray 
arrived at the depot in 1944 or 1945 from Hodge, Louisiana; he ",'or ked at the 
depot until his retirement in April 1960. Mr. Gray 'was the principal organizer 
of the Ha"vthorne branch of the National Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People (NAACP). His sons, Manuel Gray, Jr., and Otis Gray, also ,"vorked 
at the depot.6 

Otis Gray served in the Army Corps of Engineers during World War II. After 
his demobilization in Februarv 1946, he visited the Ha,·vthorne area to see his 

~ 
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family but decided to stay when he found that jobs were available. Otis Gray 
became the first (and for many years only) black supervisor at the depot; he 
retired in the 1990s. He was also a prominent leader of the NAACP for many 
years. 

Oliver L. Wert came from Louisiana to work in the depot in 1950. He had 
grown up on his father's farm near Perry, Arkansas, about fifty-five miles north 
of Little Rock. During World War II Wert served in the Marine Corps, assigned 
to the 52nd Antiaircraft Defense Battalion on the Solomon Islands and K wajalein, 
in the South Pacific. After thirty-one months in the Marine Corps, he returned 
to Arkansas to help his father on a new farm near Morrilton, about nine miles 
from the place where he had grown up. Wert worked there for several years 
but concluded that "you just couldn't make a living on a small farm. My dad 
was a good farmer but the big farms were taking over."7 

Searching for better employment, Wert heard about the expansion of the 
Naval Ammunition Depot at Hawthorne and a similar facility in Herlong, Cali
fornia, fifty miles northwest of Reno. He learned about these opportunities 
from friends in Arkansas and also from Clanton Williams, a friend vvho was 
already working in Hawthorne. 

Wert had filed applications for employment at both depots but went first 
to Herlong. He found employment there at the base but before doing so sup
ported himself by doing odd jobs. It was during this period that he met Eddie 
Scott; he used to drive to Reno to mow lawns with Scott, who later became one 
of the most important statewide leaders of the civil rights movement in 
Nevada. While in Herlong, Wert also met three brothers-Jim, Ardis, and Onie 
Cooper-who also became leaders of the black community in northern 
Nevada. 

Wert soon moved to Hawthorne from Herlong, however, when he heard of 
a better job at the ammunition depot there. Nearly forty years later, Oliver Wert 
retired from the depot. In the meantime, he had married Clydell Gray, the sis
ter of Otis and Manuel Gray, Jr. Wert was also one of the leaders of the NAACP 
branch during its most active years. 

Barbara Scott was born and reared in WacOo, Texas. Through a friend of her 
sister, she became acquainted with Shannon Harnage, who lived in Gladewater, 
a small town east of Dallas-Fort Worth, about sixty miles west of Louisiana. 
Harnage was another southerner vvho found employment at the depot. After 
several years of corresponding with him, Barbara came to the Hawthorne area 
to marry Mr. Harnage in 1949; in 1999 they were still living in the area. Barbara 
Harnage was secretary of the local branch of the NAACP for about 15 years.8 

As these detaHs illustrate, long-range migration is typically influenced by 
family or other personal ties. People respond tOo personal rather than to imper
sonal knowledge, and having relatives or friends in a new area makes the tran
sition easier. For this reason, migrations often occur in patterns that bring to
gether in the new location people from the same areas. Not enough informa-
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Oliver L. Wert came from Louisiana to v-lark in the depot in 1950. 
During World War II Wert served in the Marine Corps, assigned to 
the 52nd Antiaircraft Defense Battalion on the Solomon Islands and 
K~'vajalein, in the South Pacific. (Otis Grayj 
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tion is available, hov .. rever, to say "vhether a significant proportion of the black 
migrants to the Hav·.rthorne area came from the same area or areas of the South. 

T HE HA.1VTHORl"~ AREA AND RI\CIAL D ISCRTh.fNATION 

The ne\v black migrants encountered various forms of discrimination in their 
ne'w home, ranging from rigid residential segregation at Babbitt, "vhere most 
of them came first, to initial discrimination by the marines "vho provided la,·v 
and order on the base, sometimes by literally running out of to\vn persons 
suspected of some offense. 

The Navy had built in the center of Babbitt-betvveen the "colored" and 
"vhite residential areas-an area called Babbitt Court, vvhich housed various 
community facilities plus buildings for several businesses, leased to private 
persons. The movie theater in this complex had separate black and \vhite sec
tions-divided by a rope. The bnvvling alley also practiced segregation and, 
\vhile the pharmacy operated by Warren E. Johnson (in 1961-62 an elected mem
ber of the Nevada State Assembly from Mineral County) accepted black cus
tomers, its soda fountain ,·vas segregated, vlith black and vvhite signs depicting 
hands pointing to each area. Clydell Wert says that one of the things that young 
people used to enjoy doing Vlas to reverse these hands.9' 

In general, the black residents found much racial ho . Barbara Harnage 

Barbara Scott fronl Waco, Texas married Shannon 
Harnage from Glade"vater, Texas in Ha\,vthorne 
in 1949. Shannon 'Norked at the ammunition 
depot and Barbara "vas secretary of the local 
branch of the NAACP. In 1999 they 'Nere still 

.' 
living in the area. (Elmer Rusco) 
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sa ys that she encountered more racial prejudice in the Ha"vthorne area in the 
late 1940s than she had experienced in Texas. She "vas insulted more often by 
being caned a nigger. People said: "You should go back to Africa," and she ,vas 
once told: "You Africans just sit over there and have babies." Mrs. Harnage, 
"vhose long-term marriage produced h·vo children, did not hesitate to rebut 
these prejudiced statements, but they hurt. 

In some respects, Babbitt and Ha"vthorne in the 1940s and 1950s vvere not 
like the South. No one attempted to deny black people the right to vote, the 
public school system "vas not segregated, and other "public institutions [in 
Ha,Nthorne] such as .. . hospitals and funeral homes vvere not segregated." 
During the civil rights era, local fraternal buildings-the Veterans of Foreign 
Wars building and the Knights of Pythias Hall, for example-'Nere available 
for use by black groupS.l0 

Further, no housing discrimination in Ha\·vthorne has been reported, although 
no doubt there \·vere instances of prejudiced ,vhite persons declining to rent or 
sell to black persons or families. Today there is no African-American section of 
Ha\vthorne, and apparently there never has been such a restricted area. 

Leaders of the black community believed at the time that there ,·vas some 
discrimination against black residents by la"v enforcement officials during the 
quarter of a century before the passage of civil rights legislation in the mid-
1960s, ho,vever. For example, there \·vas the case of Maggie Pride, a black V'loman 
found dead after being run over on the highv . .;ray leading east out of Hav'lthorne 
late at night in April 1959. An autopsy suggested that she had suffered hvo 
separate traumatic events, an earlier severe head "vound-"vhich had proved 
fatal-and lesser injuries resulting from her collision "vith an automobile. It 
,.vas learned also that she had been drinking before her death v.lith several 
marines from the Naval Ammunition Depot, ,.v ho had been driving her around 
in an automobile before she somehov'l ended up lying on the high"vay, severely 
injured. The NAACP branch officers \·vere very disturbed by her death; branch 
records shovv that her case \·vas discussed in at least eleven meetings of the 
branch or its executive committee behveen June 1959 and May 1961. These .-

leaders thought there "vas reason to believe that she had been murdered and 
that her death "vas not investigated vigorously. They made substantial efforts 
to secure an adequate investigation, including locating \.vitnesses and contact
ing a "vide variety of state and national officials about their concerns. Ulti
mately, no one V-las arrested in the case . .-

Reno attorney Leslie Gray, a leader of the civil rights movement "who "vas 
then a member of the Nevada Advisorv Committee to the United States Civil 

.. ..J 

Rights Commission, came to HmNthome and appeared before the local grand 
jury about the case. This body concluded that there ,.vas not enough informa
tion to justify any indictments. Howrever, the report of the grand jury also as
serted: "It is the opinion of the Grand Jury that there V'las negligence shov\,rn in 
the collection of evidence in this case .... Many questions remain unansvvered, 
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vvhich possibly could have been ansv·.rered had the collection of evidence been 
more thorough and efficient."11 

The most important discrimination problem faced by black residents of the 
area, hO\Never, 1-vas that a significant number of private businesses refused to 
accept black customers, or discriminated against black people v\Then theyvvere 
alio\ved to enter places of business. Such discrimination had gone on for a long 
time. A 1944 report by an official of the federal Committee on Fair Employment 
Practices noted complaints of discrimination in employment at the depot. It 
also stated that uN egroes are refused facilities throughout [Ha1-'Vthome 1, "'lith 
many establishments carrying large signs ,,'Vhich state that colored trade is not 
solicited. fI The previous use of such signs in businesses in Babbitt Court, plus 
specific instances of discrimination by several establishments on the depot, 
Volere also reported by this official.12 

The h'Vo businesses most blatant in their use of these discriminatory prac
tices-El Capitan and the Home Cafe-are discussed belo\,v. H01-'Vever, the black 
leaders asserted at the time, and in 1999, that such discrimination ,,'Vas ,,'Vide
spread in Ha1-vthorne (and had been earlier in Babbitt). For example, Oliver 
Wert ,"vrote an article, published in the Mineral COUnN} Independent News (here
after Independent Ne'ws) on January 21, 1959, about a meeting in HaV\rthome of 
the NAACP Coordinating Council, a state~Tide group. Part of this artide states 
that 

A stand.ing committee from the 11ineral County branch made a report of a recent 
survey of the places of public accommodation in the to\vn of Ha,·vthorne. The findings 
'\-",'ere that most places seem to think and have agreed that to serve Negro customers 
,\-"'7ould cause their business to fail. Then one place is very tolerant in this respect. 

Apparently the one nondiscriminating p lace 1-vas a cafe operated by Sarann 
Scruggs, a black \-\Toman ,·\Tho later moved to Las Vegas and, as Sarann Knight, 
managed the Moulin Rouge, the successor to the failed attempt to establish a 
casino :in the Westside. In a statement "vriUen in Februarv 1990, Oliver Wert 

J 

asserted that almost all Hav'lthorne businesses except grocery, drug and liquor 
stores refused to accept black customers.13 

Public records confirm these allegations. Two extraordinary meetings of the 
Mineral County Commission \vere held in August 1960 to consider complaints 
from the Ha\vthorne branch of the NAACP about discrimination by local busi
nesses. The minutes of the branch shov~r that the effort to get the County Com
mission to help end discrimination began in the summer of 1960. At a meeting 
of the branch executive committee on July 18, L. C. White reported that he had 
contacted the County Commission lJand did get a date for a meeting on the 
20th July 5:00 p.m." On July 28 the executive committee appointed a commit
tee to meet \vith local business people.14 

The official minutes of the first of these County Commission meetings, held 
August 2, are headed "Matters Relative to the NAACP'" Present besides the 
three commissioners ,"\Tere District Attornev L. E. Blaisdell and County Clerk 

J J 
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Mary G. Barlow. Also present were several representatives of the NAACP
President Clanton Williams; chairman of the Executive Board William Parker; 
chairman of the Education Committee Oliver Wert; chairman of the Labor and 
Ministry Committee L. C. White; chairman of the Membership Committee 
Hershell Bryant; and Assistant Secretary John A. White. Also present was Jack 
McCloskey, ed itor and publisher of the Independent News, plus twenty-nine in
dividuals listed by name and the businesses with which they were associated, 
although none of these persons was from the El Capitan or the Home Cafe.15 

The sole topic of the August 2 meeting was a discussion of complaints made 
by the NAACP leaders and responses to them by the business people p resent. 
An Independent N e'ws article announced that the meeting would be held 
and that it had been caned as a result of lithe appearance before the board ... 
of representatives of the local NAACP chapter" the previous week and that the 
IJpurpose of the meeting [was] to discuss the request of the NAACP that all 
persons be served in those food and drink establishments which presently do 
not cater to all races. " 16 

Unfortunately, the official minutes of the meeting contain no information 
about the content of the more than eighty-five statements made during the 
meeting, whlchJasted from 8:00 to 10:20 p.m. (Barbara Harnage says that "Oliver 
ate them out, but all it says is that he spoke."') The meeting began with state
ments of the "complaint" from Parker and Wert .I7 

Chairman Henry R. Eddy then opened the meeting to "general discussion," 
specifically inviting "each businessman to voice their [sic] opinion." William 
Parker addressed a question to one of the business people-Ted Rodriguez
and then asked lJif there is anything that the County Commissioners can do." 
District Attorney Blaisdell responded iJ that there is not anything that he knows 
of that the County Commissioners can do, and if there is, that he would like to 
see the light." Chairman Eddy IJ advised that the County Commissioners would 
not close the door on the issue" and that lithe El Capitan would be contacted 
relative to a meeting with other food and liquor establishments that were ab
sent." In a newspaper article reporting this first meetingf it was stated that the 
purpose of the second meeting would be lito determine whether all will agree 
to a voluntary policy of no discrimination."18 

The newspaper story reported that the business people present had II stated 
they feared a substantial loss of business if the policy were to be changed, un
less all such establishments agreed to change at the same time." NAACP lead
ers had argued that the County Commission should support civil r ights legis
lation to require such general compliance. The article went on to note that" of
ficials" at the meeting had pointed out that "federal civil rights legislation is 
now before Congress, but that the state of Nevada never has enacted a specific 
law covering the issue." The County Commission took no action to support 
proposed civil rights legislation at either federal or state levels. The article like
wise reported no endorsement for the NAACP's position at the meeting, and 
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Governor Pat Bro,vn presents to Jack McCloskey a plaque from 
the California Nev1lspaper Pu blishers Associa tion. (Jack 
A1cCloskey) 
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Oliver Wert and Barbara Harnage say that no one among the many speakers 
expressed such support. 

The second meeting, on August 8, vvas attended only by the commissioners, 
the district attorney, the county clerk, and ten businessmen representing local 
establishments, and George Goodall, the manager of EI Capitan, ",,·,rho spoke 
although he vvas not listed as being present. The business people included Lind
say and Gordon Smith from El Capitan and Doris Hanson from the Home Cafe. 
Again, the official minutes do not contain anything about the content of the 
discussion, and this meeting ,·vas not reported in the local nevvspaper. 

Barbara Harnage does not remember the October 8 meeting and thinks it 
likely that the NAACP leaders \vere not told about it. Evidently she is right. 
Unlike the first meeting, the second meeting \vas not announced in the neV'lS
paper or reported on aften,vard, and there is evidence that the branch V·las not 
contacted about it. When the branch executive committee met on Julv 28, it set 

J 

the date of its next meeting for August 8, and there are minutes of an executive 
meeting on that date. At this meeting, there ,.vas discussion of the "drive to 
gain admittance to the Cafes and Motels," and the meeting approved spending 
money Uto pay for the tape to record the meeting ,·vith the Co. Commissioners 
and business-men." Later this tape \vas apparently sent to the West Coast Re
gional Office of the organization. It seems clear that the branch executive com
mittee did not knOV.l that another meeting ,·vas going on at the same time.19 

At the end of the August 8 County Commission meeting the minutes record 
that 

The Commissioners Ordered the Clerk to ,vrite Clanton 'Villiams, President, Local 
Chapter of the N.A.A .. C.P. and advise that the concensus [sic] of the o\vners and propri
etors of the businesses mentioned rv·.,ras] that equal service would not be given to mem
bers of the Negro race because, in their judgement, their businesses w"ould suffer sub
stantial economic loss if full equal rights ,·\Tere granted. 20 

Clerk Barlov'l sent the letter to Clanton Williams on August 12. It listed the El 
Capitan Motel and Restaurant-Bar, the Anchor Motel, the Covered Wagon Motel, 
Dixie's Motel, the Rocket Motel, the Wright Motel, the Ha,·vthorne Club, the 
Home Cafe, The Cliffs, and .3 R's Cafe along v\lith the names of the representa
tives of these businesses v\Tho had been present on August 8, although the letter 
makes no mention of this meeting. The letter stated that "It appeared to be the 
concensus I sic] of the o\vners and proprietors of the businesses mentioned that 
equal service vvould not be given to members of the Negro race because, in 
their judgment, their businesses ,·vould suffer substantial economic loss if full 
equal rights ",\'ere granted." As discussed beIO'\.v, this list included a business 
that v·.ras the location of the only bus station in to"\ln, and also housed a restau
rant that served the bus passengers.21 

These extraordinary events demonstrate bevond doubt that racial discrimi-
J J 

nation against black persons V·las vvidespread among private businesses in 
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Hawthorne in 1960 and that it was tacitly supported by the County Commis
sion. Perhaps the statement by District Attorney Blaisdell means that he ad
vised the Commission that it had no authority to enact an antidiscrimination 
ordinance. If this is what the statement means, it is not clear that it was correct. 
Local governments have a broad police power not enjoyed by either the state 
or national government, which entitles them to act in some cases to benefit the 
public without specific statutory authorization. 

Even if it could not act to halt discrimination, nothing prevented the County 
Commission from stating that it disapproved of such practices but was power
less to act, and nothing prevented it from supporting state legislation (which 
had been proposed in previous legislatures) to outlaw such discrimination. 
The County Commission routinely supported legislation dealing with issues 
of local importance. 

The Independent News reported of the August 2 meeting stated that, if a vol
untary end to discrimination in Hawthorne were not possible, H representa
tives of the colored people will press for [state] legislation to implement the 
provisions of the equal rights in the constitution.'" The end of this story quotes 
an unnamed county commissioner as expressing some reluctance to back civil 
rights legislation. Reportedly this official stated, "We still hope to resolve thls 
problem without ill feeling and without undue publicity for our communi~ 
but we also are going to try to keep candidates for office from confusing the 
issue for their own personal political advantage." 

E1 Capitan Club, Hawthorne, Nevada, 19505. (Nevada Historical Society) 
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The minutes of the NAACP branch meeting of August 15 report that a com
munication referring to J'lthe previous meeting with the town officials" had 
been received. The import of this letter was that U the Business men of Hawthorne 
voted no on opening there [sic] doors to negroes." The branch decided to write 
to the NAACP West Coast Regional Office about the matter. 

The fact that the letter from the County Commission listed ten businesses 
does not mean that discrimination was limited to them. For one thing, Barbara 
Harnage remembers that barber and beauty shops once would not cut the hair 
of black residents. For another, she reports that some businesses that accepted 
black customers still practiced segregation. She says that in some grocery stores, 
for example}" the clerks would wait on white customers first, even if they had 
come in after the black customers. For this reason, many black customers would 
do grocery shopping in Reno or frequent the one grocery store that treated 
them equally, without discrimination. The movie theater at Babbitt discrimi
nated by seating black customers in only one part of the theater; at least one 
movie theater in Hawthorne had the same policy for many years.22 

The fact that two of the Hawthorne businesses were highly conspicuous in 
expressing their discriminatory policy may have contributed to the inaccurate 
conclusion that they were the only businesses in town with such a stance.23 

The Home Cafe offered Chinese as well as American food; it was owned and 
operated for years by Linn Leong-a Chlnese American-and his family, al
though by August 1960 they may not have been its owners. Linda Leong, a 
daughter of Mr. Leong, reports that he and her mother-who was white--were 
divorced in 1959 or 1960 and that after this her father moved to Virginia City, 
where he started the Sharon House restaurant, which did not discriminate 
against black customers. The representative of this cafe who attended the Au
gust 8 County Commission meeting was Doris Hanson.24 

Barbara Harnage}" Oliver Wert, Otis Gray, Bertha Woodard (an NAACP leader 
in Reno who often visited Hawthorne during the 1950s and 1960s), Jack 
McCloskey, and the Las Vegas Review-Journal all report that the Home Cafe had 
a hand -printed menu that was distributed solely to black customers. At a 
Hawthorne branch meeting in November 1960 the IJ special menu received from 
the Home Cafe" was discussed, and at a meeting on December 4, 1960}" appar
ently it was decided to send to the Internal Revenue Service copies of the spe
cial menu}" the Home Cafe's ordinary menu, and a receipt showing the amount 
a black customer had paid for a meal. The branch also made photocopies of the 
special menu to distribute more widely. 

Two versions of the special menu, both of which featured consistently outra
geous inflated prices}" are extant. One, which did not list any Chinese food, 
gave the price of coffee as $12.50 per cup; refills, with meals, were $5 a cup}" and 
other items were similarly overpriced. The other, which listed "Chinese Dishes" 
and a "Special Club Breakfast," also priced coffee at $12.50 a cup and every
thing else at similar prices. (E.g., Green Vegetable Chow Yuke was at $25. In 
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1956 Chovv Yuke v,ras listed as one of the dishes available in the cafe's most 
expensive Chinese dinner, "vhich cost $9.50 for the entire dinner). In addition, 
the special menu stated that there ,vas a "Service Charge" of "500/~ of Order. "25 

A t the Havvthorne branch meeting of July 25, 1960, President Clanton Will
iams stated that George McNeal and Johnny Capucci had recently gone to the 
Home Cafe together. Capucci V"las a v.lhite man, and he V-las charged regular 
prices" but McNeal's breakfast "vas priced from the special menu; he ,vas 
"charged $20.60." McNeal reported that both had received receipts Hand a sig
nature of the -\o'vaitress." In March 1963, McNeal" then President of the Hawthorne 
Branch, told a state legislative committee that he had paid $20.60 for hot cakes, 
bacon, and coffee at the Home Cafe" and the Las Vegas Revie'lv-Jourllal printed a 
copy of the menu on "vhich these charges v\Tere based. The Home Cafe "vas 
picketed several times by branch members.26 

EI Capitan 'was the largest commercial business in Havvthorne. 'One of its 
ov·.,Tners told the Nevada Equal Rights Commission in 1962 that "40~/~ of the 
economic security of that city vvas directly supplied by his establishment." While 
there is no ,vay to confirm this statement, it is plausible. By the late 1950s El 
Capitan had the largest casino in to"vn" in addition to its motel, bar and restau
rant; no other business approached it in size. El Capitan bused in customers, 
and for a ,vhile fie"v them in on its ovvn airplane, before a fatal crash ended this 
practice. In 1952 the club began an annual Lahontan cutthroat trout derby, ,vith 
prizes for the largest trout caught in Walker Lake, and offered various other 
promotional activities plus live entertainment in its bar. 

The business projected to the public an air of friendliness to"vard its custom
ers. Typical ,vas a statement in several of its usually "veekly advertisements in 
the Independent NeIl's. This ad proclaimed: "Come As You Are-You Are Al
",rays Welcome at El Capitan Club and Lodge." But if black customers appeared 
(and "vere allovved to enter the restaurant at all) they ,·vere not served and in
stead ,·vere handed a printed statement ;,vhich read: "Your Invitation to be in 
our EI Capitan Club and Lodge, is revoked. We request that you leave the pre
mises at once. The Management."27 

El Capitan ,·vas ovvned from 1944 to 1967 chieHy by hvo brothers ""rho ,·vere 
originally from Vancouver, Canada. Lindsay and Gordon Smith had begun "vith 
a store in Los Angeles; later they moved to Silver Peak" a mining tovvn south
v ... rest of Tonopah, ,.vhere they operated a general merchandising store. When 
that failed in 1942" they moved to Gabbs, a tov·/n "vhich sprang up quickly 
during '!\Todd War II because it ,·vas the site of a magnesium mine that pro
"vided ore to the Basic Magnesium, Inc. plant in Henderson, in southern Ne
vada. In Gabbs the Smiths o,vned several businesses" one of \·vhich vvas a bar 
",lith a gambling area. The government closed do"vn the magnesium mine in 
the middle of 1944, so the Smiths moved to Ha,·vthorne and" in partnership 
",rith Barney O'Malia" bought a small casino oV~Tned by Mike Gallo. Later 
O'Malia's interest "vas bought by Woodrov·/ (Woody) Loftin, ,vho purchased 
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the entire business from the Smiths in 1967.28 

Lindsay Smith insisted at the time that his discriminatory policy ",Tas the 
result of his fear that he "'Tould lose customers if he served black people. An 
incident that took place in Carson Cit)~ as reported by publisher Jack fvlcCloskey, 
makes it more likely that Smith "vas strongly prejudiced himself. 

During a legislative session McCloskey "vent into the Senator Hotel, across 
from the state capitol,. to have a drink v'lith Lindsay Smith and Phil Ferris, the 
restaurant manager of El Capitan. Already in the bar "vere tv"o black custom
ers, one of "vhom '~7as an employee of El Capitan; this man exchanged greet
ings "vith Ferris. Smith then asked the bartender: liDo you serve those people 
in here?" Told that the bar cared onlv about "the color of the money," Smith 

J J 

continued to press the issue. McCloskey reported that Smith "yvas some"vhat 
aggravated, and he "vent out then to ask the poor cashier to get her on the ball 
about "vhat "vas the policy-do you serve I emr' When he came back, Smith 
asked Ferris if he kne-V-l the n,vo black men and "vas told that one of them '~7orked 
for Smith at El Capitan and that he \vas 1/ one of the best maintenance men ,ve 
have around." The black employee "kneiN "'\,That "vas bugging Lindsay ;.,vhen 
Lindsay sa;.v him at the bar, but he ducked out because I guess he didn't ;.vant 
to lose his job at the El Capitan!/I This incident may have triggered the later 
termination of black employees at El Capitan.29 

Apparently El Capitan's discriminatory policy did not extend to other mi
norities; the Nevada Equal Rights Commission reported in 1962 that "the Fili
pino, the Chinese, the Japanese, the Indian, the :Nlexican "vill an be honored [at 
El Capitan], thereby leaving the only minority that the discrimination V-las di
rected toyvard as the Negro."3O 

What ,vas distinctive about the policy of this business "vas the extreme lengths 
to v-lhich El Capitan "vent in carrying out and maintaining the policy in spite of 
many protests. In his oral history, Jack McCloskey admitted that the policy 
amounted to an "injustice" and remarked that Lindsay Smith\vas l'bullheaded" 
in pursuing it.31 

McCloskey's conclusion on this point is amply supported by the evidence. 
The Nevada. Equal Rights Commission reported in 1962 that 

the chairman [of the Commission] asked Nlr. Smith if representatives of the United 
States government or of the State of Nevada, or other men ,,\Tho "vould be representing 
governmental agencies, both international and national, "vould visit his establishment 
\'vould they be served. His direct quote ,"vas "Services ,,,,ould be denied if the person in 
question ,vas Negro."32 

An incident involving the Nevada Advisory Committee established that El 
Capitan actually follo;.,ved this rule. A 1963 report of the committee stated that, 
at the lunch recess of its hearing in Hav·lthorne on September 8, 1962, the chair
man of the committee, the Reverend H. Clyde Mathe\,vsf Jr., called El Capitan 
for lunch reservations for the committee and several people assisting it: Phillip 
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Woodrow Wilson. (Nevada Historical Society) 
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Governor Grant Sa\·vyer. (Nevada Historical Society) 
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Hammer, the legal counsel of the national Civil Rights Commission; a second 
unnamed representative of the Commission; and others, including a Mr. Schultz, 
\vho ,vas a "personal representative" of Nevada Governor Grant Sa,vyer. 
Mathe\vs V-las told that II the reservations vvould be honored provided neither 
one [sic] of these people ,vas colored." At lunchtime the committee, accompa
nied by the individuals named and James Anderson of Las Vegas, a representa
tive of the Las Vegas branch of the NAACP, 'V-lent to the restaurant to eat. 

Anderson and Woodro"v Wilson, a member of the committee (and later the 
first black state legislator in Nevada's history), ,vere black. The manager of the 
restaurant told this group that Wilson and Anderson II could not be served be
cause 'We don't serve coloreds, and these boys knO\V that'." The report added: 
"Naturally, V'le left," and then VOlent on to state that Phillip Hammer "advised 
the Committee that even in his ,vork \vith biracial Advisory Committees in the 
South he had not experienced such a denial of accommodations."33 

Even a personal telephone call from Governor Grant Sa,vyer, "vho cited a 
1961 statute stating that such discrimination \vas against the policy of the state, 
could not change EI Capitan's practices. On January 18, 1962, Herbert Pierce, a 
black realtor from Oakland, California, called the governor's office to report 
that he and his \vife, hvo men from Los Angeles, and Ed\,vard Guy, a "gaming 
dealer" from Reno, ,vere being refused service in the restaurant at EI Capitan 
because of their race. Muriel Mooney of the governor's office placed long-dis
tance calls to the restaurant, saying that the governor ,vished to speak v-lith the 
restaurant manager. Told that neither the manager nor Smith V-las available 
and that Uno one ,vas in charge" at the restaurant" the Governor finally spoke 
\vith a ,vaitress named Lee Boles. According to notes made by Mooney at the 
time, 

the Governor reminded [Nls. Boles] of legislation ,vhich had been passed at the last 
session ,vhich said that no one should be denied service in a restaurant because thev 
"vere colored; and if this ,vas the reason these people "were being denied service h~ 
,van ted her to inform the manager that he personally ,·vould see that this case ,vas called 
to the attention of the Human Relations Board Isic]. 

About an hour after his first call, Mr. Pierce again called the governor's office 
to report that his party "vvere being treated in a very hostile manner and had 
still had no service."34 

Another attempt to break dovvn the barriers erected by El Capitan vvas initi
ated by Donal (Mike) G'Callaghan, later a hovo-term governor of Nevada. It 
~vas also futile. In January 1962 O'Callaghan, then the Director of Clark County's 
Juv"enile Court Services office" assigned Nancy Ellen Williams, a black employee 
of his office, to accompany a teenager V\rho ,vas a client of the agency to a foster 
home in Ha"vthorne. Ms. Williams V\ras pregnant and it "vas '\,vintertime, so 
O'Callaghan authorized her husband, Jesse Bernard Williams, to go V\rith her 
and the girl in a state car.35 
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Hav'lthorne is about a six-hour drive from Las Vegas}" so Ms. Williams and 
her husband "vere to stay overnight after delivering the girl to her foster par
ents. El Capitan ,vas chosen as the motel and, because O/Callaghan knevol about 
their discriminatory policy, he himself called in advance to make the reserva
tion. When the Williamses drove up to the motel in the state car, Ms. Williams 
,vas told, "We cannot serve you," although she had her confirmation number. 
In a 1997 intervie,v, Ms. Williams said: "I ",rent back outside and found that 
every Sheriff's car in the county "vas buzzing around out there. I called Mike 
on the pay telephone and told him ,vhat had happened. He asked me toO go 
back in again and ask them to honor my reservation. I did but they refused me 
again." 

ancy and Jesse Williams met later that day v-lith several people from the 
Hav-lthorne NAACP branch-vvho provided them "vith a meal-and they then 
spent much of the night driving back to Las Vegas. O'Callaghan then ,vrote a 
letter to Bert Gold "va ter, chair of the Equal Rights Commission, copies of ,vhich 
he sent to the governor, the Clark County Commissioners, District Judge David 
Zenoff, and other persons. He proposed an investigation and suggested that, if 
Williams had been discriminated against because of her race, the county and 
state should stop reimbursing public employees for patronizing El Capitan.36 

Nancv Williams said that her husband told NAACP leaders in southern 
~ 

Nevada about "V hat had happened and that the Reverend Prentiss Walker then 
"organized a carload of people ,,,,ho drove up to Ha\'vthorne and held a prayer 
meeting over the issue. I think a bunch of kids also drove up there, v"reren't 
served and protested. Rev. Walker also later led another group to Hav-lthorne 
and picketed El Capitan." 

El Capitan's policy ,,,,as unbending in almost every respect. During the 1950s 
and early 1960s the Las Vegas-Tonopah-Reno Stage Line (LTR) ran daily buses 
behveen Las \Tegas and Reno. These stopped at El Capitan for meals, but black 
passengers "'lere not allo"\led to enter the restaurant. They had to stay on the 
bus ,vhile the bus driver, "vho had collected money from them, ,vent into the 

.I 

restaurant to buy food and bring it back for them. Katherine C. Hale remem-
bers that "vhen student athletes from the University of Nevada, Reno "vere 
bused through Ha,vthorne in the early 1960s, the black athletes had to eat 
lunches they had brought "'lith them on the bus ,vhile the ,vhite athletes vvere 
eating in the restaurant.37 

Evidently the only exception to El Capitan's s"veeping discriminatory policy 
"vas that it ,vould f/feed all school groups regardless of race, color or creed," as 
a January 1964 statement from the business put it. Bu t even so, in practice the 
result ,vas sometimes the same. This statement of policy ,"vas prompted by a 
complaint filed v-lith the Equal Rights Commission by the principal of Western 
High School in Las Vegas, "'lho charged that the band from his school had been 
refused service in El Capitan's restaurant the previoOus November. 

El Capitan's defense ,"vas that the members of the band 1Nere seated in the 
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restaurant and were going to be served when a black member .of the band was 
stopped from playing a slot machine by a pit boss who, according to the state
ment issued by the club, n informed the colored boy that colored trade was not 
solicited in the establishment." Following this action, all the members .of the 
band walked out of the restaurant without waiting for service. 

In this case, too, El Capitan V\'as unswayed by the personal intervention of 
Governor Grant Sawyer. Sawyer wr.ote the owners of the restaurant a letter 
which asserted that, if the facts in the complaint were true, El Capitan's policy 
was not in conformity with the "public policy" of the state, as spelled out in the 
1961 laV\'. He stated that "EI Capitan is not an island, independent of public 
control," and reminded the owners that their place of business was licensed by 
the state. Governor Sawyer then stated that he would 1/ appreciate your written 
notification that El Capitan does not and win not tolerate racial discrimination 
in any sense. "38 

Instead of complying)" Jack Streeter, El Capitan's attorney, sent a letter to 
Governor SaV\ryer declaring that "there is no Federal legislation nor State legis
lation that requires legitimate private enterprises to conduct their businesses 
pursuant to directives of government .officials, no matter how lofty their office 
may be" and that an attorney general's opinion had held that gambling licenses 
could not be revoked because of discrimination. Mr. Streeter did not point out 
that there was another attorney general's opinion holding that the governor 
did have such authority. 

It has been suggested that it was the influence or power of El Capitan andl 
or the Smith brothers that accounts for the widespread discriminatory pattern 
in Hawthorne. The Nevada Equal Rights Commission held a hearing in 
Hawthorne in November 1962. While no transcript of this hearing has been 
found, there are quotations from it in the 1963 report of the Advisory Commit
tee to the United States Civil Rights Commission. 

Reportedly Ted Rodriguez)" operator of 3 R's Cafe)" one of the businesses that 
refused to accept black customers, responded to a question from the chair of 
the Equal Rights Commissi.on about whether his and .other businesses would 
change their policies if EI Capitan were to "relax" its discriminatory policy. 
Rodriguez said that "he couldn't answer for the others but positively for him
self he thought it would help a great deal. He further stated in no uncertain 
terms that if legislation were provided, it would give the smaller businesses 
the protection of not being penalized either socially or economically for their 
open-door policies."39 

Passengers of the LTR bus line also encountered discrimination in Hawthorne. 
The ticket station for the bus line was for many years inside El Capitan. In June 
1958, Virginia Givens of Hawthorne went to the station in EI Capitan to wait 
for a bus to Reno; she was ill and was going to Reno for medical aid. Forced to 
wait for s.ome time, she sat down in the restaurant to eat, and not only was not 
served but was forced to stand for nearly two hours before the bus came. An 
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attempt by the v .. roman ,·vho sold the bus tickets to persuade Barney Q'Malia of 
E1 Capitan that the policy did not apply to Givens because she vvas a bus pas
senger had no effect. 40 

Givens later complained to Franklin Williams, director of the West Coast 
Regional Office of the NAACp, "vvho 1,vrote letters to Nevada 'Governor Charles 
H. Russell and to Western Greyhound Lines in San Francisco. Governor Russell 
,vrote to Givens on April 30, 1958, that he ,·vas Hsorry about the treatment" she 
recei ved but that he had no "jurisdiction over Reno or Babbitt over the acts of 
individuals." Western Greyhound replied that its company "vas not involved 
in the bus line going through Ha,vthorne but that it ,vould refer the complaint 
to LTR in Reno, ,vhich did not respond to the branch. The Ha,vthome branch 
"vrote to Franklin Williams on June 3D, asking if he had any "legal advice" 
about this matter, but apparently no legal action V'las ever taken.41 

The Nevada Advisory Committee reported in 1963 that at some later time, 
,vhen the management of El Capitan "feared integration pressure," the bus 
depot ",vas moved to the building housing the Three R's Cafe" operated by 
Ted Rodriguez. Barbara Harnage states that ''\-vhen \ve filed a discrimination 
complaint against the bus station, they moved it outside." The bus depot ,vas 
not moved until February 1962, to a location "next to the.3 R's Cafe."42 

The fear of legal action against discrimination in this situation ,·vas not unre
alistic. Segregation in bus travel had been literally fought over in the South 
from 1947, ,vhen Bayard Rustin led a i'lJourney of Reconciliation" by bus through 
the upper South. In 195.5 the Interstate Commerce Commission had outla,ved 
segregation by bus companies, including terminal facilities o,vned by the com
panies, although not in facilities independently o,'vned. In 1961 there ,,\ras a 
Freedom Ride through the South led by the Congress of Racial Equality ,vhich 
led to the burning of a bus, beatings for the Freedom Riders, and a regulation 
by the Interstate Commerce Commission (requested by the attorney general of 
the U ruted States) outlav\ling all forms of segregation in interstate transporta
tion, including bus terminals.43 

Follo"\ling the 1962 hearing in Hav'lthorne, the Advisory Committee V'lrote 
the Interstate Commerce Commission, inquiring ,vhether discrimination by an 
eating facility located in the same building as a bus station "vas illegal. The 
Advisory Committee later reported that "On February 21, 1963, I.C.C. Chair
man Walrath informed the Civil Rights Commission that since the restaurant 
V·las operated completely separate from the terminal and since the carrier in no 
,vay avail [ ed] its passengers of the restaurant facilities, the restaurant is not a 
~terminal facility' subject to the I.C.C. regulation banning segregated terminal 
facilities. " 44 

There ,·vas also racial discrimination in private employment in Havvthorne, 
apparently to an extensive degree. In 1963 the Advisory Committee reported 
that in Ha,.vthome "little .opportunity is offered the Negro in employment" 
and \vent on to say:, "There is one Negro employed as a car v'lasher, one \'\Torks 
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at the hospital, and that is about all. Employment opportunities vvithin the city 
of Ha\.vthorne ... are extremely limited for Negroes." NAACP notes on the 
hearing report that, at that time, there vvas one black deputy -Tommie Carlton 
-hired by the Sheriff's Department, but Oliver Wert said in 1990 that this deputy 
''',vas ordered to arrest only black violators."45 

The 1963 report also stated that "the El Capitan used to hire Negro maids 
and janitors but they do not novv for reasons unknovoln." Perhaps the earlier 
described incident in the bar in Carson Citv had unfortunate effects for black 

J 

employees of this business.46 

One element in the situation is that the local nevvspaper, the Mineral County 
Independent News, did not come out editorially against racial discrimination in 
the 1950s and 196.os, although it also did not support it. Further, the paper, v· .... ith 
feV'l exceptions, did not report the extent of discrimination in Ha\vthorne and 
reacted to factual reports in other ne\vspapers or in official reports by attacking 
the persons doing the reporting rather than attempting to refute their asser
tions. 

For example, in the aftermath of the O'Callaghan/Williams affair discussed 
above, "Jasper" (Jack McCloskey's front-page editorial feature) spoke of "the 
numerous false reports appearing in print" as a result of the incident, sug
gested that critics of discrimination in Havvthorne \vere resorting to "blanket 
condemnation of an entire community," and even spoke of those \vho had con
ducted a sit-in at EI Capitan as people ,·vho /J assert" that this business "prac
tices discrimination. II That this business vvould not accept black customers in 
almost all circumstances '''las not only vvell kno\Nn but admitted by EI Capitan. 
In the 1981 Independent News Centennial Issue about the history of the to\vn, 
there is no mention of black residents or of the discrimination in the past.47 

The ne,.vspaper did occasionally publish signed articles ~Nritten by civil rights 
leaders Otis Gray, Oliver Wert, and Clanton Williams, but Wert insists that some 
articles vvere rejected and others V'{ere changed vvithout the permission of the 
authors; Barbara Harnage repeats this allegation. During the 1960s there ,.vere 
also occasional columns in the Independent NerDS by R. M. Aalbu, vvho often 
reported about national civil rights activities. Aalbu often disagreed vvith 
McCloskey, and for a brief time published a rival ne,·vspaper, the Mineral County 
Fortun. 48 

Publisher and editor Jack McCloskey is deservedly one of the most respected 
nev·.rsmen in Nevada and his Mine1'al County Independent NerDS during this time 
V'las an excellent one for a small-to\vn paper that made no attempt to cover 
national, international, or (for the most part) state nev .. rs. His ne\vspaper' s treat
ment of this issue from the mid-1950s to the mid-1960s could only have made it 
difficult for his readers to understand the situation fullv. 

J 

It is impossible to knOV·l ,·vhat most ,·vhite residents of Hav.lthorne thought 
about all this d iscrimination, but there is no evidence that manv favored action 

J' 

to stop the practices. The fact that no v'lhite opponents of discrimination at-
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tended the crucial August 2, 1960, meeting of the Mineral County Commis
sion, 'v'lhich had been announced in advance, is one such indication. Another is 
a "poll" taken by EI Capitan of its customers. While 'ATe do not knovv hovv this 
survey vvas conducted, a very large majority of the respondents stated that 
they approved of refusing to a11o"v African Americans to frequent the business 
and agreeing that they ,hlould cease to go to El Capitan if customers of this race 
"were admitted. Another indicator is that, although the Nevada Council of 
Churches took stands against racial discrimination during the 1960's, there is 
no evidence of any vvhlte church in HaV\rthorne taking such action. Perhaps 
some of the many employees of El Capitan feared repercussions if they vvere to 
take a public stand on an issue about \vhich their employers felt strongly.49 

In addition, the leaders of the NAACP branch \vho \vere intervie"ved in 1999 
could name only R. M. Aalbu and a priest \'V hose name could not be recalled as 
supporters of their position during the 1950s and 1960's. Apparently they for
got Johnny Capucci, "vho accompanied George McNeal "V hen he ate his expen
sive meal at the Home Cafe, and probably there vvere other ,vhite supporters 
\vho have been forgotten. The presently surviving record does not disclose sig
nificant vvhlte support for ending racial discrimination in Havvthorne. 

AITHv1PTS TO OVERCOl'vfE DISCRIlvlINATION IN HA1NTHORNE 

Various attempts to overcome discrimination in HaV\rthorne, from the 1950s 
into the 1960s, have been incidentallv noted above. Almost all of these efforts 

.J 

originated \vith the Havvthorne branch of the NAACP This vvas also the case 
in other parts of northern Nevada and in southern Nevada, vvhere civil rights 
activities affected larger numbers of people. Other civil rights groups 1Nere fe\v 
and far betvveen in the state. 

It is hardly surprising that the NAACP took the lead in Nevada in trying to 
end discrimination. Although organized largely by v .. rhite idealists in 1909, the 
chief reason for establishing the national organization \vas to support the civil 
rights agenda of black activists, including W. E. B. DuBois and Monroe Trotter. 
This agenda V-las a reaction against the accommodationist stance of Booker T. 
Washington, ,<\Tho had accepted disfranchisement and segregation in the South, 
although privately he took such steps as he could against these deprivations of 
rights. From the beginning and for many years thereafter the national organi
zation provided a forum for Dr. DuBois in his role as editor of Crisis, the 
organization's monthly magazine.so 

Local units of the NAACP had been organized in Nevada as early as 1919, 
\'\Then a Reno branch vvas established; there VIlas also a branch in Las Vegas 
during the 1920s. But stable, ongoing local organizations have existed only since 
1945, \vhen branches in the state's hvo largest cities, Las Vegas and Reno, vvere 
re-estab lished. 51 
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There "vas an attempt to organize a Ha\Nthorne branch in 1944; in that year 
the national office of the NAACP "vas sent a list of seventy-six names of charter 
members, "'lith a note that ubecause of conditions "ve have been unable to or
ganiz.e." Otis Gray says that Frederick J. Frye, president of the Reno-Sparks 
NAACP from 1946 to 1949, came to Ha"vthorne about 1949 to try to organize a 
branch there. The branch operated informally for several years before receiv
ing a charter on May 22, 1955 . .52 

VVhile the formation of the Ha"vthorne branch came approximately fifteen 
years after the arrival of the first black ","orkers in the area, there had been 
protests of discriminatory policies prior to this time. Otis Gray says that \vhen 
he arrived in 19461" he "vent to the movie theater in Babbitt Court. He found 
there a rope separating the "vhite from the Negro sections of the theater, and 
V-las so incensed that he cut the rope and sat in the "vhite section. He 'was ar
rested by Marines-the military police at the Depot-,.vho IF threatened me v-lith 
all kinds of things" but eventually let him go back to see the rest of the movie. 
The rope "vas then replaced; it ,·vas only after the branch \·vas organized and 
protested against the policy that segregation vvas abandoned in this theater. 
There \vere also early efforts against housing segregation in Babbitt-53 

The branch attempted to conduct sit-ins at El Capitan on at least three occa
sions during the late 1950s and early 1960s. One of these \vas reported by the 
Independent NerDS in its issue of February 15, 1961. II About 60 members of the 
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People appeared at the 
doors of El Capitan casino last Saturday evening, ,·vith the previously announced 
intention of starting a sit-in protesting the poHcy of the EI Capitan manage
ment of not catering to Negroes." According to Oliver Wert, ,vho "vas a co
captain of the demonstration, \vith vVilliam Parkel~ a sheriff's deputy denied 
the group entrance by sitting on a chair in the doon·vay, ,vith his legs blocking 
the door. Wert told him: "If you move your feet, "ve'll go in there," but the 
officer \vould not let them in. 

After this attempted sit-in, Jimmie Lee Mitchell, the secretary of the branch, 
\vrote Governor Sa"vyer inquiring about ,vhether JI our rights ,·vere being vio
lated or not by being blocked by Special Deputies at the door./I Mitchell vvrote 
that District Attornev Blaisdell had told members of the branch that he did not .. 
knOV-l \vhether this action ,·vas a violation of their rights.54 

There vvere also occasional sit-ins-or attempts at sit-ins-at other places of 
business in Ha"vthorne. Probably there "vere other attempts that left no records, 
and not all the ones for ,·vhich some evidence \vas found are listed here. 

At a branch executive committee meeting on July 18, 1960, it "vas reported 
that there \vould be several attempts to integrate businesses in Havvthorne, 
beginning on Saturday, July 16. On that date Mr. and Mrs. J. VVhite ",vere to . 
undertake some kind of actionl" presumably a sit-in; they "vere to be follo\ved 
sequentially by three other couples, each on a separate night. 

In August 1962 Oliver Wert ,vrote that on August 4 of tha t year, "Eddie Scott 
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President of the Reno Branch, and Oliver L. Wert of Ha\,vthorne, \vent to the 
3 R's Cafe but ,I\,'ere refused service." Barbara Harnage remembers sit-ins at the 
3 R's and that a grocery store ,vas picketed. All of these efforts "vere planned to 
be and "vere nonviolent; the branch received advice on ho"v to act in such situ
ations from the V\Test Coast Regional Office and no doubt its leaders ,vere also 
a,vare of the much more visible nonviolent efforts going on in the South at the 
time.55 

In the late 1950s the three major Nevada branches of the NAACP-Las Ve
gas, Reno, and Ha"vthorne-formed a statev ... ride coordinating council, to in
crease the effectiveness of their efforts to secure state civil rights legislation. In 
1956 informal meetings of a group that \vas at first called the Nevada NAACP 
Civil Rights Committee ,vere held in Ha \vthorne, Tonopah, and Las Vegas. The 
group ,vas inactive during 19.57 but-at the initiative of the Reno-Sparks branch 
-reorganized in 19.58, renamed itself the Nevada State Coordinating Council, 
and elected Ulysses Woodard of Reno its chairman. During 1958 and 1959 the 
Coordinating Council held several state\vide meetings, in Ha\,vthorne, Reno, 
and Las Vegas. Formal byla \VS \vere contemplated but never adopted. The West 
Coast Regional Office "vas asked for advice and aided the ne\'v organization; 
sometimes officials of the Regional Office came to Ha'\Nthorne or other cities 
for its meetings. 56 

During some of these meetings, members participated in sit-ins at El Capitan, 
in support of the local efforts. Bertha Woodard of Reno remembers participat
ing in sit-ins at this restaurant vvhile attending such meetings. In August 1962, 
Oliver Wert '\,vrote a letter to the chairman of the Advisory Committee, report
ing that on January 27, 1962, "about fifty citizens, members of the Nevada Co
ordinating Council attempted to obtain food at the El Captain [sic] Restaurant, 
but ,vere refused service," follovling ,vhich "a sit-in "vas staged and lasted ap
proximately 1 1/2 hours." As ahvays, black customers "vere refused service 
and handed the printed statement of the club's policy.57 

Obviously, the primary effort to end racial discrimination in Ha"vthorne ,vas 
made by members of the Ha\,vthorne branch, even though-at their request
at times there ,vere NAACP members from other places in Nevada helping 
them, as v·.,rell as representatives from the West Coast Regional Office and state 
or federal investigative bodies. Oliver and Clydell Wert and Barbara Harnage 
and perhaps other leaders also occasionally travelled to Reno to support pro
tests by the branch in the Truckee Meadovvs. For example, they joined the picket 
lines in front of the Reno Woohvorth's store in 1960.58 

When Jack McCloskey's Independent News reported these events at all, it 
charged that the controversy over civil rights in Havlfthorne was stirred up by 
"outsiders." In 1999 intervie,vs, McCloskey \'vas still incensed at the presence 
in Ha'''lthorne of Las Vegas civil rights attorney Charles Kellar, as ""lell as at 
remarks made in Ha\vthorne by Tarea Hall Pittman of the West Coast Regional 
Office, V\rhich McCloskey interpreted as a charge that HaV\rthorne-rather than 
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the state of N evada-,·vas "the Mississippi of the West." Hovvever, Kellar never 
filed any suits affecting Ha,vthorne and the help from the regional office V·las 

minor and not very helpful to the Havvthorne branch. 
Lindsay Smith vigorously resisted for many years all efforts to end discrimi

nation at his business. He had testified befoOre the Equal Rights Commission in 
1962. Hovvever, after initially agreeing toO appear voluntarily in January 1964, 
Smith defied a subpoena ordering him to appear before the Commission at a 
hearing in Hav...r thorne.59 

Moreover, Smith had his attorney sue the Equal Rights Commission and its 
individual members for damages, asserting that it had no legal authority to 
require attendance of ,·vitnesses or production of documents, and that its ac
tivities v...Tere hurting his business. The statute creating the Equal Rights Com
mission stated specifically that it could issue subpoenas, and the state Supreme 
Court upheld the legality of this authority on November 12, 1964. Hovvever, 
the effect of Smith's suit ,"vas to haH hearings of the commission for ten months. 

THE END OF RACIAL DISCRThHNATION IN PGBUC AccorvnvlODATIONS 

Four general sessions of the Nevada legislature, froOm 1959 through 1963, 
refused to pass meaningful ·civil rights legislation. The failure .of the 1961la,N 
to end discrimination has been noted above. In June 1964, however, the United 
States Congress passed the Civil Rights Act outlavving discrimination in public 
accommodations engaged in interstate commerce. Lindsay Smith had told the 
Nevada Equal Rights Commission in 1962, as a 1963 report by the Advisory 
Committee noted, that he ,,,,ould II follo,"v the lav·.,r to the letter in the event non
discriminatory lavvs were passed by the state." When Congress acted, he and 
other businesses in Ha,Nthorne immediately abandoned their discriminatory 
practices.60 

There is ,·videspread agreement that ending discrimination in Hav . .,rthorne 
produced no problems for anyone. In an article published in the Independent 
Ne'lDS in 1965, Otis Gray, then president of the Ha,Nthome branch, ,"vrote: "To 
those ,·vho said there ,"vould be trouble ,·vhen public accommodations in this 
locality ,"vere open to all, v\re are proud to say that there has not been one single 
incident that has happened to bring about ill-feeling betv.leen the races in this 
tovvn, nor do vve or the la,·v enforcement agencies expect any."61 

Publisher McCloskey, in his 1970s oral history, agreed that "vvhen the bars 
,·vere let dovvn and no question about the blacks entering, there ,·veren't all that 
many that ,·vanted to go up and drink at the EI Cap, or even eat there . ... So 
that it didn't bother anybody, didn't hurt them a bit to have the black citizens 
in \vith the whites, the Orientals the Indians and all else.lF62 

Oliver Wert, \·vho had \vorked for years to ,vin the right to go into all places 
of public accommodation, \'Vas at the time not willing to thank the businesses 
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involved for complying vvith the lavv. In 1999 Wert reported that 

El Cap finally gave up after passage of the federal Civil Rights Act, in 1964. After 'we 
heard the bill had passed, \'Ve called people and seven or eight of us ,vent over there; 
they served us, told us \\le could use the s\'Vimming pool, and so on. I told them: 'You 
had to let the federal government tell you "V hat to do; I have no thanks for you, brother.' 
It "vas six months before I 'went back there.63 

The branch ,"vas 'well avvare, ho"vever, that employment opportunities "\,vere 
not automatically provided by passage of the Civil Rights Act. In a signed ar
ticle in the Independent News on January 16, 1965, Otis Gray vvrote, flNo,v that 
V-le . .. have had time to assess and evaluate the passage of the [national] Civil 
Rights Bill, .. . "ve feel "\ve must restate our aims and rededicate ourselves to 
achieving equality on the Economic front." He ,"vent on to say that "In all of 
Mineral Count}~ "ve have kno,"v ledge of only three or perhaps four Negroes 
that are employed by the county and none by the local merchants in HaV\Tthome 
or Babbitt." By February 1972 El Capitan ,"vas reporting to the Nevada Equal 
Rights Commission that it had fourteen black service v-lorkers, plus an Asian 
and a Spanish-American service ,"vorker, a black dealer, tV\ro black keno ' ,vrit
ers, hvo black booth cashiers, two black cooks, a black "vaitress, and a black 
gardener as V\Tell as six Spanish-American employees in this nonservice "vorker 
category. 64 

H.A.'\,'\'THOR."JE TODAY 

In 1999 Hav-.rthorne still had a substantial African-American population, by 
the standards of small tOVv'IlS in Nevada. Moreover, surviving leaders of the 
civil rights movement in that tov-ln "vere highly respected members of the com
munity. In 1999 Barbara Harnage had been an elected member of the Mineral 
County School Board for seventeen years, had chaired this board for eight or 
nine years, and had chaired the state orgaruzation of school boards. Oliver Wert 
had served hNO four-vear terms as a member of the state board that oversa"v 

~' 

the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA); he V-las appointed 
to this position by Governors Mike O'Callaghan and Robert List. Clydell Wert 
had been Director of the Mineral Countv Advocates to End Domestic Violence 

oJ 

for eight years in 1999.65 

No contemporary disagreement could be found that black citizens of 
Ha,·vthorne are free from discrimination in public accommodations, employ
ment, or other areas, although employment opportunities came slo,"'Vly. The 
Werts and Barbara Harnage disagree as to "vhether the school district has tried 
hard enough to secure black teachers for the public schools; in 1999 there "vere 
still no black teachers there. The Werts and Harnage agree that the fe"v school 
programs on black history are inadequate. Ho\vever, everyone contacted for 
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In 1999 there ",·.rere four predominantly black churches in Ha\·vthorne, the oldest of,·vhich 
is Bethel Baptist Church, '\"lhich dates back to 1943. This photo ,vas taken in 1948. (Otis 
Gray) 

this article agrees that the injustices of the past have almost completely disap
peared ,vithout leav-ing or creating any problems. 

There is no space here to discuss the institutions that black residents of 
Ha,Nthorne have built 'within their small community, but in 1999 there ,vere 
four predominantly black churches, the oldest of vvhich is Bethel Baptist Church, 
'which dates back to 1943. For a time" there ,vas also a unit of the Prince Han 
Masons in Ha,·vthorne. The NAACP branch that V-las so active for manv 'lears 

.I ~ 

\vas no longer in existence in 1999. There have been several businesses in 
Ha,vthome operated by African Americans, although for many years the only 
ones vvere the p lace operated briefly by Sarann Hughes and the Nu-vVay Clean
ers, ovvned bv Clarence Blanks . 

.I 

In the 1990s, as Table 2 indicates, Hav-lthorne experienced a small influx of 
Hispanics and Asians. Like the state as a v\Thole, Ha\vthome has become more 
diverse racially and culturally. Presumably this v\Till help prevent a recurrence 
of the discrimination that once existed. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Although the events recounted here can be interpreted in various "'\Tays, the 
author's conclusions on several points may nevertheless be of interest. First/" it 
remains hard to understand "vhy discrimination ,·vas so "videspread and lasted 
so long in Ha,·vthorne. One argument is that residents of Havvthorne ,vere not 
used to seeing black faces and therefore refused to grant black people equal 
rights. While ethnocentrism in some form may be universal or nearly so, hos
tility to people outside one's ovvn group is not. In this case it is clear that the 
images of African Americans vvere negative at the time and that this accounts 
for the hostility to\vard people not previously knovvn personally. 

Without the pre-existing negative images, firsthand experiences \vith the 
neV·lcomers from the South should have quickly eroded prejudice. Most of the 
nev{ black vvorkers came vvith their families or started families after their ar
rival; they vvere not single men or homeless or persons fleeing from prosecu
tion, but ordinary ,.vorking people like the ,·vhite nevvcomers and the longer
term residents of Hav'\Tthorne. Fe",v vvere highly educated-apparently there 
vvere no black professionals in Hav .. rthorne until the arrival of Dr. Timi 
Buckhaulter in the 1980s-but the educational level of vvhite residents of the 
to\vn is not high either. The absence of a local attorney sympathetic to their 
cause, vvhether black or v'lhite, or of effective legal assistance from other sources 
obviously hampered the NAACP in its efforts against discrimination.€'6 

Another possible explanation for this conundrum is that Havlthorne "vas 
for a long time dominated by the Smith brothers, vvho v .. rere for some reason 
unusually prejudiced against black Americans and somehovv coerced other 
Ha,·vthorne businesspeople into accepting the policies dictated by their preju
dice. Lindsay Smith does seem to have been personally prejudiced in this mat
ter, but it is not clear hov.l he could have coerced many other ovvners of busi
nesses in Ha,·vthorne. It is also impossible to imagine that the Smiths could 
have coerced others into refusing to serve customers ot say, Irish descent. 

In other vvords, either of these explanations assumes that many of the people 
engaging in discriminatory acts ",vere carrying in their heads major negative 
images of persons of African descent-images not derived from the behavior 
of the neV\1comers but from the general culture of the nation. 

The influence of prejudiced attitudes is also clear ",rhen one examines the 
reaction to the argument that businesses vvould lose customers (bigoted vvhite 
customers/" since there vvould obviously be a gain in black customers) if they 
accepted black trade. The ans\ver to this fear vvas stated at the time and was 
demonstrated to be true in 1964: If there is a generalla,.v applying to aU busi
nesses, there is no place for bigots to go and therefore no reason to think par
ticular businesses \·vill be harmed. The failure to convert fear of economic loss 
into support for civil rights legislation can only be explained on the assump
tion that, consciously or unconsciously, the argument \·vas supported by some-
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thing other than rational calculation. 
In other vvords" \vhite racism, as a pattern of beliefs assigning inferiority to 

some people solely because of their race, has to be invoked as a major part of 
the explanation for the discriminatory patterns reported here. R. M. Aa1bu, a 
local vvhite supporter of the goals of the civil rights movement in Hav . .rthorne, 
"vrote in a 1963 ne\-vspaper column that "What my Negro friends must under
stand, and I think a very large number of them do understand" is that there is a 
deep-seated fear and distrust of the Negro among a large number of White 
people. The fact that this distrust is unfounded is beside the point." Fear can be 
a component of \-"rute racism, a complex and multifaceted structure of ideas.67 

The hard \vork and sacrifice of the civil rights movement, in Ha\-vthorne and 
else'Nhere in Nev-ada and the nation, have clearly reduced the prevalence and 
strength of \·vhite racist ideas. But it \vould be unvl,rise to assume that a struc
ture that has profoundly influenced American life for hundreds of years has 
disappeared entirely. 

Another conclusion of this study has to be that" in spite of the persistence of 
v·.rhite racist attitudes, lav./ does affect conduct. On its face, as the la\·vvers say, 

.I J 

1a\v often either commands or condemns certain types of conduct. But it is not 
ahvays the case that even constitutionalla\vs-the most fundamental ones
are obeyed. They may even be "videly and openly ignored, as \vas the case 
v'lith national Prohibition for a decade and a half earlier in the -nventieth cen
tury. 

In this instance ne\v lav'l changed conduct; the most egregious forms of ra
cial discrimination in Havvthorne-"\·vhich had not been abandoned despite 
moral arguments, appeals based on constitutional rights, and nonviolent pro
test over many years-vvere dropped quickly as soon as a lav~r "vas passed, and 
other barriers later fell as \·vell. The legal revolution brought about by the civil 
rights movement moved us closer to the constitutional ideas that became part 
of an American consensus follo\ving the Civil War. 
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THE LIMITS OF POWER 
COll1stock Litigationf 1859-1864 

Bruce Alverson 

To the question, JlWhat do you get ,·vhen you cross an immature legal sys
tem and unsuitable mining la\vs v'lith a mountain of rich silver ore?" the an
SV'ler is painfully obvious in the simple statistic that Comstock mine o,vners 
spent $10 million on litigation betvveen 1860-1865-representing one fifth of 
the total production of the mines and considerably more than vvas paid in divi
dends during the same period. l A legal "systemlI less than seven years old, 
laws inappropriate for the vast, spra"vling ore bodies deep beneath the sur
face, vague posting and recording of claims, ,and casual transfers of title com
bined to bring productive mining to a near standstill in Virginia City only five 
years after the initial silver discovery. Ruthless stock manipulators and greed 
thrived in the primitive legal environment vvhile litigation slo,tVed mine pro
duction. Events eventually culminated in the resignation of the entire Nevada 
Territorial Supreme Court in 1864. The skeletal legal and political system that 
a\vaited the Rush to Washoe in 1859 assured the chaotic litigation that follo,·ved. 

Washoe's legal vacuum quickly absorbed the lav,.rs and customs of neigh
boring California gold camps. Prospectors, in"\restors, businessmen, and la\v
yers brought to Carson COW1ty, Utah Territory the only mining laV\7s they knev.l. 
Although quickly devised in the midst of the gold rush, California laws ,t\rere 
appropriate for the relatively shallovv gold mines of the region. Applying them 
to Nevada's silver claims located nearly hvo thousand feet belo~r the surface 
proved un't\rorkable - although the full impact ~ras unkno\·vn until many years 
and millions of dollars later. San Francisco's Montgomery Street bankers and 
stockbrokers drove Comstock business and legal affairs, yet these same Cali
fornia investors, ironically, experienced losses from the inappropriate applica
tion of their ovvn lav,.rs in the Silver State. 

Congress had no sooner ratified the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, formally 
transferring Nevada and other south't\restern lands from Mexico to the United 

Bruce Alverson is a senior partner at the la"\ov firm of Alverson, Taylor, 1vlortensen, 
Nelson & Sanders in Las Vegas, Nevada. He is also a Ph . D. candidate in the Depart
ment of H istory at the University of evada, Las Vegas. 
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Planing :Niili in Virginia City,. Nevada, 1865 (looking dovvn Six :NIile Canyon) (Nevada 
Historical Society). 

States, than hundreds of California-bound gold seekers passed through the vast 
unsettled lands of present-day Nevada. Mormons and other traders soon posi
tioned themselves along the overland trails to the mines, including the Carson 
River Valley "vhere they founded Nevada's first settlement. Despite the inclu
sion of much of ""That is noV'{ Nevada as Carson County "vithin the nevdy cre-

J J 

ated Utah Territory on September 9, 1850, the Carson Valley judicial system 
developed sloVv7ly because of the area's sparse population and minimal com
mercial activity. 

When James Finney and others located the Comstock Lode in 1858/ the ju
dicial system in Carson County ,·vas virtually nonexistent. Beginning v,{ith its 
first la\Nsuit in 1853}" the entire judicial history of the region consisted of fe""rer 
than one-half dozen petty civil cases and a similar number of criminal matters. 
Clearly, Carson County vvas ,·vholly unprepared for the tremendous demands 
placed upon it by a silver discovery that produced unprecedented legal issues 
involving staggering sums of money. 

NEVADA ADOPTS CALIFORNIA 1viININc LAW 

Despite the fact that Washoe "vas in the Utah Territory, miners in Gold Can
yon believed themselves free to foIlov\7 the examples of California mining tov,lns 
and to adopt any la\·vs for themselves that did not conflict "vith either the United 
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States or Territorial constitutions. In reality, they framed local regulations to 
suit their o\-vn ideas of fairness. The mining lav-.,rs adopted by the Gold Hill 
District in 1859, the first in the region, limited claims to 300 feet in length, lJin_ 
cluding the depths and spurs." The original locator of the quartz vein \-vas en
titled to an extra claim, or an additional 300 feet. Later modifications expanded 
the definition to include "all the dips" spurs, angles and variations of the vein." 
This concept vvas kno,vn as the La\N of the Apex, or Apex la,·v, \I\rhich allo,·ved 
the prospector the right to take the claim of a definite size on the surface and 
follov-l it dov-ln\vard at any angle(s), taking all the ore in the vein and its legiti
mate branches v.lherever they should go. In contrast, Spanish mining lavv rec
ognized only the square claim location, that is, as soon as the ledge passed 
beyond the legal boundary of a square piece of ground, it belonged to the per
son ovvning the ground next to it. The claim had a definite and measurable 
boundary underground as \vell as on the surface.3 

The Apex layv was un,vorkable for the deep ore bodies on the Comstock 
because it could not be knoyvn \vhether a surface outcropping ,·vas a separate 
claim in and of itself or \vhether it yvas a dip, spur, angle, or variation of a vein 
of ore previously claimed by another prospector several hundred feet a\"ay. 
This uncertainty created the competing "single-ledge" and "many-ledge" theo
ries that underlay the vast bulk of Comstock litigation. 

For purposes of illustration" vie\v the Comstock Lode as a spread hand reach
ing up the inside of the mountain ,·vith only the fingertips sho'\l\ring at the sur
face. A finger of ore discovered at the surface, separated from the adjacent fin
gers by valueless rock, ,·vas considered a separate ledge, or vein, and the dis
coverer claimed the vein v-lith all its dips, spurs, angles, and variations. While 
relatively shallov.l mines did not penetrate the length of the fingers of ore, no 
one considered that the fingers 'I\rould ever join either each other, or the palm, 
to form one big bonanza of ore. The miners logically believed these fingers 
represented many separate ledges or veins of ore, thus the many-ledge theory. 
As the miners \vorked dO'\l\rn the fingertips, they found that their ledges dipped 
to\vard the \vest ,vhereas the miners further dO\l\rn the hill and to the east of 
them noticed that their ledges dipped to the east. This also supported the many
ledge theory. 

When the up-slope miners follo\ved the fingers far enough belo\" the sur
face, hovlever" they curved eashvard rather than continuing V-lest. This sug
gested that the miners on the parallel ledges east and further dovln the hill 
\vere actually mining extensions of the same ledges as their counterparts to the 
'\I\rest. Ultimately, many of the fingers came together to form the palm of a hand, 
'I\rhich demonstrated that certain '\I\restern claims V'lere part of the same ledge as 
those to the east. It became more confusing as additional claims ran into each 
other. As one observer put it, J"everyone's spurs \'Vere running into everybody 
else's angles. "4 Was there just one big ledge of ore or several? Legally, ,vas the 
Comstock Lode oV-lned entirely by the original discoverer or did multiple le-
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gitimate claims to the ore bodies exist? Since the Comstock mines had pro
duced more than $240' million by 1880, the stakes depending .on this ans,\·ver 
vvere enormous.s 

V. A. House,\vorth, the village blacksmith, vvas the first recorder at Gold Hill 
and kept the record book at a saloon vvhere it lay upon a shelf behind the bar. 
As Virginia City ne'\vspaper man Dan DeQuille described it, the "boys" 'Nere 
accustomed to taking the book from behind the bar \vhenever they desired to 
cDnsult it, and if they thought a location made by them vvas not advantageously 
boundedF they altered the course of their lines and fixed the ,·v hole thing up in 
good shape, in accordance ,·vith the later developments. When the book v..,'as 
not vvanted for this use, those lounging about the saloon \vere in the habit of 
snatching it up and batting each other over the head \vith it. The old book \vas 
later put in the recorder's office in Virginia City and regarded as quite a curios
ity. It cDntains altered dates, places '\vhere leaves Volere torn outF and other evi
dence of rough treatment. 6 

Most of the claim locations recorded by the early miners ,·vere vague. Fre
quently, prospectors neither posted ,vritten notice on the claim site as the lavv 
required nor recorded the notice, ,.vhich vvas the best evidence of oV\Tnership. 
Often, descriptions ,vere inadequate. Sometimes notices referred to a stake or 
other landmark, \vith no description as tD INhere that stake or landmark (ould 
be found. Practical reasons existed for delays in properly defining the claim, 
hov\'ever. A miner might delay describing the location until he could select and 
stake out the richest portionj" and further delay recording for as long as pos
sible until he could be sure of the best location. And '\vhen a claim \vas re
corded, its description vvould be sufficiently vague that it could later be altered 
if necessarv? 

.J 

ORGANlz..A..TION OF THE COURT S):"STElvr 

The court system's organization played an integral role in the legal contro
versies ahead. John Cradlebaugh, a piDneer la,vyer vvho had headed a little 
company in the recent Indian War, ,·vas United States district judge of the Utah 
Territory and assigned to Carson County. Appointed by President James 
Buchanan in 1859, Cradlebaugh presided over all Comstock litigation V'.rhile 
the area "vas part of the Utah Territory. The Utah Territorial Supreme Court 
sitting in Salt Lake City heard appeals from Cradlebaugh's rulings. The legal 
jurisdiction of both Cradlebaugh and Utah over Carson County ended 'v hen 
Congress created the Nevada Territory on March 2, 1861. 

James W. Nye, a Ne"v York politician appointed as governDr of Nevada Ter
ritory by Abraham LincolnF arrived in the territorial capital, Carson City on 
July 7, 1861. Nye divided Nevada into three judicial districts and appointed 
GordOon N. Mott, George E. Turner, and Horatio M. Jones as presiding trial-
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John H . Cradlebaugh. (Nevada Historical Society) 
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James W. Nye. (Nevada Historical Society) 
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court judges. John VV. North and Po\vhatan B. Locke assumed the bench in 
August 1863 after Mott and Jones resigned.s 

The Nevada Territorial Supreme Court, ,.vhich consisted entirely of the same 
three trial court judges sitting together, considered appeals from the trial courts. 
It is interesting that a trial-court judge's decision "vas appealed to a bench that 
included the very judge \vhose opinion \vas being contested as incorrect. This 
lack of independence created a conflict of interest and certainly denied the par
ties a fresh look on appeal. The appellant obviously had one strike against him 
immediately because, realisticall)0 he \vould not be able to convince this trial 
judge that he V·las \-\lrong in the underlying trial. He could overturn the trial 
court's decision only by persuading both of the remaining h\lO judges, rather 
than the relatively easier task of convincing hvo of three independent judges of 
the error in the trial court. The Chollar-Potosi controversy that ,vas vet to come 

~. ~ 

highlighted this problem. 
Judge Cradlebaugh had opened court at Genoa, Carson Valley, on Septem

ber 3, 1860, in the only available facility, a badly lighted room over a livery 
stable. Access to his courtroom \vas through the front door, by using a ladder 
from the street. Quarters for litigants and associated trial personnel 't\rere equally 
luxurious. Since the to,vn overflo,ved \vith lav . .ryers, litigants, \vitnesses" and 
jurors, an eagerly sought bundle of straVol in a barn served as a bed, and the 
judge slept behNeen rival attorneys. The less fortunate slept in their blankets 
amid the sagebrush. 9 

Early street scene of Genoa, Nevada .. (f·levada Historical Society) 
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LmCATION BEGNS 

Only hvo years after the discovery of silver, the court considered the issue 
that "vould haunt the legal system for years - "vhat ore bodies constituted the 
Comstock Lode? Was it just one ore body or many? The Ophir Mine's sloping 
shaft soon came in contact "vith McCall's vertical shaft or vvhat "vas termed the 
If middle lead." William Ste"vart represented the Ophir Mine "V hile David Terry 
appeared for the "middle lead boys," or the McCall claim. lO Despite the primi
tive accommodations, the legal contest ,vas deadly serious. Several hundred 
armed men supported their respective parties and someone even shot at one 
,vitness a fe\v times as he rode from court one morning. The lavvyers, fully' 
a\,vare of the explosive disposition of their supporters, cautiously argued their 
cases. Particularly courteous in their personal remarks and examination of vvit
nesses, they exhibited deference to the court rulings and ,vere extremely flat
tering to the presiding judge.ll Seeking to support his argument, Stevvart di
rected that a tunnel be run from the Ophir claim through and into the "vork
ings of the McCall, and his miners reportedly found ore over the entire dis
tance of thirty feet. This proved, according to him, that the Ophir and the 
middle lead vvere one body of ore .. Terrv's \,vitnesses had SV·lorn that hventy 

~ ~ J 

feet of granite separated the h.'vo clairns.l2 In vieV'l of the conflicting testimony 
and hostile spectators, it is not surprising that the jury did not agree upon a 
verdict and the first major legal test of the competing ledge theories "vas incon
clusive. 

One of the first definitive rulings on the ledge issue involved the Burning 
Mosco,v's claim that its ledge "vas distinct from the Ophir's. The Ophir ob
tained a court order restraining Mosco""fs OV·lners from further v'lork in their 
mine pending arguments for a permanent injunction. Judge Mott delayed mak
ing a decision for months, then resigned. On December 28, 1863 , Judge North, 
Mott's replacement, said he did not see hO'N tV'lO bodies of ore could be from 
the same ledge since, based upon his actual examination of the mines and in
terpretation of the evidence, fifty to ninety feet of rock separated them. If at a 
greater depth, he ruled, conclusive evidence shov·.,red that these ledges blended 
into one, then the issue could be re-examined. The decision "".,ras a staggering 
blov·/ to the single-ledge theory.13 

The controversy continued, ho"vever, 'when the Gould and Curry Mining 
Company sued the North Potosi Mining Company over the identical issue. A 
surface separation of several hundred feet existed behveen the surface 
outcroppings of the Gould and the underground ledge uncovered by the North 
Potosi. If the apparent surface separation "vas real, then the North Potosi "vas 
entitled to its o"vn separate daim. If, on the other hand, its ore body "vas merely 
a spur or continuation of the ledge ovvned by the Gould, then both claims be
longed to the Gould. Judge North appointed John Nugent as referee to hear the 
testimony and report to him solely on the facts dealing ""lith the geological 
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features of the lode. On August 21, 1864, Nugent determined that the hvo so
called ledges "vere part of the same vein o\vned by the Gould.14 Based upon 
that report, Judge North ordered the North Potosi immediately to cease min
ing operations.Thus 'within eight months, Judge North had found in favor of 
the many-ledge theory in the Ophir case, and the single-ledge theory in the 
Gould and Curry matter. This demonstrated the difficulty in establishing the 
actual position of ore bodies located deep belo'\l\r the surface, and the inappro
priateness of the Apex la,v imported from California.Is 

As if pre-Civil War tensions had not sufficiently unsettled the social and 
legal environment, President Buchanan abruptly ordered the removal of Judge 
Cradlebaugh from the federal bench and appointed Robert P. Flenniken, a South
ern sympathizer, as his replacement in January 1861. Cradlebaugh did not give 
up his position easily. Opening court in Carson City on January 28, 1861, he 
declared that Buchanan had no authority to remove a sitting federal judge un
til his term expired and stated his intention to remain on the bench.16 

Understanding the dilemma of the la,.vyers and litigants, Cradlebaugh al-
10'l\red counsel to '\vithdra'\v their cases from his court if agreed upon by both 
sides. Several of the Comstock la'\·vyers stipulated to use Cradlebaugh until 
the Utah Territorial Supreme Court resolved the matter. Ste\·vart, Terry, and 
others tried various cases before Cradlebaugh pending the decision of a test 
case on appeal in Salt Lake City. Withln "veeks, ho,\vever, Terry concluded that 
Cradlebaugh's opinions too dosely paralleled those of Ste"vart. Canceling his 
agreement, he announced his recognition of Judge Flenniken as the only proper 
judge in uNevada."17 

The matter soon came to a head \I\rhen the Saint Louis Company claimed 
that the Rich and Lucy Ella companies encroached upon its ledge from a point 
200 feet a\vay. On January 4, 1861, Cradlebaugh restrained both the Rich and 
Lucy Ella from mining the ledge, and the sheriff stationed a deputy at the Rich 
mine to preserve the property until further court order. For several '\I\reeks, the 
Rich Company tolerated the order but upon Flenniken's arrival, they erected a 
fort v'lith armed guards on their claim, despite the deputy's protest, and in
vited the Saint Louis Company to forcibly remove them if they could. The stand
off directly resulted from the unansv'lered question as to ,·vho '\I\ras the proper 
judge. IS 

Any attempted physical removal of the Rich Company from the property by 
the enforcement of Cradlebaugh's order vlould obviously result in violence, so 
Ste\vart visited Flenniken to discuss a possible compromise. A former minister 
to the Netherlands, Flenniken '\I\ras an elderly, pompous individual "V ho en
tered Virginia Cit~y as if presenting himself at the Court of Holland; the fact that 
he v'.rore a fine silk hat, said to be the only one in ""estern Utah, produced con
siderable comment.19 Ste'\ovart suggested that if agreeable to Flenniken, an iden
tical suit could be filed in Flenniken's court. If the evidence satisfied Flenniken 
that an injunction '\I\ras proper, they v\lould make a joint effort v"rith Cradlebaugh's 
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John Wesley North. (North Huntington L.ibrary, Sanlvlarino, California) 
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marshal to enforce the same order of both courts. Flenniken agreed. Noting 
that the controversy benveen the hvo judges compromised the territory's judi
cial business, Ste"vart also informed Flenniken that Cradlebaugh had agreed to 
resign if the Utah Territorial Supreme Court decided against him in the pend
ing test case, or if Lincoln's administration, ;..vhen inaugurated, agreed to pay 
Flenniken's salary instead of Cradlebaugh's. This, they hoped, ;..vould indicate 
Lincoln's choice of judge. Flenniken said the arrangement v'.ras satisfactory to 
h im and he \vould make the same agreement ,vith Cradlebaugh.20 

Stev,,rart returned to h is office, prepared the papers for the injunction, and 
the next morning called upon Flenniken to proceed as they had discussed. 
Flenniken not only refused to issue the injunction but denied ever having a 
conversation V\.ith Ste"vart on the subject. He even denied that Stev1lart visited 
him at alL That evening, the Pony Express delivered the Utah Territorial Su
preme Court decision confirming Cradlebaugh' s right to remain on the bench.21 

Ackno;..v ledging the court's ruling against him, Flenniken publicly declared 
that he ;..vas no longer the judge" that Cradlebaugh \vas the true judge, and it 
\vas the duty of an good citizens to obey Cradlebaugh's court orders. Stev,.rart 
met Flenniken and asked if he \vould support Cradlebaugh's position. 
Flenniken assured him that he "vould. Stev'.rart then served Cradlebaugh's pre
vious injunction order upon Cradlebaugh's marshal for execution the next day 
to remove the Rich Company from its fort on the mining property.22 

Believing the matter resolved, Ste;..vart vvent to bed but vvas abruptly avvak
ened early in the morning to be informed that Flenniken had changed his mind 
during the night and no;..v publicly "vithdrev'{ his resignation. Realizing that 
the Rich Company might knovv of Flenniken's reversat he feared that they 
;..vould forcib ly resist removal by Cradlebaugh's marshal. Stewart hastily 
dressed, belted on his pistols" and started do,"vnto\vn looking for Flenniken, 
;..vhorn he met in front of Pete Hopkin's saloon. 

After exchanging pleasantries, Stevvart advised him that he had heard some 
bad ne\vs. "They are slandering you. They say you are claiming to be judge 
and defying the authority of Judge Cradlebaugh." Ste;..,vart lied and said that 
Cradlebaugh's marshal had deputized him to secure a posse and assist in the 
execution of Cradlebaugh's orders. Ste;..vart then told the Hjudge" to obtain a 
musket and accompany him to the mining property. There, Flenniken must 
announce to everyone that he ,"vas not undercutting Judge Cradlebaugh's au
thority and that the eviction order should be obeyed. When Flenniken stepped 
back, Ste"vart grabbed him by the collar" jerked him to his knees, drev'l his pis
tol, and again told him that he had no choice but to carry a musket in front of 
Ste;..vart and address the cro\vd at the mining property. 

Ste;..vart took him to the telegraph station and dictated four or five dispatches 
for Flenniken to sign ;..vhich declared in emphatic terms that he ;..vas not the 
judge, that Cradlebaugh V-las, and that Cradlebaugh's orders must be obeyed. 
They sent the dispatches to Flenniken's marshal, his clerk, to Cradlebaugh's 
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marshal, and to several prominent men in Silver City, the community nearest 
to the fortified mine. Stev'-.rart and Flenniken "vaited at the telegraph office for 
reply messages and soon learned that Flenniken's marshal not only surren
dered, but agreed to accompany Cradlebaugh's marshal to the mine, secure it, 
and take the armed resisters as prisoners. Later, Cradlebaugh opened court 
and, upon Ste\vart's suggestion, dismissed all charges against the prisoners 
because Flenniken had misled them and they only mistakenly defied 
Cradlebaugh's order. 23 

Ethics among \-vitnesses, jurors, attorneys, and judges sank to an all-time 
lo,·v during the early years of the Comstock litigation. Wholesale manufactur
ing of vvitnesses vvas commonplace. Parties bought and sold testimony v-lith 
scarcely a pretense of secrecy. In a litigious setting shaped by those ,·vho be
lieved that iJmore is better," the quantity of \vitnesses often prevailed over qual
ity. Parties relied upon hoards of hired liars rather than on a fev·{ honest and 
competent v\litnesses. A hundred allegations by ignorant, prejudiced, and cor
rupt men often oUhveighed the careful reports of trained observers. Because 
each claimant belie"ved his opponent ,·vas unscrupulous, the plea of self-pro
tection justified every unethical act.24 In a case that turned on the position of a 
location stake, one vvell-knovln attorney reportedly proposed to a vvitness: 
JJSte,·vart has paid you a thousand dollars to sv-{ear to a lie about the location of 
that stake. Novv, I vllill give you hvo thousand to tell the truth." Ste\vart, \·vho 
vvas not thin skinned, admitted that he IIfought fire \vith fire." In fact, it ap
pears he provided most of the fire.25 

Vague recording of original and transfered mining claims created nearly in
surmountable problems "vith property titles. A purchaser often did not knovv if 
he \-vas ultimately buying a mining claim or a la""/suit over a title dispute. At 
times, key ,·vitnesses required extraordinary persuasion before accurately re
calling facts surrounding a transfer of a claim. James Finney's location ,·vas the 
first on Mount Davidson's slope beyond question. Later sales, carelessly de
scribed, resulted in questionable titles. VVhile purchasing a claim in September 
1860, the Ophir Company demanded that the original notice of location be 
transferred to it. Finney claimed he had preserved the ""rritten notice but \~laS 
too drunk (or too conniving) to explain "vhere to find it. To aid his recollection, 
the Ophir officials induced him to enter one of their tunnels and then closed an 
iron gate behind him. The follovving morning, sober but still grumbling at his 
mistreatment, he demanded a shot of vvhiskey, then took the Ophir representa
tives to the area ""There he had concealed his notice on Februarv 22,1858. Find-

~. 

ing the spot vdthout difficulty, he removed the rocks and pulled out a script of 
yeno,.\, paper, covered V-lith dust and moths' eggs, the scra,·vled hand,.vriting 
still legible-representing the most valuable document in Virginia City. It \-vas 
the original claim to the main ledge of the Comstock slope \vith all its dips, 
spurs, and angles.26 

While bribery of ,·vitnesses ,vas commonplace, bribery of jlurors ,·vas a con-
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stant concern. Obtaining an unbiased jury "vas difficult because virtually ev
ery man in tov·.,Tn had already committed himself to an opinion on the ledge 
theory. Speculation in mining stock \vas rampant, and prices rose and fell on 
rumors alone, especially those concerning litigation. Often, the ovvnership of a 
multimillion-dollar claim depended solely upon the II imp artiality " of a juror's 
decision. Jury duty ,,'Vas prized. Not only could a juror benefit from a direct 
bribe, but also from a future change in price as the stock market reacted to a 
jury verdict - arranged beforehand. 

Ste\·vart, in his representation of the Savage Mine against the North Potosi, 
expressed astonishment vvhen potential jurors came fon,vard and declared they 
had no opinion, bias, or prejudice vvhen, in fact, they had previously partici
pated in litigation involving the very same questions under consideration. 
During trial, Stev'lart became convinced that eight of the jurors had been bribed. 
The court deputy in charge of the jury panel ,,'Vas a noted race-horse jockey 
named Billy Bro'l\rn. Ste,·vart asked him hov.l the jurors had been bribed, kno,"v
ing it must have gone through him, but Bro,vn knev'l that divulging such infor
mation \'Vould jeopardize his life. 

Ste"\l\rart purchased, saddled, bridled, and tied under his office v·.,Tindo"v a 
celebrated old race-horse. He offered to exchange the horse and $14,000 for 
information concerning the bribery of each juror. Bro'I\Tfl, ,"vho had delivered 
bribes totaling $13,000, described in detail ho\v he approached the eight bribed 
jury members, recounting the amount paid to each, "\I\There the transaction oc
curred, and repeated his conversations \vith each juror. Four of the hvelve ju
rors did not accept the bribes. Upon finishing the story, Stevvart gave him the 
$14,000, and "without going home to change clothes, Bro,"'\Tfl jumped on the race
horse and galloped a\vay. No one heard of him again. 

During closing arguments, Ste\vart \valked up to one of the eight bribed 
jurors, looked at him, and told him exactly hov'l a juror could be bribed. He 
illustrated it by repeating the conversation behveen that juror and BrO'v·.Tfl, in
cluding the place, the amount, type of money, and all the details. He did the 
same to each of the bribed jurors, \vho \vere no\v quite nervous because every
one knevv their secret. Ste'Nart then discussed the merits of the case \vith the 
remaining four jurors, telling them that the other eight \vould never discuss 
the issues in the case "vith them for obvious reasons. Within an hour, the jury 
informed the court they could not agree on a verdict and would not deliberate 
further. After being discharged, three of the bribed jurors, one at a time, rushed 
to Stevvart's office and begged him not to seek criminal prosecutions against 
them.27 

Mine officials also speculated on company stocks, their o,·vn as \vell as those 
of their competitors. Money diminished loyalty, and to some it made little dif
ference \v hich company they victimized to reap a profit. Witnesses and jurors 
\'vere not unique in selling out to bribery. Mine officials even sold out their O"\I\TTI 

companies on occasion. Ste,"vart filed suit on behalf of Sierra Nevada Mining 
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Company against the American Mining Company to prevent encroachment 
upon Sierra's property. Trial ,·vas set for February 26, 1863. Stevvart suspected 
that the president of Sierra had sold his interest in his OVlrn company and had, 
in fact, secretly purchased a large amount of stock in the rival American Min
ing Company: Consequently, he vvould probably testify against his OV·lTI com
pany, Stevvart's client. Armed vdth this supposition, Stev.lart attacked the Si
erra president for being a turnabout, and the jury, displeased \\Tith the president's 
tactic, found in favor of Sierra.28 

The litigation between the Yello\v Jacket and the Princess and Union compa
nies illustrated three major, and common, problems involved in Comstock liti
gation-lying vvitnesses, destruction of evidence, and unethical attorneys. The 
legal issues involved certain aspects of the Yello\v Jacket's claim location and 
the position of its boundary monuments. One key Yellov\T Jacket vvitness testi
fied to seeing and reading, many times, the Yello""l Jacket location notice posted 
on a certain stump dov ... Tfl the hill. The cross-examiner asked only one ques
tion-vvould the ,·vitness read the location notice aloud to the jury. After an 
embarrassing pause, he admitted that he could neither read nor ""lrite. Although 
this \vitness \\ras clearly lying, even\vell-described claims V\rere not ah4,.rays 
dependable. The lavvyers argued for nvo days over the location of a tree stump 
used as a monument from \vhich one of the parties began the measurement of 
its claim. Finally, ,vhen the court and jury ,vent to vie,·v it, no stump could be 
found. Someone had removed it overnight and leveled the ground so vvell that 
not even the spot ,.vhere it stood ,·vas identifiable.29 

Disregarding ethics, Ste,-vart ridiculed his rival attorney by alluding to his 
inexperience in Nevada jury trials. Comparing him to a young bronco horse, 
untrained, fresh from the plains, and brought up into the cold thin air of the 
mountain cities, SteV\rart likened this ne\\r lavvyer's arguments to the first ef
forts of a pony that pants and gasps in the new atmosphere. Perhaps \vhen the 
neV\rcomer became acclimated and recovered his \vind, he might be of service 
but untn then, Ste\vart hinted, he ,·vas unfit for rivalry \vith a trained old vvar 
horse like himself. Ste\vart's personal attack effectively accomplished h is tV\ro

fold purpose of provoking the la\"'yer and causing the jury to roar in laughter 
at him.30 Thereafter, the ne\v la\\Tyer's arguments received little consideration 
from the jury, \·vhich found in favor of SteV\rart's client.31 

Frequently, the absence of adequate legal references compromised the abil
ity of V\rell-intentioned judges. In one court opinion the judge V\rrote that he 
V\Tas compelled, 'I\rith regret, to establish a rule of laV\r \vithout the aid of even a 
single textbook and \vith the assistance of only a fe,·v adjudicated cases to use 
as legal precedent. Not only v .. ras Nevada utilizing a derivative legal system 
imported from California, but the lack of sufficient lavv books and materials in 
Carson City hampered the thoughtful judicial analysis of legal principles as 
applied to Nevada issues. 

The quality and conduct of the judges, hov.lever, proved to be the greatest 
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failing of the Comstock judicial system. The vast disparity betvveen judges' 
salaries and the income of practicing ia\vyers discouraged the best legal minds 
(and ethical individuals) from becoming judges. Territorial supreme court jus
tices received an annual salary of $1,,800,later raised to $4,200. Salaries of promi
nent Virginia City attorneys, paid by vvealthy Comstock mining companies, far 
exceeded those of the most successful attorneys else"\l\rhere in America. For ex-

~. 

ample, a former United States supreme court justice "vho had resigned his seat 
on the bench to become an ackno\vledged leader of the Massachusetts Bar 
earned an average income of 540,000 during the seventeen years behl\reen 1857 
and 1874. Ste"\l\rart's annual income during the Comstock litigation \vas $200,,000. 
Ste"\l\rart himself admits receiving $500,000 during his first four years of 
Comstock litigation.32 

Underpaid judges oversa"\l\r litigation of staggering finacial proportions. In 
1863, the district court reportedly handled litigation valued at $50 million.33 

Although the best la\vyers in Virginia City could not, for financial reasons, 
accept judicial positions, the intellectual demands presiding over complicated 
trials involving millions of dollars really required legal minds of the highest 
caliber. This dilemma diminished the quality of Comstock justice. Consequently, 
the simple acceptance of a judgeship by a Comstock la"\l\ryer caused suspicion 
as to his motives, and perceived unorthodox behavior on the bench frequently 
transformed suspicion into outright charges of corruption. 34 An atmosphere of 
distrust permeated all aspects of the legal process.35 

CHOLlAR-POTOSI LmCATION 

The Chollar-Potosi controversy epitomized all that "\I\ras vvrong vvith the 
Comstock's bench, bar, and legal system. While the legal issues involved so
phisticated questions of Virginia City mining disputes, the behavior of the judges 
and lavvyers V'las deplorable. This legal travesty culminated in the forced res
ignation of the entire territorial Supreme Court. The case began routinely (for 
Comstock litigation) \'\Then" in December 1861, the Chollar alleged that the Potosi 
mining operations encroached upon its claim. After that, the case "\vas any
thing but routine. 

The Chollar and Potosi had claims next to each other-the Potosi to the east. 
The surface outcropping of ore, or finger, \vas on the Chollar's proper~ but as 
it extended dO"\I\Tfl\vard it expanded so that it spread beyond the vertical bound
ary line behveen the hvo properties and into the Potosi claim. The first la\·vsuit 
arose vIlhen the Potosi tunnelled to the \vest and intercepted a deep body of 
ore, or ledge, that \vas "\I\rithin the vertical boundary of the Chollar. This factual 
situation clearly called into issue the inherent problem \·vith the Apex lav{, vvhich 
allo\ved the originators to follow' the spurs, dips, angles, and variations of a 
surface claim deep into the ground. The Chollar maintained its surface claim 
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entitled it to fo11o\·\7 the ore body ,·vherever it should lead, "",hile the Potosi 
~ 

argued that a surface claim did not grant ovvnership to a \iv-elI-defined under-
ground ledge, but "",as restricted only to the surface. Quite simply, 'what rights 
exactly did the prospectors obtain ,,\Then they recorded their original surface 
claims?36 

Early locators staking surface claims had no idea that anything of value ex
isted at the lovver depths. Fevv kne\v enough about quartz mining to detect, 
much less develop, a ledge and still fe\ver intended to search for one. HOV-l
ever, ,,·vhen the deeper ledges \vere shov.rn to produce rich silver, every surface 
claim holder maintained his right to the deeper ledges \·vithin the udips, spurs, 
angles, and variations" of the vein he had located. Convinced that the ledges 
as vvellas the surface ore belonged to them, they argued that they simply \vould 
have included the ledge in their description in the first place had they kno,·vn 
its value. The precise "vording of the claim notices became an issue. Many of 
them claimed U quartz and surface" vvithin a given area in their notices and 
insisted that by their use of the term "quartz" they meant the deeper ledges in 
addition to the surface ground. Some, undoubtedly used this term purpose
full)~ but many simply respected the familiar catch v-lords found in the texts of 
other notices they savv . 

.I 

The vveek-long trial resulted in a hung jury on May 29, 1862, but a retrial on 
October 22, 1862, found in favor of the Chollar. The court ordered the Potosi to 
abandon its \vork on the ledge located beneath the surface boundary of the 
claim o\I\,Tned by the Chollar. When the Potosi sunk another shaft straight dO\l\,rn, 
it struck the portion of the ChoBar ore body that extended into the Potosi's 
vertical boundaries, and the parties rene\l\,red their legal contentions v-lith cross 
suits filed by both companies.37 

Convinced that Judge Mott v-.,ras biased in favor of the CholIar, the Potosi 
induced Mott to resign and sought the appointment of John Wesley North, 
kno\·vn to favor the many-ledge theory.38 The Potosi reportedly paid Mott $25,000 
to resign; there "vas no evidence that North knev-.,r of the money payment, and 
President Lincoln appointed him to the bench on September 14, 1863. As pre
dicted, North decided in favor of the Potosi in the second trial and both parties 
took off their ethical gloves in the fight before the Nevada Territorial Supreme 
Court.39 

Upon appeal, the parties generally understood that Judge North supported 
the Potosi claim because he had ruled for that side during the trial vvhile Judge 
Turner seemingly favored the ChoBar. The third judge, P. B. Locke, \·vas the 
pivotal vote. The la"vyers argued the matter before the court on April 28, 1864, 
and a"vaited the decision. 

That same evening, Judge North, Judge Locke and hvo others planned to 
ride from Carson City to Lake Tahoe, a distance of fourteen miles. This sur-.. 
prised the Chollar attorneys, Ste"vart and A. W. "Sandy" Bald,·vin, because 
North left the bench early that day claiming he V·las sick.40 For a sick man to 
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make a fourteen-mile journey up the east side of the Sierra over a seven-thou
sand- foot pass struck them as suspicious. Ste'\·vart, Baldvvin, and tV-olO friends 
follo'\<'led the judges to the Glenbrook House at Lake Tahoe, and shortly after
'\vard a prominent Potosi stockholder also appeared at the hotel. Because of the 
presence of Ste\vart and Bald\vin, the shareholder left after only a short stay. 
Ever resourceful; the Chollar la\vyers took ad'vantage of the occasion to take 
Judge Locke to an extravagant midnight dinner and entertain him until morn
Ing. 

When Locke took his seat on the bench later that same day, the Chollar people 
believed he supported their cause, but they soon had doubts vvhen, on the fol
lo\ving day, Locke cancelled plans with Baldvvin and instead stayed in rooms 
belonging to Judge North, a kno\vn Potosi sympathizer. The follo,.ving day, 
Sunday, the diminished confidence of the Chollar people changed to alarm 
'\<vhen they learned that Locke "vas dining \vith Potosi representatives. "When 
court opened on Monday, rumor spread that the Potosi had persuaded Locke 
to decide in their favor. Not to be outdone, the Chollar people v-.,rent to Locke's 
chambers after court on Monday; they initiated an impromptu party, and the 
group decided to ride to Carson City. In keeping vvith his partying mood, Locke 
insisted on driving and predictably ran the carriage over a high bank, '\vhich 
broke it to pieces. The horses ran aV\,ray. Securing other carriages, the party 
continued. Locke divided his time impartially it is said, in "drinking, quarrel
ing V\,rith the Teamsters on the road, and hugging his companions." Back on the 
bench on Tuesday, he aftervvard enjoyed a spontaneous celebration that night 
\vith Potosi "\1\/ell-\vishers.41 

On May 5, Judge North filed his supreme court opinion, V-lith a concurring 
opinion by Locke, in favor of the Potosi. Since Turner's opinion favored the 
Chollar, the ruling v-.ras tvvo to one affirming the order in fa"vor of the Potosi. 
Not easily discouraged, the ChoUar representatives convinced Locke to file an 
addendum to his decision vvhereby he rev"ersed himself and reopened the mat
ter for further proceedings. Shovving their O,\<,ln resiliency, the Potosi represen
tatives again met '\<vith Locke, and their ally North, to persuade him to retract 
his addendum. Although he declined, he did agree to an evening on the to\vn 
\'lith the Potosi representatives, and after a v-.reek of the Potosi's company, he 
ordered his addendum stricken from the court's record.42 This effectively rein
stated the court's decision in favor of the Potosi.43 Having lost in the improper 
contest to s'\<vay Judge Locke's opinion, the Chollar turned its efforts tovvard 
discrediting the entire territorial Supreme Court bench. 

RESIGNATION OF THE TERRITORIAL SUPRElvlE COURT 

The demise of the Territorial Supreme Court began in the fall of 1863, "vhen 
James H. Hardy, an attorney "vhom North had referred to as a "notorious 
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drunk," told Stev\rart's partner, Bald vvin, that North accepted a bribe \vhile judge 
on the Burning Mosco,.v-Ophir case. Ste\vart spread the story far and ",vide. 
North coOnfronted Hardy and made him repeat the story in the presence of 
Stevvart, Baldvvin, and himself. Hardv toned dov\'TI the briberv story to the sat-

J J J 

is faction of N oOrth, ",.;-ho threatened Ste\vart ""'lith a slander suit for spreading 
Hardy's unfounded suspicion as fact. Although Ste,·vart placed a notice in the 
nev.lspaper ackno"vledging that the Hardy story, as repeated by him, ,·vas not 
true, the rumor had planted the seed of suspicion in the public'S mind.44 

The dispute did not end there, and matters deteriorated to the point that 
Ste\·vart and North engaged in a public debate at Maguire's Opera House in 
Virginia City on January 16, 1864.45 This only fanned the flames and further 
polarized public opinion as to North's honesty. According to NoOrth, Stev·.,rart's 
improper threats, his physical intimidations at the point of a gun, and his buy
ing of \.vitnesses and juries could no longer be tolerated-even in la,.vless Ne
vada. By the spring of 1864, the issue "vas no longer North's conduct, but 
Stev.lart's. Claiming the need to save himself and his clients from reproach, 
Stev·.,rart publicly denounced NoOrth as a dishonest judge, denounced Turner as 
corrupt,46 and as for Judge Locke, "He vvas too ignorant for denuncification." 
Ste"vart launched an attack against the entire Nevada judiciary.47 

The Supreme Court ordered Stev.,rart to appear in court on August 22, 1864, 
in Carson City to defend himself against disbarment proceedings for his con
duct. SteV.lart 'went on the offensive. He obtained an affidavit, complete v'lith 
receipts, from the president of the Hale and Norcross Company evidencing a 
bribe to Turner in the amount of $.5,000 in exchange for a favorable court rul
ing. Stevvart appeared, as ordered, ,·vith his ,vitness and affidavits and pro
claimed he ,,·vas ready to proceed.4S 

As soon as the judges took the bench, North49 announced h is resignation. 50 

Turner then declared the court in recess until 7:00 that everung. He soon sent 
,vord that if Stev·.,rart v-lould let up on him, he "vould also resign. Stevvart de
manded that he put his resignation in a letter toO President Lincoln and a tele
graphic dispatch as ,·veIl. Both had to be delivered to Stevvart before Turner 
"vent back on the bench or he v{ould s"vear out a vvarrant for his arrest for 
bribery. Turner sent the resignations as demanded-one "vas mailed and the 
other telegraphed. Turner returned to the bench as promised)" made a "self
glorifying speech," and then annoOunced that since North's resignation had 
destroyed the usefulness of the court, he also resigned.51 

The entire bar retired to Pete Hopkins's Saloon, located just dovvnstairs from 
the courtroom, for further discussion on the status of the bench. After suffi
cient libation and deliberation, they decided to call on Judge Locke and aIlo"v 
him to resign as v'leIl. Kno\ving that Locke ,·vould avoid making an appearance 
if possible, Stev-lart ordered tvvo young la,·vyers to go toO Locke's room, and 
noted that LI if he is locked in the room, locks can be broken." They found him in 
his room, dressed him, and seated him on a bench by SteV\rart's side. Locke 
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\vas told that the bar 'w'anted a completely neV'l court, and they gave him the 
opportunity to resign. When Locke turned to Ste\oVart for advice and asked 
,vha t he thought he should do f Ste,vart responded, liDo? Resign, and do it 
quick." They brought pen and ink, and he vvrote out his resignation, "vhich 
,vas read aloud. After that, the entire company became hilarious, and Locke 
imbibed so freely that, according to Ste,.vart, he became even more stupid than 
usual. 52 

The ,·vholesale resignation v'.ras the last and best act ever performed by the 
Nevada Territorial Supreme Court, according to some.53 Nlany residents be
lieved it ,·vas a blessing to Nevada because the litigation finally stopped and 
allo\ved the miners to get back to ,vork ,vithout the court's interference. The 
depleted judiciary ,·vas a strong argument for state, rather than territorial, gov
ernment and although Lincoln \vanted to appoint more territorial judges, the 
Nevada Bar passed a resolution proclaiming that it vvas tired of territorial judges 
and vvanted no more courts until Nevada became a state later that vear.54 

~. 

COl CLUSIOK 

In hindsigh t, the Comstock needed vvorkable mining la,vs such as the Span
ish square claim location rather than the Apex la vv, formal requirements for the 
transfer of mining claims, a mandatory minimum time of possession of a claim 
before the commencement of an action to contest its title, a restructured court 
system, compensation guidelines to ensure an efficient and honest judiciar}~ 
and other significant changes. The financial impact of these deficiencies upon 
the mines and Carson \Talley v·,ras immeasurable. Although certain reforms ,·vere 
proposed by 1862, they ,·vere insufficient and too late. Other legislation such as 
the formal adoption of the Apex lavv by the United States Congress in 1872 
simply perpetuated the obvious problems. 

The first federal judges ,vould probably have been able to hold their ov .. rn 
against the criminal element in Nevada; but opposed to the combined capital 
and legal talent of California and Nevada aS f in important mining suits, they 
sometimes ,vere, they \vere po,·veriess. Statutes regarding the points at issue 
did not exist, and the questions inv-olved ,·\Tere largely determined by the rules 
and regulations of mining districts, and the application of common la\·v. Im
mense fees ,·\Tere paid to able and often unprincipled lav .. )rers, and money lav
ished on suborned ,vitnesses.55 

The mines' development simply outpaced the maturation of the legal sys
tem, the judges, and even the ,·vitnesses and jurors. Money drove everything, 
and the judicial system, handicapped by impractical mining la\oVs,56 could not 
keep pace. Receiving too much too soon, the la,v simply collapsed under a 
mountain of rich silver ore. 
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friend took issue 'Nith the remark, Barnes retorted, "If that man is talking merely 
friendship, 'what a barn-burner of an argument he could make if he got a fee ." 
After a jury verdict for the defendant, Barnes obtained affidavits from a major
ity of the jurors accusing the others of accepting bribes in the case. Armed \vith 
these s,,,Torn statements, he called on the defendant and after a slight confron
tation involving a six-shooter, the matter was settled for $200,000. Davis, His
tory of Nevada, 396-97. 
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Publishing, 1870t 159-60. Stevvart, ackno\vledging the novel and recognizing 
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of the bench and bar. Ste,·vart, Reminiscences, 163. 
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3
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cess Comstock ore, a sa",rmill to provide timber to the mines, and borrovved 
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large sums of money from mine owners. This created a conflict of interest 
when North t.ook the bench and presided over mining disputes. Merlin 
Stonehouse, John Wesley North and the Refonn Frontier (Minneapolis: University 
of Minnesota Press, 1965), 165-77. 
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no legal effect.'f Potosi Gold and Silver Mining Co. ·v. Chollar Silvel' Mining Co., 
Territory of Nevada Supreme Court Opinions, Case 21, 1864, p. 7-8. 

43The Chollar-Potosi controversy, "vhich defined the high-vvater mark in iden
tifying the legal issues surrounding the Comstock mines as ""leU as the lov·l
\vater mark for unethical conduct and corruption by both the bench and bar, 
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solidated in 1865- -thereby rendering the pending legal issues moot. The esti
mated cost of litigation by the Chollar and Potosi mining companies prior to 
1866 vvas $1.3 million. Lord, Conlstock Mining, 173. 
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manded his resignation. When some of the larger mining cases came before the 
Supreme Court in 1863, Turner really cashed in on his office. He received $60,000 
for his decision in the first Chollar-Potosi trial. On a similar, yet more humor-., 

ous occasion, Turner notified a litigant that his decision depended on the deliv-
ery of $10,000 to him before the next morning. It "was past midnight before the 
man obtained the bribe and delivered it to Turner-more than fifty pounds in 
gold coin. Mrs. Turner, clad only in a nightgovvn, ans"vered the door, announced 
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apron. When he dropped the gold coin into the apron, the coins' \veight tore 
the nightgov..rn completely off Mrs. Turner and left her standing nude v.lith 
gold lying at her feet. Davis" History of Nevada, 393-95. 

47Stonehouse, John Wesley North, 164-70; Ste,·vart, Reminiscences, 160. 
48SteV\rart, Re111.iniscences, 160-61. 
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judiciary. The Daily Union, 21 August 1864, p. 2. 
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judge Stephen Field of California, California Governor Frederick F. Lovv, and 
California Senator John Conness jointly recommended to Lincoln the appoint
ment of John F. Svvift of San Francisco as his successor. Carson la\vyers pre
ferred one of their own, R. S. Mesick. Recognizing that a ne\·v state government 
and court "vould be in operation on the first Monday of December, Lincoln did 
not fill the vacancy. The Daily Union, 24 August 1864, p. 2; 25 August 1864, pp. 
2,3; 26 August 1864, p. 2; 30 August 1864, p. 2; 31 August 1864, p. 2; Washoe 
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JUDICIAL SELECTION IN NEVADA 
A Modest Proposal for Reform 

Michael W. BOV\Ters 

INTRODUCTION 

In a 1993 article in this journal,. my co-author and I examined the sordid 
history of the Nevada judiciary and the role played by the state's system of 
judicial selection in that history. We noted, for example, that judicial elections 
as practiced in Nevada frequently led either to nasty, epithet-laden contests 
beneath the dignity of the courts or to elections characterized by a lack of chal
lengers, high rates of re-election, and lovv levels of voter interest. In tum, these 
elections" brought to a head issues of ethics, recruitment of candidates, and 
intracourt dispute that are exacerbated by turning judges into politicians. H2 

In response to a situation that "ve vie'wed as grievous, \ve proposed that the 
sta.te adopt merit selection of its judges. In a merit system 

a blue-ribbon commission of laypeople, lawyers and judges is appointed to screen 
applicants for judicial positions. When a position becomes vacant, this commission 
sends three names to the governor. The governor must choose one of these and that 
individual \"lill fill the judicial 'vacancy. After a period of time, V'lhich varies from state 
to state, the judge \'\lill run in a noncompetitive retention election in \"lhich the voters 
'''lilt simply be asked "Should Judge X be retained in office?" and they can vote "yes" or 
fino." A judge v.,rho \"lins this retention election ,vould serve another term and, at the 
end of that term, run in another retention election. Should the judge lose, the position 
,vould become vacant and the process v .. rould start all over again.3 

We argued that a merit system for electing judges "vould eliminate, or at 
lea.st decrease, many of the problems associated ,vith the current system. For 
example, given that judges 'Nould run in noncompetitive election campaigns, 

Michael \V. Bov.,rers is Professor of Political Science and Public LaV\7 at the University 
of Nevada, Las Vegas. He is the author of TIle Nevada State Constitution: A R~ference 
Guide (Greenv'lood Press, 1993) and The Sagebrush State: Nevada's History, Government, 
and Politics (Universitv of Nevada Press, 1996) as v-lell as numerous articles in scholarly - ~ 
and legal journals on constitutionallmv, the judiciary, and Nevada government and 
politics. 
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a merit system vvould reduce the need for them to build up large campaign 
chests of donations originating primarily from gaming and Legal interests. Thus 
'\I"lould many conflict-of-interest problems associated v'lith potential litigants 
and litigators be improved. At the same time, hovvever, judges '\vould continue 
to be accountable to the voters, but \A/ould run on their records rather than 
against an opponent. We also noted that, in states v'lith merit systems, V\romen 
and minorities '·ver·e more likely to reach the bench, an important consider
ation in 1993 \·vhen only one V·loman and no minorities had ever served on the 
Nevada Supreme Court and precious fevv had occupied the state's lo'\ver bench.4 

FACTORS MmGATING AGAINST AOOPTION OF THE MERIT SYSTEI'v{ IN NEVADA 

It appears clear that Nevada is unlikely anytime soon to move tov'lard a 
merit system of judicial selection. Proposals for merit selection failed in both 
1972 and 1988. Although the margin of defeat "vas smaller in 1988 (44 percent 
supported merit selection) than in 1972 (38 percent support), there has been 
little interest in the idea since the la te 1980s. This is due, no doubt, to a multi
tude of factors. First, there is the fact of political inertia; that is, absent a com
pelling problem in the system, voters are hesitant to make changes. For in
stance, major reform proposals for the Oklahoma state judicial system ,·vere at 
a standstill until the mid-1960s ,·vhen hvo state supreme court justices V\rere 
convicted and sent to jail for bribery and income tax evasion and a third vvas 
impeached as the result of a court scandal. It ,\vas only then that Oklahomans 
adopted merit selection for appellate judges.s It seems fairly clear that voters 
in Nevada do not perceive a problem '\vith the current selection process. In 
part this is likely the result of a period of tranquility in the state judiciary after 
several years of scandal and open rancor.6 

Second, the voters clearly V'lant to hold judges accountable, and they see 
competitive elections as the best method for achieving this. In this they are 
urged on by the state's largest and arguably most influential neV\rspaper, the 
Las Vegas Revie,[D-Journal, V\rhlch at one time supported merit selection but in 
more recent years has editorialized against it at every opportunity. 

Third, there is little incentive for judges and la'\vyers, the groups most edu
cated about the state's judicial system and its shortcomings, to organize on 
behalf of merit selection proposals. Although a survey in the 1980s indicated 
that la'\vyers overwhelmingly favored merit selection in the state,7 there ap
pears to be a disincentive to their organizing and lobbying in favor of such a 
proposal. Given the generally low level of esteem in vvhich lav .. ryers are held by 
most of the public, overt and public support by the legal community for merit 
selection ,.\lould likely be cited by opponents as a reason to defeat it. Indeed, to 
make the point that laV\iyers' opinions on this matter are based on self-interest, 
the political scientist Harry Stumpf notes that they tend to support merit selec-
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tion because it gives them "increased influence over the machinery of judicial 
selection itself .... 'Merit' selection gives them added leverage. fig Similarly, 
fe\v sitting judges can feel comfortable publicly supporting the merit system. 
Again, such individuals vvould be accused not only of self-interest in attempt
ing to avoid electoral competition but also of failing to trust the voters to do the 
right thing. 

Thus does it seem clear that the political climate in Nevada is not at a point 
INhere the public is "villing to adopt merit selection of judges. In addition to 
political inertia, any proposal 'volill suffer from a reasonably ,.vell-organized op
position headed by the Las Vegas Revielv-Journal and a strong disincentive for 
supporters in the legal profession to organize and publicly campaign on its 
behalf. 

POUTICILA.TION OF THE MERIT SYSTD.,.1 

If the state's political culture is unaccepting of merit selection, it is also true 
that merit selection retention elections hav"e become increasingly politicized 
and thus less likely to avoid the problems of fundraising and conflict of inter
est associated \vith Nevada's nonpartisan elections. This politicization is the 
result of increased participation by interest groups in the retention election 
process. More frequently than ever, "judges may be targeted for removal be
cause their decisions are incompatible ,·vith the policy interests of the challeng
ing and "veIl-financed interest groups."9 Political scientist Traciel V. Reid, for 
example, has v . .,rritten about the defeat of rnro state supreme court justices (one 
in Nebraska, the other in Tennessee) u,vho lost their seats \ivhen a cluster of 
special interest groups and other political actors challenged their retentions. 
Neither ,"vas accused of judicial malfeasance or incompetence. Rather, the cam
paigns that led to their removal stemmed from frustration over selected deci
sions rendered bv their courtS."10 

oJ 

Apparently, single-issue interest groups have increased their presence in re-
tention elections and target judges for their decisions rather than their abilities. 
In the 1990' judicial retention elections in Florida, prolife groups targeted J us
tice Leander J. Sha,·v, Jr., of the state supreme court for a single decision on 
abortion in \vhich he V'll"ote the 4-3 majority opinion.ll Similarly, a campaign 
V'las "vaged in 1998 in Oklahoma by II Oklahomans for Judicial Excellence" 
against judges \ivhom the organization thought to be not supportive enough of 
business and economic gro"vth.12 

In an of these cases, of course, the incumbent judges v"rere forced, frequently 
at the last minute, to accumulate campaign contributions, primarily from mem
bers of the legal profession. Thus, vvith the necessity for campaign vvar chests 
and television advertjsing, and the presence of actual or potential conflicts of 
interest, many merit system retention elections are coming to look very much 
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like the competitive elections they \·\Tere designed to replace. 
If, then, (1) the Nevada political culture is unlikely at this time to accept the 

merit system, and (2) merit system retention elections are evolving to resemble 
the much-criticized competitive elections that they supplanted, is there any 
hope for systemic change? Indeed, is there a need for change at all in the sys
tem Nevada uses for selecting judges? 

A MODEST PROPOSAL FOR REFORl\·'l 

The fact that merit system retention elections have become increasingly po
liticized, forcing incumbent judges in these states to behave little differently 
from their counterparts in election states such as Nevada, does not in any V\Tay 
minimize the problems of competitive judicial elections V·le identified in 1993.13 
Indeed, \'\That these nev-.r developments indicate is merely that a move to merit 
selection will not, in and .of itself, remove the politics from judicial selection, a 
position that no scholar ever seriously advocated in any case. Consequently, it 
may be necessary to explore other avenues of reform. 

There are many criticisms of the nonpartisan election approach currently 
used by Nevada to elect its judges. Ho\vever, at bottom the hvo most impor
tant are: (1) competitive campaigns frequently result in negative campaigning, 
personal attacks, and ethical lapses by individuals ",-.rho should knO\V better, 
and (2) the need to campaign against an opponent requires judicial candidates 
to garner large sums of money to fund that campaign, creating actual or per
ceived conflicts of interest.14 

Thus, \ve find our quandary. On the one hand, nonpartisan competitive 
elections are exceedingly popular in Nevada for choosing judges, and it is un
likely that they will replaced any time soon. On the other hand, there are seri
ous problems .of negativ"e campaigning; ethical lapses, and conflicts of interest 
associated \vith competitive elections that even supporters of these elections 
cannot refuse to recognize. 

It is here suggested that, if these problematic elections must continue (and 
clearly the voters \vant them to), then the solution may simply be to have them 
less often. Currently, the seven justices on the Nevada Supreme Court serve 
six-year, staggered terms. This means that normally two Dr three of these posi
tions ,vill be on the ballot in any given general election.1s Ina four-year election 
cycle, all seven justice positions must be voted upon at least once, possibly 
more.16 In a period of tvvelve years, voters \·vill have lived through at least twenty
one supreme court campaigns, and conceivably more if justices appointed to 
fill mid term vacancies are on the ballot. 

The modest proposal of this article is that justices of the Nevada Supreme 
Court be elected to serve staggered, fourteen-year terms. The immediate con
sequence of this proposal volill, of course, be to reduce the number of supreme 
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court elections to seven every fourteen vears, i.e., one every hvo years}7 The 
,.I J - .J; 

advantages to this system are numerous while its disadvantages are minimal. 

ADVANTAGES OF A FOURTEEN-YEAR TERlvl 

On a structural level, there v.lould be three major advantages to fourteen
year terms for state supreme court justices: (1) reduced need for campaigns 
and contributions, (2) improved levels of voter information and attention, and 
(3) a more extensive judicial record. 

Campaigns and contributions. Scholars opposed to a system of competitive 
judicial elections are, perhaps, most critical of the need for judges to run cam
paigns and, therefore to solicit contributions. Although incumbent judges ",rill 
almost always be re-elected, they do, on occasion face challengers. This, of 
course, requires both candidates to solicit contributions. Even in those cases 
"vhere an incumbent is unlikely to be challenged, it is frequently the fact that a 
sitting judge will stockpile a "var chest sufficient to deter challengers from run
rung. 

Judicial elections can be quite expensive. In 1986, for example, "California 
Supreme Court Chief Justice Rose Bird and hvo of her colleagues spent more 
than $11 million in their efforts" to stav on the bench. That same year, Ohio 

.. J 

Supreme Court Chief Justice Frank Calabrezze spent $1.8 million in his unsuc-
cessful bid for re-election.18 Although Nevada is a much smaller state than ei
ther California or Ohio, this trend has held true in the Silver State as ",rell. For 
example, in the 1992 supreme court race between Miriam Shearing and Charles 
Thompson, the most recent, truly competitive supreme court contest, total ex
penditures for both candidates Volere more than 1 million for a position that at 
the time paid only $85,000 per year.19 

The high costs of judicial campaigns have several implications for the ad
ministration of justice. The most important is unquestionably the appearance 
or actual presence of a conflict of interest. As political scientists Harry Stumpf 
and John Culver note, 

Lawyers, feIlo\".' judges, and in some instances political action committees are the 
most likely outside sources of campaign funds for judges and challengers. Attorneys 
""ho contribute to an incumbent judge may feel they ,~rill be rev.larded for their largesse 
.... Conversely, attorneys ,vho actively support the incumbent's opponent may feel 
they ",,,ill be at a disadvantage "vhen they appear before the judge in court. In his study 
of judge's attitudes on judicial selection in Florida, Atkins . .. found that judges felt they 
"vere placed in a "compromising position" \vhen they accepted contributions from law
yers \·vho appeared before them.20 

Indeed, a study of Philadelphia's municipal and common pleas courts found 
that, during one five-year period, Jldefense la",Tyers ,<\Tho had either worked in 
or contributed money to judges' campaigns "von 71 percent of their cases be-
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fore those judges. Yet in the same municipal courts, an average of only 35 per
cent of the defendants ",Ton their cases." These figures suggest more than simple 
coincidence at play, and as a result these elections are novv financed by the 
Philadelphia Bar Association.11 

Although there is no evidence to date that campaign contributions have in
fluenced judges in Nevada, the large sums necessary for conducting a serious 
campaign and the fact that these donations derive primarily from legal and 
gaming interests create, at the very least, the appearance of a c.onflict of interest 
,-\Then these entities appear before a judge to 'Nhorn they have contributed. As 
noted by a Texas la\vyer, "Anybody who makes a contribution to a candidate 
for public office expects some kind of return."22 

The advantage of fourteen-year terms for state supreme court justices in this 
regard is that, as the number .of elections declines, so too ",rill the need to run 
campaigns (too frequently, negative ones) and solicit donations. For example, 
over a fourteen-year period, a particular seat will come up for election once 
rather than rnrice, as it v-,rould under the current six-year term rule. Over a 
longer term,. say forty-hvo years, that seat would be on the ballot three times 
rather than the seven that it is nOV·l. By reducing the number of judicial elec
tions, it is logical and likely that the state \vould also reduce the number of 
negative campaigns and problems related to possible conflicts of interest. Al
ternatively, of course, one might argue that a system of lifetime appoinbnents 
or public financing of elections, may eliminate the problem. As noted earlier, 
the voters of Nevada are unlikely to adopt so major a reform. 

Voter Information and Attention. In addition to the conflict-oi-interest prob
lemnoted above, judicial elections are characterized by a drop-off in voter par
ticipation. That is, in any given election year, a sizeable percentage of those 
people ,-\Tho vote in the top-of-the-ticket races (e.g., president election) "vill opt 
not to vote in the judicial races. This appears to be due to either a lack of 
interest or a lack of knoV\r ledge by the voters. 

That it is due primarily to the voters' lack of kno\vledge about the candi
dates is likely given that drop-off rates are lower in partisan election systems 
than in nonpartisan systems. In the former, voters have a candidate's party 
affiliation that can used as a voting cue; in the latter, there is no handy cue,. and 
voters simply choose,. in large numbers, not to vote. That this is true can be 
shown by the data in Nevada judicial elections. Bernreen 1864 and 1914, 'Nhen 
Nevada's judicial races ",Tere partisan, average drop-off\vas only 3.6 percent in 
the thirty elections that occurred. Behveen 1915 and 1965, the drop-off rate in 
the thirty nonpartisan judicial elections rose to 28.13 percent. And behveen 
1966 and 1998, the drop-off rate changed only slightly, to 25.7 percent in thirty
three races. 23 

Voters cannot, perhaps, be particularly faulted for lo-V.l levels of kno,vledge 
in judicial races. Under the Code of Judicial Conduct, for example, judges are 
prohibited from making "pledges or promises of conduct in office other than 
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the faithful and impartial performance of duties of the office," nor can they 
announce their Jlvie""rs on disputed legal or political issues."24 Given that all 
judicial candidates ,·vill pledge to perform their duties in a fair and impartial 
manner, there is frequently little to distinguish one from another. It is perhaps 
this characteristic of judicial elections that is chiefly responsible for encourag
ing candidates to /I go negative," attacking their opponents on personal, rather 
than professional, grounds in an attempt to differentiate themselves from their 
competition. 

A second possible reason for voters' inaction is that there are frequently sev
eral judicial races appearing on an already crovvded ballot. For example, in 
1998, not only were all district court seats up for election, but so too ""rere four 
supreme court seats. These races were in addition to the dozens of others on 
the ballot for United States senator, United States representative, the six state 
constitutional officers, the state senate and assembly, county commissioners, 
county clerk, county treasurer, and so on. It is easy for judicial races, usually 
lo""r-key affairs anyvvay, to get lost in the jumble. 

Although the fourteen-year term proposed here would do nothing to change 
the Code of Judicial Conduct, it would reduce the number Qf supreme court races 
appearing on the ballot in any given year and ov"er the long term. Once the 
system is in place, normally only one supreme court race yvould appear on the 
ballot every hvo years. Under the current system, at least two, and sometimes 
three, high court races normally appear on the ballot every tV'lO years. Reduc
ing the number of supreme court races in each election by one-half to hvo
thirds ""auld allo\\' voters an opportunity to concentrate on a single race rather 
than on nvo or three. Although a reduction in the number of judicial elections 
CQuld not guarantee more voter attentiveness and kno""r ledge, it vvould prQ
vide a media and electoral spotlight on a single race and, thereby, give "v.oters 
the opportunity to become better acquainted v.lith the candidates, their qualifi
cations, and their persQnalities than ~7ould a mOore crov.lded election sequence. 
At the very least, a fourteen-year term would do no harm in this regard given 
the unlikelihood that it "",auld result in loyver voter participation than at present. 

Again, one could alternatively argue for life tenure for justices, the merit 
system and its noncompetitive retention elections, or other options that "",auld 
eliminate or substantially reduce competitive judicial elections. Hu\·vever, vot
ers vvho have tV-lice rejected the merit system are unlikely to adopt such IIradi
cal" reforms as these. 

More Extensive Judicial Records. Although a less important point, justices serv
ing a fourteen-year term will have an opportunity to build a more extensive 
record of judicial decisions than ""rin justices serving six-year terms. This Vo.,rould 
be a positive development for both the voters and the justices. Voters \vould 
have a longer record to examine ""rhen evaluating an incumbent f.or re-election 
and could form a more accurate appraisal of the justice's ideologies and de
meanor on the bench. Justices, on the other hand, Vo.,rould have such an exten-
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Noel E. Manoukian. (Nevada Historical Society) 
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sive record of decisions that they vvould, theoretically, be less likely to be suc
cessfully targeted by single-issue interest groups for one or nNO decisions out 
of the hundreds or thousands rendered during this longer period. 

ACCOUNTABILITY At\TO lNDEPE\IDENCE 

The debate behveen judicial accountability and judicial independence is a 
long and contentious one. On the one hand are those "vho argue that judges 
should be as free of political accountability as possible "vithin a system of checks 
and balances (e.g., the federal judicial system in v,"hich judges serve life tenure 
for" good behavior") and, on the other, those ,vho argue that judges should be 
amenable to the popular v-lill (e.g., those states, such as Nevada, that utilize 
judicial elections). It is probably the case that most Americans, vvhen pressed, 
v,lould support a pragmatic middle position that U minimizes politics but maxi
mizes public participation in the selection process. 1/25 

The double defeat of the merit system in the state suggests that for the vot
ers of Nevada-and the editorial vvriters of the Las Vegas Revie-w-Journal-any 
system, such as the merit system, that does not provide for competitive judicial 
elections falls short of their desired balance. Thus, as noted at the beginning of 
this article, major reform proposals that decrease this accountabiIi ty are likely 
to fail. 

Although the fourteen-year term proposed here is likely also to dravv criti
cism for red ucing judicial accountability, the modesty of the proposal mitigates 
against that charge. Unlike proposals for a merit system, an appointive system, 
or even life tenure, the fourteen-year reform continues to provide for competi
tive, nonpartisan elections on a regular basis. Supreme court justices "vould 
continue to be elected in competitive elections and \vould continue to be ac
countable to the voters in exactly the same "vav as they have alv-lavs been; in 

oJ .,..... ..I 

that very important sense, nothing \vould change. 
The importance of judicial accountability is that it provides the voters a pe

riodic opportunity to examine members of the judiciary and determine V\rhether 
they are suitable to continue in office or should be replaced. In fact, as prior 
research has sho'\vn, incumbent judges and justices in Nevada seldom even 
draV\i an opponent and are rarely defeated at election time in those fevv in
stances "vhen they are challenged.26 

Since Nevada adopted nonpartisan elections in 1915, this pattern has par
ticularlv held true. Behveen the elections of 1916 and 1998, there have been 

~ 

sixty-three general elections for supreme court justice positions; fifty-three of 
them included an incumbent (84.1 percent). In elections involving incumbents, 
the challenger V\ion in only three instances (5.7 percent). Similarly during this 
period, thirty-eight of these sixty-three races featured only one candidate run
ning (60.3 percent); tvventy-four had tV'lO candidates (38.1 ~~); and one included 
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three candidates (1.6 percent). 27 

What these data suggest is that: (1) supreme court elections in Nevada are 
competitive only about 40 percent of the time;28 and (2) incumbent supreme 
court justices, vvhether they dra\,\7 an opponent or not, are re-elected almost 95 
percent of the time. Thus, "vith these high re-election rates, justices in Nevada 
are essentially able to serve for as long as they choose to serve. Indeed, exclud
ing the justices currently serving on the Court, the eight most recent justices 
have had an average service of 15.88 years on the h igh bench. Only one of 
these eight, Noel Manoukian, \,\7 ho served eight years, V"las defeated for re-elec
tion; the others simply chose to resign or not run for re-election after terms of 
service ranging from a minimum of hvelve years (David Zenoff) to a maxi
mum of tvventy-six (John MO\,\Tbray, Sr.).29 

The fourteen-year term proposed here, then, is certainly "vell "vithin the norm 
of service by justices on the Nevada Supreme Court. Consequently, voters 
\'Vould in effect have the same chances of turning out incumbents under this 
modest reform as they do now. In either case, justices v-.rill serve about fourteen 
years before voters have a realistic opportunity to turn them out. 

There "vin, of course, be justices in the future "vho may need to be removed 
from office prior to the expiration of the fourteen-year term. Under the current 
system, these justices can be removed by the voters at an earlier time (e.g., 
Manoukian), \vhereas under the reform proposal the voters could not vote them 
out for fourteen years. HO,I\Tever, there is still substantial public accountability 
built into the constitutional structure of the state's judicial system. The voters 
may remove judges through recall elections30; the legislature may remove them 
through impeachment31 or legislative removaP2, and they may be removed by 
the Commission on Judicial Discipline.33 In addition to regularly scheduled 
elections, judges and justices in Nevada may be held accountable by the voters 
and their elected representatives by four other methods. The rare case of a 
justice v>.rho should be removed can therefore be dealt "vith through these con
stitutional structures and processes. 

CONCLUSION 

The fourteen-year term proposal advanced by this article is a modest one. 
Unlike the merit system or other proposals for major reform, it "vill not elimi
nate competitive, nonpartisan elections for positions on the Nevada Supreme 
Court; nor vvould it be likely to lengthen the time that justices remain on the 
bench, given that they already average more than the fourteen years proposed 
here. It also will not diminish the other four constitutional structures of judi
cial accountability, .-

What this proposal "vill do is reduce the number of elections for justices and, 
thereby reduce the number of campaigns. In turn, this will red lice the number 
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of occasions in which candidates run negative campaigns, tap the ""lell of cam
paign contributions, and skirt issues of conflict of interest. Concomitantly, it 
v-lill increase opportunities for voter attentiveness to these important elections 
and provide a more substantial record upon '\ovhich voters may base their selec
tions for justices to the state's highest court. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

Transcontinental Am.erica, 1850-1915, Vol. III, The Shaping of A111erica: 
A Geographical Perspective on 500 Years of A 111 e rica n History. By D. W. Meinig 
(New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1998,457 pages, 84 
illustrations, bibliography, index). 

For most of the hventieth century, major universities across the United States 
boasted substantial departments of geography. The academic v-,Todd commonly 
recognized the crucial role played by mountains, rivers, plains, oceans, and 
other natural features in supporting ecosystems, influencing the \>veather, and, 
most important shaping the course of human history. In the last half century, 
hov-,rever, many elite institutions such as the University of Chicago have elimi
nated their geography departments to concentrate their resources in a geology 
or geoscience department, usually staffed ,,'Vith only one or two full-time geog
raphers. 

In fevv disciplines has this trend been more detrimental than in history. For 
Frederick Jackson Turner and the legions of scholars inspired by his frontier 
thesis, the mountains, rivers, and deserts beyond the "vide Missouri were criti-

J 

cal factors affecting the region's gro,.vth. In the East, other historians consid-
ered geography equally important in accounting for the development of the 
thirteen original colonies, the Ohio Valley, and the Piedmont, as v-,rell as the rise 
of England, France, Germany, and their empires in the Third World. 

Over the past forty years, D. W. Meinig, America's foremost historical geog
rapher, has kept this great tradition alive with a series of engaging books and 
articles. Meinig's I1nperial Texas (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1969) and 
The Colrl1nbia River Plain (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1965)clearl y 
demonstrated the value of a geographical approach to history. No,,,,, nearing 
the end of his illustrious career, Meinig has distinguished himself once again 
by penning a truly magisterial work, his four-volume geographical interpreta
tion of American history. This book, the third volume in the series, contains 
Meinig's major chapters on the West. Indeed, he devotes 187 of 457pages to 
this section before turning his attention back to the rest of the nation. 

This reviev-,r will emphasize our section of the country. It should be men
tioned at the outset that Nevadans "",rill be disappointed v-,rith the coverage al
lotted their state, hardly one page. Meinig has privately informed me that space 
constraints barely allov-,red him to scratch the surface in his treatment of Ne
vada, Wyoming, and other sparsely-populated states. This is understandable 
and should not detract from v·lhat is really an illuminating treatise on the West. 
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The work begins v·lith a comprehensive discussion of the various transconti
nental railroad routes that Congress vvrangled over in the turbulent years im
mediately before and during the Civil War. Here" If geopolitical realities" (15) 
exerted major pressures. For instance, despite Brigham Young's determination 
to route the Union and Central Pacific railroads through his capital,. the unpre
dictable levels of the Great Salt Lake diverted the trunklines northvvard to Ogden 
and Promontory Point. Despite the obvious logic of building a line from Kan
sas City through the burgeoning city of Denver to California" the railroads had 
to veer north through the Wyoming Basin and create Cheyenne, because there 
was no feasible pass through the Snov . .,ry Range of the Rockies. Finany, despite 
the staggering cost and expected lack of traffic, Congress had to build the line 
as a means of discouraging separatist movements in California. Given the Texas 
Revolution in 1836 and the Confederates' intentions of extending their repub
lic to the Pacific and, along \vith the British, th'!\,Tarting the designs of Manifest 
Destiny, Congress could take no chances. 

Meinig folloyvs this clever introduction to the subject of vvestern expansion 
,vith insightful sections on Northern and Southern California, Oregon-vVash
ington, Utah, Jlthe Colorado Complex," and Arizona-NeV\T Mexico. As usual, 
his statements are bold: California in 1860 vvas "a vigorous diversifying nucleus 
of 400,000 people . .. not an isolated outpost ... desperate for subsidy and 
nurture from a distant government) ." (26) Written from the standpoint of the 
"new ,·vestern history," the book places the American occupation of California 
and the West itself firmly in the context of imperial conquest. Meinig, for in
stance, argues that part of the American genius in conquering and developing 
the Golden State V'las in not forcing eastern farming and mining techniques 
upon this strange new land, but in adapting Spanish, Mexican, and Indian ap
proaches, as V\Tell as engaging in extensive experimentation in the cultivation 
of olives, grapes, cherries, and various subtropical species of fruit not grovvn in 
the East. 

Of particular value is Meinig's reminder that the West \vas more than a help
less periphery dependent upon some Eastern core for capital and manufac
tured goods. While recognizing some dependency, he emphasizes the West's 
independence, "especially the pull of another ocean-hardly discernible per
haps in Colorado, minor in Ne\v Mexico, but palpable in Mormonland and 
pov-.rerful upon all \l\,Tithin the real Pacific Slope." The importance of the sea lay 
not just in its role as a high\ovay behveen the Pacific Rim and North America, 
but in lithe strong lure of vigorously developing American s.ocieties .on that 
coast \vith their V\Tidely heralded resources and potential." (178) 

Meinig's treatment of Utah is masterful in describing ho,!\,T the Wasatch Front 
and the grassy benchlands and \vatered valleys branching off its foothllls shaped 
the "human geography" of Deseret. (99) Given Brigham Young's curious op
position to settling the frosty lands north of the Idaho border and the Mormon 
penchant for clustering rather than dispersing pioneer farmers, Meinig offers 
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an excellent geographical frame\vork for explaining the Mormon migration 
southv..rard beyond the Colorado PIa teau into the Little Colorado country, fine 
points of cultural theory, Meinig offers one of the best accounts of ho"v Mor
monism both supported American values Vl hile also deviating from them 
enough to convince Washington's U imperial agent" of the need to call in troops 
and block Utah's for nearly half a century. (113) Particularly compelling is his 
comparison of the Mormons' 1846-47 march "vesnvard to escape American con
trol V-lith the Boers' 1837 trek inland follov-,ring the British occupation of coastal 
Sou th Afri·ca. 

One of Meinig's signature contributions to ,vestern history remains his sug
gestion, developed years ago in a relatively obscure article, that this section's 
development differed markedly from its counterparts in the East. In 
Transappalachia "local clusters and salients in the vanguard \vere soon engulfed 
and integrated into a generally contiguous pattern of advance."(35) In the Far 
West, ho"vever, there ,vas no frontier line of population oozing across the p lains. 
Instead this zone ,·vas settled "chiefly by expansion and extension ouhvard 
from the several primary nuclei already implanted."(3.5) Hence the develop
ment of to\vns and farms V-las ouhvard from San Francisco, Los Angeles, Port
land, Seattle, Salt Lake, Denver, and smaller nuclei such as Boise, Santa Fe, 
Butte-Helena, and Virginia City. This urban interpretation allo,vs him to en
gage in penetrating comparative analyses of the development of such rivals as 
Portland and Seattle as ,veIl as Walla Walla and Spokane. Particularly appeal
ing is his discussion of hov..r the relationship betv-leen Portland and Walla Walla 
compared V-lith the relationship behveen San Francisco and its inland supply 
centers at Sacramento and Stockton. 

As vvith all ambitious ,.\Torks, there are statements Volith \vhich one might 
quibble. For example, Meinig suggests that in creating ten ,·\Testern states so 
quickly Congress gave citizens in this sparsely-settled section an inordinate 
pov..rer in the Senate. One might also make the opposite argument: In creating 
its progeny, the East, by fashioning such enormous v..restern states guaranteed 
that the western half of North America 'iNould forever be outvoted on sectional 
issues by the Dela\·vares, the Vermonts, and Rhode Islands vvho \vould, for in
stance later balk at being taxed for dams, irrigation projects, and other y\restern 
needs. While one could certainly agree v..rith his conclusion that Wyoming J .I re
mained a vast, thinly populated expanse anchored upon its Union Pacific axis," 
one might quibble y\rith his notion that even after the railroad's arrival, the 
territory"vas "still focused on its southeastern corner." (151) Cheyenne v..ras 
Wyoming's political and business center, but the significant coal deposits and 
subsequent mining operations near Rock Springs and Evanston cannot be over
looked. 

Time does not permit a fun discussion of all the contributions this book makes 
to our understanding of other vvestern territories, and to native peoples and 
other minorities, much less to our understanding of eastern concerns, World 
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War I, and other themes in American history. Certainly Meinig's chapters cov
ering "Mexico and an American Mediterranean" in the Carib bean and uHa
\vaii and an American Pacific" are required reading for anyone interested in 
geography and the pursuit of empire. 

As a contribution to the history of our regi.on, Meinig's book offers a thought
provoking interpretation of the West during the crucial period \vhen America 
V-las undergoing, in the "v.ords of Walt RoStUV'l, its "economic takeoff" and be
coming a major industrial po-vver. The conquest, settlement, and exploitation of 
this frontier and its resources \vere crucial to the rising American empire as this 
formidable volume confirms. 

Eugene P. Moehring 
UniversittJ of Nevada, Las Vegas 

References: D. W. Meinig, I1nperial Texas; An Interpretive Essay in Cultural Geog
raphy (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1969) and The Columbia River Plain: A 
Historical Geography, 1805-1910 (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1968.) 

The Frontier Army in the Settlenlent of the West. By Michael L. Tate 
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1999, xx + 454 pages, illustra
tions, maps, notes, bibliography, index). 

nIt is this generosity and this kind care and order and discipline that make 
me like the care of the army for my people." So vvrote Sarah Winnemucca in 
Life Among the Piutes (1883). "Can you ,vonder," she asks the reader "that I like 
to have my people taken care of by the army? ... They kno\·v more about the 
Indians than any citizens do, and are ahvays friendly." The statement probably 
comes as a surprise to countless Americans vvho have seen the nineteenth cen
tury regular army as an oppress.or .of the Indians and a practitiDner of geno
cide. Michael L. Tate makes it clear in this excellent book that the army ,·vas 
more .often than not the protector and benefactor of the Indians of "",Testern 
America. Generals George Crook and O. O. Hov,"ard, along "",rith a host of other 
lesser-kno\vn officers, became outspDken champions .of Indians rights, and re
peatedly, denounced ill-treatment by "",rhite settlers and ""'Trang-headed federal 
policies. 

Tate emphasizes that Indian affairs accounted for only a small fraction of the 
time and energies of the "frontiersman in blue." His main message is that 
America's small, underfunded, and put-upon army played a constructive and 
beneficial role in the shaping of the West. ult \vas truly a multipurpDse army 
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that made far greater contributions to the V'lestem landscape than as a mere 
campaigner against hostile Indian." (316) 

The exploration and surveying of the lands beyond the Mississippi "vas pri
marily a function of the army, yet l,Ne too often forget that the Levvis and Clark 
expedition and the journeys of John C. Fremont ",.rere military undertakings. 
So too v\Tere the Pacific Railroad Surveys of the 1850s, the laying out of ""vestern 
,\lagon roads in the same decade,. and the Wheeler Survey of the 1860s and 
1870s. These and many other army explorations vastly increased knovvledge of 
the geology, terrain, natural history, ethnology, and climatology of western North 
America. The Signal Corps built much of the West's telegraphic netvvork. From 
1870 to 1890 this branch operated as the nation's vveather bureau. For example,. 
in N e'vada, enlisted men of the corps in Pioche and Winnemucca daily recorded 
and transmitted a mass of meteorological data. Greatly benefiting travel and 
commerce "\Tere the improvements of vvestern harbors and rivers. Dredging, 
bank stabilization, and snag removal "vere all undertaken by the Corps of En
gIneers. 

At a remote garrison, soldiers planted vegetable gardens, thereby not only 
imprO'ving their diet but also shoV\ring the agricultural possibilities of lands 
previously thought to be unfit for cultivation. A more obvious benefit of the 
presence of the soldiery V\Tas the infusion of federal money into the local econo
mies in the form of contracts for supplies and provisions for nearby posts. Army . 
chaplains and surgeons often served the spiritual and physical needs of the 
civilian population as \vell as those of the troops. Like\vise, some post libraries 
and schools \vere open to citizens of nearby communities. Thousands of over
land emigrants received food, medical care, vehicle repairs, and other services
mostly free- from posts along the routes to the West. The paintings of Lieuten
ant Colonel Eastman and the novels of Captain Charles King are examples of 
ho\v soldiers helped to shape images of the West. 

The army served as a law enforcement agency in trouble-spots such as NeV\T 
Mexico during the Lincoln County War and Wyoming during the Johnson 
County War. It administered and policed the embryonic national park system. 
In the later nineteenth century, soldiers were saddled"vith the thankless duty 

~ ~ 

of maintaining order and protecting property during labor disturbances. When 
disasters such as floods and fires struck, the army V\Tas on hand to feed and 
house destitute civilians and to prevent looting. Such aid V\Tas particularly con
spicuous and v'lelcome after the San Francisco earthquake and fire of 1906. 

In detailing these and other army accomplishments the author has performed 
a notable service. Earlier studies have treated most of the topics discussed here, 
but Professor Tate's volume is the first to bring it all together. It is an essential 
,·vork that gives us a much-needed overvie'w of the military's vital role in the 
development of the 'iNestern United States. 

Michael J. Brodhead 
National Archives and Records Adnlinistration (ret.) 
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Hoover Dam: The Photographs of Ben Glaha. By Barbara Vilander (Tuscon: The 
University of Arizona Press, 1999, xvi + 169 pages, illustrations, 
notes). 

Since construction began on Hoover Dam in 1931, the number of profes
sional photographers vvho have used the dam as their subject probably rivals 
the number of scholars " .. rho have used the project as a focal point for studying 
v,,'ater in the West. Feyv accomplish yvhat Barbara Vilander has in her study of 
images of the dam made by its first official photographer, Bureau of Reclama
tion employee Ben Glaha . Behveen 1931 and 1936, Glaha blended his 
draftsman's knowledge of the dam's construction V-lith a keen compositional 
eye to produce images that yvere documentary enough to please the Bureau 
and artistic enough to hang in galleries. Utilizing fifty of his images, including 
many never before attributed to him, Vilander analyzes Glaha's photographs 
to shoV\r hoV\r he not only documented the dam's construction but taught both 
photographers and the general public ho"v to see Hoover Dam. 

After providing a general overvie,,,, of the history of ",restern reclamation 
and the Hoover Dam project in the first chapter, Vilander provides a short 
biography of Ben Glaha. We learn that he took up photography "vhile serving 
in the army in World War I. He worked for a short time as a journalist before 
joining the Bureau of Reclamation as a draftsmen in the mid-nventies. In 1931, 
Glaha began 'v-lorking on the dam and ,,,,as given part-time duties as a photog
rapher documenting its construction. Although Glaha met the bureau's expec
tations by producing positive images for good publicity, he also placed his 
"vork into the evolving cultural form of the Machine Aesthetic. 

The meat of the book analyzes Glaha's photographs and their use by the 
Bureau of Reclamation as social documentation, art, and publicity. As social 
documentation, Glaha's photos ,vere used to sho"v the public that the dam's 
construction v.lould improve the quality of life in the Southvvest by controlling 
floods and providing electricity. Although all negatives and prints vvere sent to 
Washington, Glaha "vas not given shooting scripts but instead relied upon a 
tacit understanding of V\rhat kinds of shots "vere required to foster the bureau's 
public image. In this vein, Glaha produced images shovving the rising of the 
dam from Black Canyon, technical construction details, work routines, sup
port equipment, Boulder City, and just about everyone "vho "vorked on or vis
ited the dam during its construction. 

While documenting these actions, Vilander argues that Glaha's images are 
also examples of the popular Machine Aesthetic style of the time. Most closely 
associated V\rith Margaret Bourke-White, Charles Sheeler, and Le"vis Hine, the 
Machine Aesthetic sought to 1/ stylistically reduce ,vhatever they depicted to 
the essence of its function. II Photos of dam construction became not only vi
sual records but also formalist abstract compositions. The Bureau recognized 
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this merging of art and documentation and allov·.red Glaha's ""lork to appear in 
a special album and then in a successful traveling fine arts exhibition. 

Glaha' s ability to make images that used a documentary style and aesthetic 
beauty to capture the vievver's attention served the bureau's publicity needs. 
The photos become very popular ;"vith critics and the government)" and the 
public. In addition to the album and exhibition, Glaha's images ;""lere distrib
uted to ne",lspapers, popular books and magazines, art magazines, bureau leaf
lets, and even tourist pamphlets and booklets. Magic lantern slide sets vvere 
created and loaned to schools for public lectures and exhibitions. In her analy
sis, the author shows ho\", the same popular image of a nighttime construction 
view (indeed the book's cover photo), "vas utilized by various publications to 
sho,,'V different themes. 

Vilander concludes her study of Glaha's images by sho,ving how his com
positions became the vvay for photographers to see Hoover Dam. Through com
parison and analysis, Vilander argues that Glaha's ,"'Vork influenced Margaret 
Bourke-White's classic Life cover photo of Fort Peck dam, the sketches and 
illustrations of artist William Woollett, and even the Hoover Dam photos of 
Ansel Adams. The book's final chapter expands on this notion by examining 
ho,,'V current photographers depict the dam, ,,\Tater)" and the West today. 

This is a much needed book in the history of photography of the American 
West. By analyzing one photographer's subject matter and then placing that 
v.lork into the broader historical and artistic contexts, Vilander provides a nice 
jumping-off point for similar studies of the modern West. The only dra\vback 
in the ;"vork, and it is a small one at that)" is the uneven quality of some of the 
half-tone reproductions. Nevertheless, this book should be vie,ved, and ready, 
by all those interested in the history of photography and the modern American 
West. 

Michael A. Amundson 
Northern Arizona University 

Glen Canyon Dam111ed: Inventing Lake PorDell and the Canyon Country. By Jared 
Farmer (Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 1999, 288 pages, 
illustrations, index). 

"There are those ""lho exalt Lake Po,vell as creation, and those "vho damn it 
as destruction/' Jared Farmer ,vrites in Glen Call1{On Dal111ned (xxvi). But the 
author reminds us that understanding southern Utah's canyonlands cannot be 
reduced to a simple dualism that depicts the region as either a vvildemess Eden 
or an ecological disaster. He offers instead a more complicated account, sug-
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gesting that perhaps Glen Canyon "may not have been everything vve imag
ine, and that the reservoir could be more than vI,re've let ourselves admit" (xxvii). 
Using this framework, Farmer assesses recent tourism, recreation, and devel
opment as he seeks to elaborate the theme of Lake Pov.lell and the surrounding 
canyonlands. 

Farmer places the region \vithin the context of nventieth-century gro\·vth, 
discussing the development of the system of roads that connected the parks 
and monuments of southern Utah and facilitated modern industrial tourism. 
The majority of the tourists bet\",reen 1909 and 1968, he notes, "vere Euro-Ameri
cans, vvho found in the canyonlands "\vhat seemed to be a neV·l world-or at 
least a thro\'Vback to a simple and somehovv superior, American places" (63), 
like Glen Canyon, tourists acted out frontier narratives long after the frontier 
had passed. At the same time, though, they regretted the transfonnation of the 
West, even as they took advantage of its accessibility. Many early visitors, ac
cording to Farmer, anticipated forms of loss at Glen Canyon, and by the late 
19508 their premonitions had a name-Glen Canyon Dam. 

For those, like Jared Farmer, "vho never kne"\'\.r Glen Canyon, it is hard to feel 
bad about Lake Po"vell. After all, the lake is a boater's paradise set \'Vithin a 
spectacular \'Vildemess are at least as modem tourists describe it. Farmer's nar
rative reflects the ambiguities that Americans express about Lake PoV\rel1. The 
increasing a\vareness of ecological issues over the past fe"" decades has led 
many to lament the damage caused by the dam; others have never acquiesced 
the loss of Glen Canyon's inherent beauty and the disappearance of one of the 
last \,vilderness areas in the South\vest. Farmer ackno,vledges that Lake Po,,,,rell, 
for all of its beauty and recreational opportunity, "cannot make up for Glen 
Canyon, very simply because it's not an equivalent place." (178) Yet there re
mains the po\verful counter argument that balances the loss of the canyon's 
beauty against Lake Po,vell's o"vn spectacular scenery and its recreational op
portunities. "Can millions of happy boaters be v'lrong?" Farmer ask. (129) He 
describes himself as being some\vhere in the middle of this debate, but dearly 
his feelings are V\rith the lake as it exists. Glen Canyon should not have been 
dammed, he admts at one point, but like many of his contemporaries he con
fesses that it is impossible to dislike Lake Po,veIL 

Having accommodated himself to the reality of this immense reservoir, 
Farmer ackno"vledges its role as a remarkable recreational area. His short chapter 
on recent proposals to drain Lake PO"\'\.Tell d iscusses both sides of the issue but 
ultimately sides v·lith the 2.5 million people ""lho visit the place every year. For 
those vvho spend annual vacations there, Lake Powell is the setting far IF some 
of life's best moments." (188) As a Utah native and a supporter of \vilderness, 
Farmer has sought to balance both ides of the argument about the place, and in 
the end has ,vritten a thoughtful, even compassionate book. Like environmen
tal historian William Cronan, vvhose essay, JlThe Trouble \vith Wilderness" has 
prompted us to rethink some of our standard values, Farmer also questions the 
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singular focus of volilderness adherents. There are, he points out, non-v·.rilder
ness areas v-,rhere people live and work, the places they can home. He v-,ronders 
whether \vesterners can cherish 'I\rhat they have as much as v-,rhat they have 
lost. The implications of this argument are important for this study, but unfor
tunately the author does not develop this insight. 

Despite Farmer's effort to provide a comprehensive vievv of the modem 
canyonlands, Glen Canyon DaJnmed, remains an uneven '''lork, the result of 
Farmer's neutral position v-,rhich ultima tel y limits his ability toO construct a con
vincing argument either for or against Glen Canyon Dam and Lake Pov·lell. 
Too often, his sincere laments for the loss of the canyon are follov-,red v'lith praises 
for the neV·l lake or the excuse that his generation of Utahans, having never 
seen Glen Canyon, really cannot appreciate it. The author's ambivalence coin
cides ,·vith the mixed feelings that many Americans express about Lake Po\vell 
as they try to balance the loss of the Glen Canyon's unique environment against 
the recreation demands of todav's consumer culture . 

.I 

Jared Farmer has produced a thoughtful and insightful book in many re-
spects. Clearly v./ritten, v'lell illustrated, and carefully researched, thls study 
v-,rill appeal to a ,vide variety of readers from local residents and vacationers to 
scholars interested in the history and environment of the South,·vest. .. 

George Lubick 
Northern Arizona University 

Not By Politics Alone: The Enduring Influence of the Christian Right. By Sarah 
Diamond; (Ne\'V York: Guilford Press, 1998, xi + 280 pages). 

This is an unusual book for revieV'l by the Nevada Historical Society Quarterly. 
The book is not in any \vav focused on Nevada, indeed, Nevada is not even .. .. 
listed in the index. The book is not particularly historical in nature, tracing the 
continuing influence of the Christian Right over the past tvventy years. Rather 
it is far more focused on recent political activities. The book, as promised on its 
cover jacket, traces the efforts of the Christian Right "to reshape moral priori
ties through both cultural and legislative means." 

In chapter one, Diamond provides a brief overvieV'{ of the current political 
state of the Christian Right. She uses the social movements literature to frame 
her argument emphasizing that hers is a book on the "Christian Right, not 
evangelicalism in general."(lO) Ho\·vever~ she argues that the "culture of 
evangelicalism encourages people to take political action." (10) Furthermore, 
unlike more elitist groups such as People for the American Way on the left or 
the Heritage Foundation on the right, Christian Right organizations "enjoy genu
inely large constituencies" 'I\rhich rely on relatively "modest donations from 
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hundreds and thousands of people." (12) In Diamond's vie'I\T, this mass con
stituency base makes the Christian Right a formidable force with enduring quali
ties in American political debate. 

Chapters two and three examine the real lifeline of the Christian Right move
ment mass media communication. Chapter hvo is a condse and v·leU-docu
mented revie\hl of Christian broadcasting, especially the television and radio 
ministries of Pat Robertson and James Dobson. Diamond sho'\l\Ts the evolution 
of both ministries, noting ho\v Robertson vvas II the first to deviate from stan
dard pulpit preaching on TV by launching the original Christian nevvs-and
interviev·,r shO'\l\r." (4) After establishing a solid viev·.rer and listener base, both 
ministries are shown as increasingly more political to the point vv here, II in the 
1980s, Robertson largely abandoned talk of the end -times and instead used the 
700 Club to air propaganda on behalf of Reagan Administration policy in Cen
tral America." (2'7) While much of chapter hvo is ground covered in her previ
ous "\lorks, chapter three builds on the theme of expanded substantive reach in 
the Christian Right's use of the media by examining the gro\,vth of Christian 
periodicals, music and books. While the impact of direct political appeals in 
Christian broadcasting is Ilundeniable," (42) \vhat Diamond calls lithe evan
gelical media culture" also"crafts messages about human relations: about au
thority and obedience, good and evil, success and failure, violence, gender roles, 
racial distinctions-in other vvords, everything that matters." (43) While often 
not thought of as being overtly political, Diamond argues that such accultura
tion directly ties the individual salvation found in Christian messages to a call 
for social and political action. 

The expanding role of Christian Right political activities is covered in Chap
ter four. Diamond notes ho\v several issues that arose in the 1970's-the Equal 
Rights Amendment, abortion, gay rights-brought emerging Christian Right 
political groups together into a more focused political coalition. The candidacy 
and then presidency of Ronald Reagan further solidified the coalition. While 
Reagan did provide a rallying point for the coalition, Diamond is less convinc
ing 'v hen she addresses the results of the coalition's efforts. She discusses vari-
0us lobbying, legal and political campaigns, for example the attempt by sup
porters of Pat Robertson to capture state Republican parties through grassroots 
precmct activities and the nomination of Clarence Thomas to the Supreme Court, 
but doesn't give an account of hov-/ these campaigns turned out or hO'\l\T much 
influence the Christian Right actually exerted. In the case of precinct organiz
ing efforts, any Christian Right gains ',vere very temporal, and the Christian 
Right '\I\ras just one of many voices claiming a key role in the Thomas nomina
tion. 

Chapters six through nine discuss the Christian Right in action on specific 
issues, parental rights, gays, obscenity and feminism among others. The treat
ment here is uneven. Diamond is strongest \vhen shov.ling hov.l these issues are 
tied together in a general package labeled II family values" and hO'\l\T the Chris-
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tian Right vvorks to insinuate itself into the agenda of the Republican Party. 
There are also numerous examples of local action by Christian Right groups. 
Her analysis of Christian Right efforts to ban textbooks is chillingly matter-of
fact, detailing various inconsistencies and outright fabrications of various points 
of fact by Christian Right activists, but the summation in each chapter gener
all y credits the Christian Right '""'lith more power than the actual results of their 
effort support. FOor example" she notes that JI \vith most of its efforts the Chris
tian Right fails to eliminate objectionable books outright." (196) Yet she goes on 
to vaguely \>varn of the hoy" the Christian Right has altered outcomes through 
publishers' preemptively self-censoring themselves and school districts avoid
ing hassles V\rith Christian Right groups. Similar types of infinite regress argu
ments are made for other issues. Ho\>vever, "vvhile the Christian Right has in
jected itself into debates, little concrete evidence supports an argument of \·vide
scale victory or even of continuing influence. The persistence of Christian Right 
influence in Republican precincts is at best uneven across the states and in al
most aU cases on the decline. Similarly, the Christian Right has spent consider
able resources attacking President Bill Clinton, but as his administration draws 
to a close there is little evidence of lasting impact of the Christian Right derail
ing his presidency or policy goals. 

The mixed results of Christian Right political action are of particular rel
evance for Nevada. Within the state it is hard to show any significant, long
lasting or \videspread influence. Even among the state's Republican Party, feV\r 
politicians align \vith the Christian Right agenda. The Robertson revolution 
aimed at capturing the Republican Party had some short term disruptive ef
fects, but the state's Republican leadership is no more consistently identified 
yvith Christian Right policies than state Democrats could be called clones in the 
liberal Ted Kennedy-Jesse Jackson mode .. Voters rejected any change or rever
sal of state abortion policies and the state's primary industry----casino gam
ing- as much to fear from liberal critics as from the Christian Right. 

While Nevada's internal politics has resisted the Christian Right, what of 
the Christian Right's influence on national politics as it relates to Nevada is
sues? Again" Diamond's description of hOV\T the Christian Right operates is in
structive, but her further conclusions of Christian Right influence may be over
dra\>vn. Gambling continues to expand across the country and legislation de
signed to reign in the state's leading industry, such as current proposals to 
outlavv betting on amateur sports, is just as likely to be sponsored by liberals 
(e.g." Democrat Patrick Leahy) as Christian Right supporters. Even national 
Republicans, \>vith ' ·"'lhom the Christian Right has attempted to cultivate its 
poV\rer, have cautiously backed a\vay from such litmus test issues as constitu
tional bans on abortion. Indeed the resounding crash of Christian Right presi
dential candidate Gary Bauer, as v.lell as Reform Party candidate Pat Buchanan, 
may shov·" the true breadth, or lack thereof" of the Christian Right's political 
might. 
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Diamond concludes that while the Christian Right has not acc'Omplished 
much of their agenda," conservative evangelicals are in the process of creating 
fDr 'themselves a ne",,! kind of social mDvement."(241) Considerable time is 
spent discussing the rise 'Of the Promise Keepers and Diamond cancludes that 
the emergence 'Of this group comes lJat a particularly disadvantageaus time far 
pragressives." (241. Ironically, Diamond seems ta have v.lritten her analysis at 
the zenith 'Of the Promise Keepers mavement. TV'lo mare recent baoks by Dane 
Claussen describe that m'Ovement as disintegrating and of temparal, but nat 
lang-lasting, p'Olitical cansequence. Liberals may never be comfDrtable \vith 
the Christian Right agenda, but this agenda is a part of American political de
bate. The Christian Right falls far short of being any more daminant in politics 
than are their liberal counterparts, and Diamond's analysis ultimately over
states its continuing influence. 

Eric B. Herzik 
University of Nevada, Reno 
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